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July 5. 1945
9:40 A.M.

HMJr:

Vineon to talk to Rayburn today with Crowley to see
whether they can't keep the House in session. They

HMJr:

L:

To keep the House in session. because they are worriedabout bank, too. But it also planned to
push on Bretton Woods as a further reason why the House
should remain in session, but that meeting will not be
until sometime this afternoon, but I will get word as

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJr:

Well, can't you say "Pardon se." Don't you boys know

say, Pardon ne" but on an important thing - I did not

HMJr:

Well, if I said that then it must have been something

HMJr:

Well, you certainly said that Acheson was going to go
and ask Byrnes where we stood on the Advisory Committee.

Yeah.

Keep what?

soon as....

said that.

any manners?

any not.

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

At the Rhisa nature metering from will
recall naking - to moon OTTE and have lanch
with you time the letter not or this
made. IS convenient to you. I feel It would
be beet to poitoons our visit until face time
next meet, =2 1 will have to when the Hearther
bel'arr the Benate Form in Dalations Committee
on Handrer on the am Francisco Charter emt 1
shell the no to IN ears preparing Cod the
belonce of this realt.

1 158 delichted to sea you Inaking 10 sall
yesterlay and 1 an forward to -

with best wishes,

sincerely yours,
P

Henry Jr.
Secretary of the Treasury

Mr. Luxford:

L:

And that Byrnes in arranging apparently for

are worried about export-import bank, too.

Yeah, but did he ask Byrnee the pointblank question
about this Advisory Committee? That 10 what I wantto know. Hellot

No, I don't think I never discussed that withFerguson at all.

Somebody in this roos - 15 minutes ago - said that
Acheson would go to Byrnes and ask his If he didn't
want to help to keep that committee BE it was.

oh, no. I vat the one that referred to Acheson.

Luxford, Mrs. Klots is sitting here. She said you

No, dr, I 410 not say that.

Well Mr. Secretary, I would have been very glad to

Well, I heard you any that.

that was completely off my mind.

No. what I said was that Acheson was going to Byrnes
and suggest that they take action to try to keep the
House in session. That was all.

July is 1915

Ea.laterard to (settinion, Jr.

Dear Henry,

visit.

The insamble

L:

L:

L:

L:

L:
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HMJr:

L:

HMJr:

L:

HMJrt

L:

HMJr:

L:

HMJr:

C L:

HMJr:

L:

HMJr:

L:

TRADE MICROSTAT

Well, let it go. I mean - I understood you to any -
nothing about the House in session. That you said that
you were going to see Byrnes and ask his where be stood
on this Advisory committee.

Perhaps that is why you laughed when I said it, Mr.
Secretary, because I wondered at your response.

There MBR somebody else in the room besides no.

Well again I say that is perhaps why you laughed. I
couldn't quite understand why you were laughing at it.

That's why I laughed.

Because -- no, all Forguson had told me VBR that
Acheson was upset that the Senate VBS postooning this
thing until the 16th, and that they had made these

mendments.

Wait e minute now, will you do as a little favor?

Surely.

Ank E. M.Bernatein what you said, will you?

What?

I'll see you later.

NO. U.S.PAT.OFF MICROFILM
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Mr. Luxford:

ROLL NO

July 5. 1945
9:45 A.M.

I checked with Eddie and he paid I didn't
BR3 anything like that. I'll check further

HNJr:

L:

HMJr: That's why I laughed, and that is what I

L: I couldn't understand why you laughed.

That's what I understood you to say.

L: What may have happened, Mr. Secretary was that
I had spoken to Eddie a few minutes before and
asked him if he didn't want to tell you about
this Advisory Committee. And be had said, "No,
that Harry had already sooken to you about it.'

L: And it was right after that that I said,"Well,
Acheson 18 going to talk to Byrnes.

Well, there can always be an honest at under-
standing. but If you don't mind. I think younger
man to an older can if you disagree you can say
*Well, I think you are or"I'm sorry*
but Just not be quite so categorical. I don't

L: I's very sorry if I was very categorical.

I don't think that. I think as you go up you
expect the ease thing from your children.

L: I should think so. I'm sorry on that point,

L:
Certainly there was no intent to be that way.

L: Certainly there was no intent to be that way.

0

If you wish.

Well, let it go.

All right, air.

understood.

Teah.

think 1.....

Mr. Secretary.

0. K., all right.

Pardon?

A11 right, air.

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJr:

ENJr:

HMr

HMJri

L:

I'll be glad to.

I'll be glad to.

All right.

oh, I've forgotten it.
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Mr. Shaffer:

HMJr:

S:

HMJr:

5:

HMJr:

5:

106Jr:

S:

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

The United Press is carrying a story to the effect
that you resigned this morning during your visit
over there to take effect when President Trusan
gets back from the Big Three conference.

They quote an unimpeachible source and they charge it
to the Treasury because it vas VT) tten at the White
House and they think by bringing the Treasury into it
it will lend authenticity to the story.

Well, that is not very fair, is 117

No. sir. Gregory tust called on upstairs from down-
stairs. He told me that the deek had just phoned

him about it to tio his off what vas happening.

feah, well, I've got nothing to any at this moment.

oh, of course not. I just wanted to tell you.

MICROFILM

s

July 5. 1945

Charlie Rose?

Yes, Henry.

Let ne just tell you what happened. Gregory of the
United Press, who covers the Treasury - oughtn's
to have told you it was Gregory - well, anyway, I've
told you calls up and BOYS they ve got the story
from the White House that I have resigned.

That is absolutely untrue unless they got it from
someone other than the President and myself.

Well, they aay "unimpeachable source", and they are.

I don't know who could have out it out.

Well, they just called up. of course, I haven't seen
anybody, and we're been..

Well, I don't know where in the world it could have
come from.

Yesh. Well, anyway, I want you to know that it didn't
come from here because everybody -- there's only a
couple of people that know it, and they haven't been
out of my room all morning.

If I knew who leaked here he wouldn't 1 mct around here
very long 10 I had anything to may about it.

Well anyway, for whatever it's worth - I called you
up to tell you.

Well, thank you very much.

The President in going to make the announcement himself.

He 1st When is he procosing to do that?

At four o'alock today.

At four o'clook.

Yea, and I don't know how in the world it could have
been published.

ROLL NO.
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R:

R:

R:
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July 5. 1945
1:10 P.M.

HMJr:

Rose:

HMJr:

R:

10Wr

R:

HKJr:

HMJr:

RWJr:

HWrr

HKJr:

HMJr:

HMJr:

Hello,

Hello.

Yesh.

Mr. Charlie

Xeah.

Right.

Thank you.
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R:

R:

Rt

HMJr:

R:

HKJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

Well, the letter just left here now. I sean it
left here about ten minutes ago.

And someone said that the UP had it from an unin-
peachable source?

Yeah. From the White House.

From the White House?

Definitely. There is no if, and, or but.

Well, he certainly did not have it from the President.
I know be didn't have it from me. Where else he might
have gotten it I can't imagine.

They maid they got it from the White House.

Well, I'll be damn. Well, thanks for telling no.

Well, I just wanted to make sure that between you.
the President and myself there was no misunderstanding.

Well, thanks for calling and I'll tell him.

Well, the best of lock to you.

And the name to you.

I'11 be seeing you.

MICROFILM

I

Present: Mr. D. W. Bell
Mr. Bartelt
Mr. Gaston
Kr. Hass
Mr. C. S. Bell
Mr. 0 Connell
Mr. White
Mr. Coe

Mr. Fussell
Mr. Pehle
Mr. Luxford

H.M.JR: I will read you 8 letter. (Reads letter
to President Truman, dated July 5, 1945.)

He is going to announce it at four o'clock.

MR. PEHLE: Well, we are very sorry, Mr. Secretary.
H.M.JR: Well--

MR. WHITE: The country should be sorry.

H.M.JR: Well, I think you people are entitled to know
the story. The rumors and gossip and all that WAS that
was through, and I wanted to know whether I was through, so
I went over there and asked him this morning. I am giving
you the facts, but I don't want them to be peddled around

I said, "Mr. President, you told me you felt like a
brother to me the other day, and you hoped I would feel
that way toward you, 80 ALL going to try to. Let's talk
about the official family matters." I told him about these

-2-
a

July 5, 1945
2:00 p.m.

C

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJrr

Yeah.

I hope so.

O. K.

Thank you.

Goodby

GROUP

town.

I
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rumors, and he said, "Well, I will make 5 categorical denial
that you are going to resign.

I said, "I am sorry, Mr. President, that is not enough.
I believe you, but the public doesn't. I said, "What I
want is a letter from you to me saying that you asked me
to stay until Y-J Day.

Well, he didn't know; he had to think that over. That
was the tip-off, he didn't know. Maybe he might want n
new Secretary of the Treasury.

I said, "Well, Mr. President, after twelve years I am
not on trial, and if you don't mind my saying it, I think
that my record is as good as the five gentlemen you have
appointed, and you don't have to test no. I have been loyal
to you, and my record is . matter of public knowledge.
also told him he would be sorry over & couple appointments
he had made that have been mistakes.

So he said, "I need time to think this thing over."

I said, Xr. President, you don't need any time at
all. Either you want no or you don't

He said, "I need time to think it over."

I said, "No, Mr. President, you don't. You know now
whether you want me or whether you don't. So I wrote a
letter.

From my previous experience, when he wants to think
these things over I know that he is dodging for time. So
I insisted that it be given out tonigh And I said, "I
don't think it would look very good from your standpoint
if I would give it out after you were on the high seas.
I said, "For your own sake I suggest you give it out tonight."
I said, "You might as well send Vinson over, and I can break

So he said, "Vinson is going to Europe with me to look
after Lend-Lease and other matters, which just convinces me,
along with all the information that I have been gathering,

ROLL

0

that he was building Vinson up and tearing me down. So
when he wouldn't give =0 a letter, It just showed they were
getting ready, and when they came back they would pull the
carpet out from under my feet. I have worked too hard and

H.M.JR: I told Mrs. Klotz that I feel sorry only
on account of the great disturbance it will cause you
people, rather than it will cause me, because the disturbance
it caused me happened when Mr. Roosevelt died; that is when
I WELS disturbed. This doesn't disturb In fact, I

MR. WHITE: Mr. Secretary, I would like to be the
first to say I think you are acting in this thing--I don't
want to be understood 88 exaggerating, but you are acting
a great man. I think it took 8 lot of courage and a lot of

E

sincerely and a quality of character that I think places you
even higher in my estimation than you have been before.
think that is quite the right thing to do. I feel all of
that, and I feel that if he does accept It,It will be one
of the great mistakes of his career and one of the greatest

H.M.JR: I appreciate what you a saying. He is accept-
ing, and he has called a special press conference for four
o'clock. The United Press has it already. It came out of

MR. FUSSELL: Yes. I knew they had a story. There is

H.M.JR: When you have a friend, it shows. A man called
up Sheeffer and said, "There is a story coming out that
Morgenthau is resigning, but they are hanging it on the
Treasury. 'A prominent official In the Treasury said it,'
but they know it didn't come out of the Treasury, it came
out of the white House, but to protect themselves they are

€ Was the Dow-Jones story the

NO

me now.

PRECISION

0
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too long to take that from anybody.

MR. WHITE: I wouldn't feel badly.

am beginning to feel kind of good.

loses to the country.

the White House. Do you know about it?

also a story on the Dow-Jones ticker.

doing it that way.

MR. D. W. BELL:
same?

as
I

him in.'
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the Dow-Jones story was the same?

me ing, anything at all. if I had only had a couple of real

(

(

TRADE MARK

-4-

MR. GASTON: It was the UP story.

MR. D.W.BELL: The one he had was the UP story, but

MR. FUSSELL: I haven't seen it.

MR. GASTON: That WILD from the Dow-Jones ticker?

MR. D.W.BELL: It was the Dow-Jones we had.

H.M.JR: I think it is a pretty good letter myself.

MR. O'CONNELL: Yes, a very good letter.

H.M.JR: Unfortunately I didn't have more things with
to sign, because he would have signed anything this morn-

good comfortable, I think he might have given no the White House. I

documents. He was so nervous and so uneasy and un-

I got the Barkley letter signed, and I got your silver.
wish I had had a dozen letters.

MIL. D.W.BELL: was Harry designated to go to Europe
in that letter?

MR. WHITE: I will go to Europe on my own power.

(Mr. Gamble enters the conference.)

(Secretary hands Mr. Gamble his letter to President

H.M.JR: I an giving then an explanation. Well, you of
be interested to know, Harry, that in the course most

might conversation I said, Mr. President, I think it is
unfortunate that you are not taking .nybody with you who
knows anything about international finances. I think you has

to be at a great loss, because the Treasury too
are information going that nobody has got. I think it is just

NO. OFF ROLL NOMICROFILM

What happened, Ted, WAS this--

MR. D. W. BELL: He didn't answer that, I'll bet.

Come closer; you are no for away.

What happened, so you will know, is, I went over there
this morning and told him about all the rumors and all the
gossip. His immediate answer was, "well, I will make
categorical statement that you are not going to resign."
I said, "Mr. President, I 82 very sorry, I believe you, but
the public doesn't. T said, "I want you to write me
letter saying--saking me to stay until V-J Day. He said,
"No, don't want that.

"Well, Mr. President," I said, "If you don't know now
you will never know, so I resigned. See?

He said, "I en not ready; I haven't thought about this."

I said, "Nr. President, if you are not ready to tell
no you want ne to stay until V-J Day, then I quit. There
was no other way. I - not going to be--he is taking Vinson
with him on the trip to handle Lend-Lease and other financial
matters. I mean, he WALE building Vinson up and tearing me

Before you cane in I said that the only thing I feel
sorry about 5 that my associates here--what it will do

the

to the finest team there in in Washington.

MR. WHITE: There are many more things to be sorry
about than that, more important things.

H.M.JH As for as I an concerned, my shoulders are
beginning to go back a little bit, but, after all, it RES
a reasonable request to ask 8 man not to ask be another
Stettinius. When I asked him to put it in writing that he
wanted me to stay, he refused to.

Nobody, especially after being Secretary of the Treasury
for twelve years-after twelve years of service to his country,

12

€
-5-

H.M.JR: No.

down.

Truman.)

bad.
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nobody can take that, and I don't see why I should have to.

MR. GAMBLE: He certainly knows more about you and

your program than he knows about the new people he is
appointing.

H.M.JH: I said, "I don't think it is conceited to
say that my record is at least as good as those of the
five people you have appointed.'

MR. WHITE: Well, you can hold your head very high,
Mr. Secretary.

MR. GAMBLE: I think you can, too, Mr. Secretary.

H.M.JR: If I let them pull the rug out from under
me inch by inch, I'd be very unhappy and all the rest of
that.

MR. GAMBLE: You would not be fair to your accomplishments,
fair to what you have done, what the Department has done under
your leadership to permit the President to do what he has
done with Stettinius whose whole Government service collapsed
under his feet.

MR. D.W.BELL: That is the smart thing about this,
he beat him to the punch.

MR. WHITE: I don't think it is smart.

MR. D.W.BELL: I think it is smart.

MR. O'CONNELL: It is the proper thing to do though
I suspect we are all very unhappy about it. That is the
way I feel. I am sorry you were compelled to do what you
did.

H.M.JR: I'm not.

MR. O'CONNELL: I can't see as you had any other real
course, but I do feel very unhappy.

MICROFILM

H.M.JR: I couldn't hold my head up and have this man
say to ne he was uncertain about me. After all, I didn't
ask him to appoint me for the next three and one-half years
as Secretary of the Treasury. I would have liked to have
stayed, but I didn't say that to him. I would have liked to
have stayed until the war was won, but I didn't say that to
him. I said, "Do you want me to stay, and give a statement

MR. WHITE: No, Mr. Secretary, it would have been
terrific punishment and beneath your dignity and unbearable.
There is no question in my mind that what you did was right.

H.M.JR: Anyway, they had it as a fact in the week end

MR. WHITE: The rumors have been multiplying very
rapidly. I don't know where they emanate from, but they
have been very broad.

MR. O'CONNELL: I didn't believe them. I may be all

MR. D.W.BELL: You what?

MR. O*CONNELL: I just didn't believe the stories.

MR. D.W.BELL: I have heard them every place I have
gone, and 1 said, "They just can't be true, our relations
are wonderful.

(Secretary holds a telephone conversation with Mr.
Sam Rosenman.)

MR. GASTON: It is all right, but I do think you
ought to talk to him frankly.

MR. WHITE: We will step out.

ROLL NO
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letter.

wet, but--
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MR. GAMBLE: I signed eight new members of the
Oregon Republican Club outside.

H.M.J What does one do to join?

MR. GAMBLE: It will cost you a buck. (Laughter)

KIL WHITE: No. I think, Mr. Secretary, this is the
beginning. There will be a histus and lots of big things that
you osn play an important rolein. I don't feel in any
sense that this is the end.

H.M.JR: To lose B team like this with the knowledge
we have plus the good will we have with these various
people all over the world--to lose that good will, just
dissipate It only for political reasons--I can't see
as it is anything else.

MR. O* CONNELL: There isn't anything else; there can't
be any other reason.

MR. WHITE: You haven't lost the team. Any game you
want to play later on, we will be around.

MRS. KLOTZ: Volleyball is what they play.

MR. WHITE: Volleyball.

H.M.JR: Pushball.

MR. C. S. BELL: We will go up and help you on the

MR. WHITE: Count me out.

MRS. KLOTZ: Harry says, "You can count me out on going

H.M.J The tomato crop is ripe.

MR. WHITE: We want to cultivate broader spaces. I
will eat the fruits thereof, but--

16
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MR. D. W. HELL: We can go over, too, but I think
you ought to talk to him. I think you had better either
go in the telephone booth or let the crowd go, and talk to
him right away.

H.M.JR: I can't; I an going to make a record.

MR. D. W. BELL: Why don't we step out?

(Group leaves temporarily)

H.M.JR: You could have all stayed. All Rosenman
wanted was the dirt, you see, that is all. He just wanted
the gossip; he didn't want any information on how to write
the letter.

I am sorry I didn't have a couple more good letters
for Mr. Truman to sign this morning. I had two, one to
Barkley--he would have signed anything.

MR. WHITE: That is all right. Tais is only the
beginning, not the end.

MR. LUXFORD: That is what I would emphasize, now you
are free to do some of those things. You have just started.

MRS. KLOTZ: I'll say.

H.M.JR: I said, "One right of n private citisen--I'm
sure you won't object to my publishing my book.

He said, "No, you can do it and quote me 8.5 saying it
1a all right. I agree.

MRS. KLOTE: Then that time cases, I'm not so sure he
will agree.

MR. CAMBLE: I don't think he will want his confirmation.

H.M.JR: Incidentally, I got his permission to give a
copy to General Eisenhower, and I am doing that. That is
important.

Well, don't be too glum.

0

0

H.M.JR: O.K.

up to your farm.'

farm.
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MRS. KLOTE: You want to cultivate the seeds you have

H.M.JR: We will see. It has been . good twelve years,
and we have worked hard. You know, it's B funny thing, but
to show how I worked, last Saturday I asked Herbert Gaston
to tell Secret Service to put a continuous guard on my
files starting last Saturday. I have just sensed things
here and sensed thes there, and one thing an another.

H.M.JR: My files. There has been a guard since last

MR. WHITE: I, think you have got to take some action

H.M.JR: The files? Oh, yes. That as s one of the
reasons. Well, be was very emphatic. He wanted as to
stay, see. I have learned this, that when he wants some-
thing he moves almost too quick. When he doesn't, be says
he will kind of think it over. He was very emphatic and
said he wanted me to stay here until he got back. Of course,
that suits me. It gives are a chance to fool & round, you
know, and get the files together and get those things packed,

H.M.JR: He leaves tomorrow night, but he is taking
the grand tour of Europe. I bet he has never been to Europe

MR. O'CONNELL: During the last EAT he was.

H.M. JR: My guess is about two weeks to four weeks.

MR. WHITE: Well, while he is gone you are Acting

C

MR. WHITE: If anything, God forbid, should happen--

H.M.JR: You are a lawyer. Suppose he accepts my

H.M.JR: I don't know, but say effective on his

(Secretary holds a telephone conversation with Mrs.

H.M.JR: Well, I have a couple weeks to go. We can

MRS. KLOTZ: Lots of them. Let's have 8 good time.

H.M.JR: Let's have a dance down here, a private one.

MR. WHITE: Well, Mr. Secretary, I as very proud of
you and proud of the way you handled this, very proud

H.M.JR: O.K. I haven't read O'Connell's memo yet.

MR. O'CONNELL: Which one is that, on the talk with

MR. WHITE: We don't have to go back there. Look how

(Secretary reads letter addressed to Senator Barkley.)

H.M.JRI By the way, do you want to give this group a
E copy Have you people got a copy of the Dear Alber letter?

11

already BOWD.

MR. LUXFORD: A guard on your what?

Saturday.

on that, but I don't know what.

you know.

MR. C. S. HELL: Yes, sir.

MR. WHITE: When is he going?

before.

MR. PEHLE: How long is he going to be gone?

President then.

H.M.JR: That is right.

resignation this evening.

MR. PEHLE: Effective when?

MR. PEHLE: And he doesn't return.

Morgenthau.)

have some parties.

MR. C. S. BELL: Outdoors.

I suppose I have to come back to earth.

high up we have been.

return.

indeed.

Hayburn?

(

0
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MR. GAMBLE: ...and these bankers running around
talking about the pattern of rates, and $0 forth--don't
think they aren't happy with the condition. Government
bonds are not selling as high as they more selling with
the problems they know this problem is faced with
according to the problems this country is faced with.
It is a pretty good condition.

H. .JR: They are afraid they will have a politician
and somebody will be able to talk to that fellow, and they
will be afraid it isn't going to be them.

MR. 0 CONNELL: They won't be happy when they think

MR. LUXFORD: One of your greatest compliments will be

KIA. WHITE: They will be troubled, because after all,
they have B lot at stake in regard to the proper functioning
of the financial aspect of the Government.

MR. GAMBLE: What stake has Burgess got? No stake
at all. Burgess you could buy and seil for seventy-five
thousand dollars. He has no stake. The average fellow
in this country who is head of n bank owns some--

MR. WHITE: How such does it take to buy a bank?

MR. GAMBLE: Seventy-five thousand dollars to buy all
Burgess own.o or has earned. There are % lot of fellows in
this banker crowd that have wealth of their our and people
that have equities who, in my opinion, even though super-
ficially they have been against the Secretary, have been
pleased with the way he has carried out his function, and
they are going to feel pretty badly about it.

MR. WHITE: You will see some great eulogies in the

H.M.JR: I don't think so, and one reason is because
I tied myself up to Mr. Roosevelt in ay resignation. I

1012

H.M.JR: You drafted it. It has been signed.

MR. WHITE: Maybe we want to shift it now and see who

MRS. KLOTE: He wants to shift the "Dear Alben* letter.

MR. LUXFORD: Tell him what we really think while we
are writing to him. (Laughter) Just think of the freedom
you will have to say what you really think now, Mr. Secretary.

KR. GAMBLE: I don't think they will be worried, only

MR. LUXFORD: No.

is coming in.

H.M.JR: What do you mean?

MRS. KLOTZ: That is right.

H.M.JR: What did he say?

H.M. JR: What do you mean?

MRS. KLOTZ: will there be anybody to listen? That
in the point.

MR. LUXFORD: I think there will.

MR. WHITE: Yes, there will.

H.M.JR: I will get acue place.

MR. WHITE: There will be saue boys on Wall Street
that are going to be very happy, very happy.

MR. GAM BIE I an not so sure. There will be . few
people, but I think that you will find that there will be
a great many people that--

MR. WHITE: They will be worried, but they will be

this sense: I think even the Secretary's bitterest
enemies will be the first to acknowledge the job that has
been done, and--

C
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MR. WHITE: Oh, sure.

twice about this.

they will be happy.
(

happy.

in

press.
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that carefully. I am perfectly willing to get
did a bad press very tomorrow, but I will sink or swim in history
on IF associations with Mrs Roosevelt.

MK. WHITE: When your record--

H.M.JR: Well, yes, but--

Byrnes 101. is--how old is he, sixty-seven years of age, isn't

WHITE: I don't even feel that, Mr. Secretary.

MRS. KLOTZ: He has got him burled.

VR. WHITE: You have just begun; you have twenty

years ahead of you.

H.M.JH: Look at Baruch. He is seventy-four.

101. WHITE: I didn't think of him.

H.M.JR: Why didn't you?

Governor Lehman, who is sixty-seven, is starting and today
is going to fly to Paris, the next day to Kone,

then Cgechoslovakia.

H.M.JR: Governor Lehman at sixty-seven.

MRS. KLOT&: Is he?

H.M.JRI Yes, he is sixty-seven. That is don't a lot anybody of

flying to do for because an old man. I ain't. Hell, anyway, The only thing 1 say-- is

be and downhearted, I an repeating- that I an sorry that the team

MR. WHITE: Well, there is plenty of reason to feel
downhearted about it, but the fight isn't over.

MICROFILM

MR. O'CONNELL: The only good reason for feeling
downhearted-and me all feel downhearted on that account--
is that this is not . good thing for the country. It is

MR. LUXFORD: We lose a fighter.

VR. O*CONNELL: In these times it just isn't a good
thing; it is a shame that the forces you are talking about
are able to bring it about. I WAS the most naive fellow
in the world. I did not believe until you read that letter
that the President would react the why he did. I have been
hearing the same stories, and if you had asked me this morn-
ing what I thought Truman would any when you suggested you
wanted 6 letter, I would have said he would have given you

H.N.JR: You would have seid he would give me a
letter? I would have up until Friday, but something hap-

week

that he would have given me a letter, but omething
happened over the week end which made me think he wouldn't.

MR. WHITE: It is independent of anything the Treasury

MR. O'CONNELL: It in disheartening to have to admit
that the forces who built this thing up could be effective
enough to get any President of the United States to the

reached

going on for months, but they are the same acid people that
have been shooting at the Secretary and most others for the
past twelve years. And it is 6 perfectly standard technique

to start runors around that so and so is on the skids; they
are going to get him out. It could be Hannegan or anybody
else making statements, but as far as the President is con-
cerred, me could hope that he would discount those things
one hundred percent. I an feeling very lon because he

H.M.JR: I told Mr. Trumar the first week he was in
that this WBO the financial center of the world, this desk,

ROLL
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and it could only be the financial center of the world
an long an the President of the United States stood will right
by my side, the way Mr. Roosevelt did. He aaid,
stand right by your side the way Mr. Roosevelt did.

But 12 far as the Treasury is concerned, it is the
White said, you take a bond drive, a tax drive and

way work on the Hill--everything we have touched has been

MR. WHITE: whom do you think we ought to send these

MRS. KLOTE: Don't send them, Harry.

H.M.JR: Well, if Gamble and Fussell would stay,
I want to talk to them. I will be seeing you.

HMJr:

Judge San
Rosenment

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJr: I see. I own call you back 10 about ten minutes.

R: All right. You know what it 1s about. Your

HNJr:

H: And what I wanted to do 10 get come material
to answer it with. You know what I coan - not

HMJr: Well, supposing I send Gaston and Dan Bell over

R:

HMW

R:

HKJr:

R:

HWJrr Because they helped se draft . letter to the

Rt Would they come right over because he --- do

HMJr:

R: He is going to announce it this afternoon. He is

HMJr:

Hello.

Hello.

3am?

Henry?

Talking.

No.

Oh.

All right.

Yeah.

No.

Yesh.

successful, everything.

His. O'CONNELL: Yes.

MIL COE: You are too good, Mr. Secretary.

to?

Are you alone?

letter is on my deek.

Just words, but facts.

to see you.

How would that be?

What's that?

That's all right.

President.

going to call the boys in.

I'd like to talk to you when you are alone.

you know what his plans are?
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R:

R:

R:

And so I have to move fast.

Right.

Otherwise I would nex you . lot of questions.

Well, I'm still here.

Well, when you are alone, I'd like to talk to you.

I'll nek Gaston and Bell to come right over.

All right, thank you.

Bye.

HMJr:

HKJr:

HWJr:

R:

HMJr:

Judge
Rosemman:

HMJr:

R: Well, I'm sort of - amazed when the bose handed
it to ne because it was such a surprise and I
was just wondering whether it van considered
judgment. of course, it 18 all behind you now.

HMJr: Well, oh yes, it is a long story and I don't like
to do it on the phone, but after all, he seemed

R:

HMGr No, he seemed uncertain as to what he had in mind

R:

HMJr: And I thought if there was any uncertainty in his
mind, this was a good time to call off the bets.

R:

HMJr: After all, he either knows by nox who I am and

R:

10Wr: And 17 be doeen't know --- I just asked his
whether he wanted me to stay until V-J Day, and
he was evasive. And when he VBE evasive about
it, I just pressed the point because it was all
the gossip, and I can't work with all this gossip

Rs

HKJr: And when he was evasive about giving no an answer,
well, I just said this is on good a time as any,
Mr. President, I'll resign now. I mean I wasn't
going to wait until they got ready to ask me to

R:

HMJr:

R1

Yes, Henry.

Yes, San.

in regard to me.

oh.

Ahuh.

Yes.

going on, you see?

Yeah.

resign.

"hat?

uncertain in his mind.

You mean about the draft of

what I na, or he doesn't.

Well, I think that is wise.

I think that 18 wise.

0
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I mean, after all, if you ask - it's a perfectly
reasonable request - leaving be with a terrific
responsIbility - he and the Secretary of State out
of the country. You can't sick up every columnist
and have them BBY I'm through, and lenve the res-
consibility of the country in my hands, which he

Whether he likes it or not. Then #0 I've been
thinking about this for a week, and thought
out very carefully that I would and him point

he blank doesn't ho? Well, know. think You know it over thendoesn't want to know, he has to
you know. You've seen that characteristic, haven't

HMJr: And that was enough. that was enough.

All right, well. T want to make this an nice BE
I can. Are they coming over?

HWJ: They've left. But there is more to 11, I'll tell
sometime when I see you, but his meeting - and

you ST Everything meeting von friendly friendly basis.
and I left in n very friendly attitude no there is
no bitterness, no animosity.

Yes, well, he is going to call the boys in.

HMJr: Yeah, it is on the ticker.

oh, is 117

HKJr: You give out - I suppose - . letter to net

Yes, that's what I want to get out.

HMJr:
And then he'11 give out my letter to him?

HRJr:
Did you read my letter?

Rt

I've got it ner in front of se.

HMJr:
that do you think of it?

MICROFILM

All right, very good.

Do you think it's a good letter?

Yes.

Yell, make the letter good from him to me now.

That's what I'a calling him for.

I thank you.

it C.K.(Leughs)

-
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R:

Rt

Rt

R:

HMJr:

does.

R:

Yesh.

HHJr:

you?

R:

Yeah.

R:

R:

R:

R:

R:

106Jr:

IM/Jr:

HMJr:

*MMrdoes he want an to stay until V-J Day or
he didn't

with him was on 6 most
smiles - everything was

Bye.

Yeah.
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ke: CALLING PRESS CONFERENCE

MR. FUSSELL: Mr. Secretary, you want to hold your-
self in readiness now to write n book, don't you?

H.M.JR: Well, what do you mean?

MR. FUSSELL: I don't think 20 ought to give any
more material to Fred Smith. I think you ought to

H.M.JH: I have. I didn't release those last
two things you gave no. No, if there is anybody
that is going to do any writing, it will be me.

IRS. KLOTE: I an almost glad that happened.

MR. GAMBLE: You and I both.

IRS. KLOTZ: I thought that was terrible.

H.M.JR: One of the things, if the press aces 120,
do you think this is a good statement to make to them,
that after I get a little rest I hope to make the best
use of my time both through gainful and useful employment?

VIL GAMBLE: No. I think the safest thing to say
to the press, Mr. Secretary, with respect to your future
plans is to state that after you have had a rest you
have no statement to make.

MICROFILM

HRS. KLOTZ: That's right.

MR. GAMBLE: And watch the events because you may
lose by making a statement now that four weeks from

today will find some listeners, and you shouldn't make

H.M.JR: I talked to Gaston at lunch. I con't
think I should make any statement.

104. GAMBLE: Yes you should, and what you ought
to do is to call and try to have Shaeffer get every
available person to a press conference, and you ought
to say to these people that you want them to know the
story and you ought to tell it to them very forthrightly
off the record, and you ought to give then a short
statement,to be decided what you want to say on the
record, but I would give every one the background,
because you find a curious thing in human nature.
People who have been bitter toward you and tried to
write needling things, the second you leave this office
they are going to start praising the value of your work,
and they should be brought completely up to date. They
should have the attry of what transpired this morning
between you and the President of the United States,
and from your mouth.

(Discussion off the record.)

(Mr. Feltus and Mr. Shaeffer enter the conference.)

(The Secretary hands Mr. Feltus and Mr. Shaeffer
his letter to the President, dated July 5, 1946.)

MR. GAMBLE: They should be fortified with the actual
story that happened. There should never have been any
doubt in their mind, but you took the aggressive. You
were very positive. You walked over and resigned. The
letter is not enough. It is good for purposes you have
a letter for, but they ought to know the story, and they
ought to know you have never been a candidate for perpetual
duty in the President's Cabinet, but that you as a good
citizen wanted to complete your war-time services.

ROLL NO
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And you ought to tell them that. It is a mistake not
tell them. They are entitled to know the same good

things to about the decisions you have made that your
associates know, and they shouldn't get it from other
places than you, and you ought to talk for fifteen
minutes off the record and give a short statement on
the record.

You personally ought to talk to Arthur Sulsberger,
I think we ought to 800 that Eugene Mayor and Ogden

Reed, and and those people are talked to this afternoon.

Those are just my methods on that.

MRS. KLOTZ: I agree with that, definitely.

H.M.JR: But what Gamble is saying is he thinks I
ought to see the press after Mr. Truman sees them and
give them an off the record statement about what happened

Vit. GAMBLE: I don't know what happened.

I'll tell you what happened. I went over

gossip there out H.H.JR: and ought persistent I will make all another. that this

told the President that there was
and rumora which were very I
and it to be settled one way or

am said right away, "Mr. Secretary,

He categorical said, "Well, Mr. Truman, resigning. but the to public ask I of

statement that you are not

doesn't, and wouldn't, and what I would like
is that you write me fl letter which could be given until

you publicly saying that you would like me to stay
out over. Then he anid, Well, don't KNOW.
the war is think it over. I said, "Mr. President, if until there
He is had any doubt to in your mind that you want ne to stay after

the twelve war years and three months with you--I an not on
in Japan is over, I said, My record, trial

if resign now. I said, 1 an going to ask you to
it public this afternoon, because I don't think left

make would be very nice to make it public after you
the country, Ior your make.

MARK

this morning.

MICROFILM

Well, he said I was rushing him and pressing him.
I said, Mr. President, if it isn't clear in your mind
that you want me until the war is over in Japan, then
I don't want to stay. That's the story.

Mr. GAMBLE: I think it's a powerful story.

Nic FELTUS: It's final then, that you are resigning?

H.M.JR: Oh, yes. It's finished.

MR. FELTUS: He accepted it then?

H.M.JH: They tell ne so. Rosennan is drafting
the answer, and Gaston and Bell are over there helping

MR. FUSSEIL: They called a special press conference
for four o'clock.

H.M.JR: And they let a leak out of the White House.

MB. SHAEFFER: I don't know whether they got-whether
the UP got it at the White House or not.

H.M.JR: That was awfully nice of Kayburn.

Mr. GAMBLE: They help the UP.

MR. SHAEFFER: No, it's out. It's been out since
one-fifteen. They kept It off their own ticker, but
it got on Dow-Jones, quoting UP.

H.M.JR: It was not on theira?

MIL SHAEFFER: No, sir.

H.M.JK: Well, I am asking for advice.

it 10t. FUSSELL: I think Ted Ganble's idea is all right
with LTD exceptions. I wouldn't drum up a press conference.
I wouldn't call it a press conference. 1 would wait until
I got inquiries.

ROLL NO
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MR. FELTUS: You'll get inquiries, and see then
all at once.

MR. FUSSELL: Charlie and I will tell fellows who

make conference, but you will see anybody who wants see
inquiries you are not holding a regular press to

you at five o'clock.

VR. SHAEFFER: They will insist on a press conference.

10. FUSSELL: I wouldn't call it that, and I would
in tomorrow morning with a scheduled press conference nothing

start on this stuff we have got all ready for you as if
had happened.

Mr. FELTUS: I think it's better for you not to
call anything at all. wait until they come to you.

H.M.JRI I did agree with him, but right after over this
the boys will come over here when they get through
there.

WH. SHAEFFER: They will all flock over there.

(Mr. D. ". Bell and Mr. Gaston enter the conference.)

H.M.JR: Let's hear from these people first. but They I
are talking about what should be said at press,
would like to hear what went on over there.

MIL CASTON: He asked us first as to the high upots

of your then to him in substance, the tax policy; admin- and as
record which he could use in the letter, tax and we

cave istration; honest, impartial, fair administration;

to that the economy finances the Government National in
the tax policy, of course, policy greatly increasing

the revenues, of WAT, and the reduction of interest on the than
time coincident with the trenendous increase of more
Debt two hundred billion stabilization efforts beginning in 1934
and coming to fruition with the Bretton Woods legislation.

He asked us why you didn't make it effective
immediately.

H.M.Jh: Why I didn't make it effective immediately?

about the circumstances.
MR. GASTON: He thought there was something funny

MR. FELTUS: It is effective when he returns.

MR. GASTON: So the only reason I mention that

It on the terms stated in the letter that would
is that the letter is probably going to be accepting

indicate that that was an instruction to him.

MRS. KLOTZ: Yes, he said so.

MR. BELL: He said he would read you the draft as
soon 44 he was through. He started to diotate when we

After they go over there they will want to see me and
H.R.JR: This is most likely what will happen.

we got this far that I would see the men, and Gamble
feels very emphatic that I should tell them off the

on the record. But, I am open to discussion now.
record what happened this morning, and not any anything

MR. GAMBLE: I think you might want to put it in

morning, but my thought was If they don't tell these
your own words about what happened, Mr. Secretary, this

people something, then they are going to believe that
you are leaving the Cabinet under exactly the same

been a lot of speculation in that direction.
pattern the other fellows have had. There has already

H.M.JR: One thing I will tell them is that
went over there and asked him whether he expected me

and hesitant, and so 1 said, "If there is any doubt
to stay until V-J Day, and he seemed a little doubtful,

a time as any.in your mind, Mr. President, I think this is as good

a
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MR. GAMBLE: I think you could say both the
President and yourself understood you were not going
to remain on the job and the only thing open was
the date, and you've now fixed the date.

MRS. KLOTZ: That's not true.

MR. D.W.BELL: That's not true.

H.M.JR: Excuse me, and he leaks too, don't you

MR. D.W.BELL: He what?

H.M.JR: He leaks, but If I tell the truth--

MR. GAMBLE: I'm talking about on the record.

H.M.JR: I know he has special people. I know,

MR. GASTON: I don't think you can be responsible
for two stories, one on the record and one off. If they
want to come to conclusions and make inferences, that's
their business, but I don't think you should reinforce
those inferences by telling that to then off the record
and telling an off the record story which is to publicly
make & liar out of our own letter and the President's letter.

MR. FELTUS: I'm inclined to agree.

H.M.JR: The way to do this thing--this girl who is
President of the Washington Newspaper Guild, what's her

H.M.JR: She is very friendly and I've never seen
her, but she knows how to get things out, and I was
just wondering if I might not send for her and tell

M-1 36
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I can't any I asked for a letter and he wouldn't
give it to me.

Mil. GAMBLE: You don't have to tell them that.

Mr. BELL: I don't think so.

MR. GASTON: 1 think their interpretation of the
situation is going to be that you forced his hand, and

don't think it would help that interpretation by
talking about It to the press.

MR. BELL: I think you have to be careful that you
don't make your own position rather intolerable in the
next forty-five days.

MR. GASTON: I agree to that, too. that do you think,

MR. FUSSELL: I think I agree generally with what Ted
said, that the story ought to be told in general off the
record, but I think they also ought to be given something
on the record to save them the trouble of going away from
here entirely empty handed.

H.M.JH: What can I say?

101. BELL: That's what worries no. If he says something--
but what can you say if you don't give the whole thing away?

MR. FELTUS: Haven't you a perfect story in saying
that you had wanted to leave when the President died,
and that Mrs.Morgenthan has not been well?

H.M.JH: No, I will not bring Mrs. Morgenthau in it.
I wouldn't bring her in.

think he doesn't.

I've seen it.

name? You find it.

MR. SHAEFFER: Yes.

Fus?

€
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letter, for today, but if you would like to see him,
he would be glad to sit down and have a chat, but he
has nothing for you on the record.

MR. D.W.BELL: You'd announce before hand e'll
just chat will them off the record, nothing to be
quoted, just off the record.

MR. GASTON: There's just one thing you can
add to the story. The story of your resignation
is the way the President gives it out. I wouldn't
give out anything else on this subject, el ther on
or off the record. The only thing you can give that
would be on the record would be your future plans.
Are you going to take some Government appointment,
something of that kind, and your future plans, I
assume, if you're ready to tell them. couldtell you do or don't take &
private whether you to retire to private

then whether job, whether expect expect You tolife, you expect to be a farmer.

H.M.JR: Up to noon today I've been so busy
working for Uncle Sam I haven't had time to think

MRS. KLOTE: It's the truth.

H.M.JR: I haven't had any time and I've got this
responsibility of being here in charge while Mr. Byrnes
and the President are gone, and I'll be very busy, and
I think the first thing that I'll do is to take a rest.

MR. D.W.BELL: A good long rest.

MR. GAMBLE: I could add one thing to that.

MRS. KLOTZ: A good rest but not too long, Dan.

MR. GAMBLE: What would you say, Herbert, if the
Secretary made no comment at all on the record, absolutely
no statement, and let the White House statement stand
completely on its own, with no comment, but telling these
boys off the record the story.

ROLL NO
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her she should spread it amongat the,Guild members.
There are a couple hundred of those, aren't there?

Mr. SHAEFFER: Yes.

H.M.JR: Or I could go to Nate Robertson and ask

MR. SHAEFFER: May Craig?

H.M.JR: No. She had me down twice, once to give
a bond and once for something else, and she's a very
nice girl. She writes for the Philadelphia Inquirer,
I think. She's President of the Newspaper Guild.

MR. FELTUS: what is it you want to give her,
Mr. Secretary?

H.M.JR: Just actually the true story. I could
give it to Nate Robertson and he could--

MRS. KLOTE: The only way you can give it to them
for then to go away with any feeling, is to hear it
directly from you. If you're not going to do it that
way, I wouldn't do it any other way.

MR. GAMBLE: I wouldn't waste my time. It's what
happens in the next forty-eight hours that is going to set
the pattern about the stories about your resignation.

H.M.JR: My thought is this: That If they ask to
see me, you can say, Charlie can say, "The boss--
if that's what you call me. In that what you call me?

MR. SHAEFFER: Yes, to others. (Laughter)

MR. GASTON: You mean you and a few others.

MR. GAMBLE: You mean outside of the Treasury.

H.M.JR: The almost ex-boss is ready to see
you boys and girls and sit down and have a little
friendly chat. He has nothing for you other than the

about It.
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H.M.JR: I'll 866 them.

MR. D.W.BELL: Would that near a lot of strange reporters
would come, too, other than the regular ones?

MR. SHAEFFER: Yes.

MR. GASTON: Yes, you get in to an off-the-record
situation which you can't control.

MR. FUSSELL: I wouldn't spread the word over at
the press conference. I would Just have the usual ones.

MR. SHAEFFER: What If someone comes in and says,
"What's the chance of seeing him?

H.M.JR: why don't you put it this way, say, "I
don't know, I'll have to go back and ask Mr. Morgenthau."

MR. GAMBLE: why doesn't Charlie go to the press
conference at the White House?

MR. SHAEFFER: I have been ordered to go to all of

"I don't know what PIL do. I'll go back and see him,
H.M.JR: I think you better go. He better go. Say,

and we can wait and the big boys-important fellows--
mon't sit around and wait. we'll get our own group.

MRS. KLOTZ: Yes.

MR. FELTUS: The important thing we haven't dis-
cassed is planning ideas about Mr. Morgenthau going out
on a tone of victory, on the Bretton Woods victory. the
Seventh war Loan Drive, and so forth. It's very important
they play the story that way. Here's a man who goes out

MR. GAMBLE: The President's letter will have that.

MR. SHAEFFER: Won't that be brought out in the

M-4
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MR. GASTON: That's the same proposition we

knowing Washington, and the ways of it, that these the

MR. D.W.BELL: It's going to be out--

sait, don't precipitate anything. But if they ask
you tell them through Charlie, If you will, that
see I'll no, them, if you don't mind, Herbert, my doing it
this way. see I've listened to everybody. I'll sit down

Secretary, if you could have a regular press conference
tomorrow, the one you planned to have today, go on

MR. FUSSELL: We canceled it because of his being

H.M.JR: Let ne see these boys and girls tonight

MR. D.W.BELL: You're not going to see them unless

SHAEFFER: They'1 ask no at the White House.

I'll MR. be over there, and they'11 ask what are the chances

MR. GAMBLE: Say, "Come on over and you'll see."

12

were discussing. I'm against it.

H.M.JR: Well, I've been listening and I think

people are very friendly to no personally, and
working press, and I think they want to know.

MR. GAMBLE: It isn't going to get out straight
either.

MR. D.W.BELL: ...in garbled form.

H.M.JR: I think, Ed, if they ask to see me,

and have a little friendly chat with them.

MR. FUSSELL: I would like to add to that, Mr.

just as If you were going on.

H.M.JR: That bridge I'll Gross tomorrow.

at the White House.

and have a talk.

they ask.

of seeing the Secretary.

H.M.JR: You can say, "Well come on over."

to

in a blaze of glory.

0

C

them.

letter?



-

0

Dear Henry I'm indeed sorry (this is still a
draft so If you want to change it.)

Dear Henry, I'm indeed corry to learn that
you have cone to the conclusion that the time
has arrived to be released from your respon-
sibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. I'm
grateful however, that you are willing to the
main until return from Europe so as to carry
on the arduous work of the Treasury during ay
absence. Youre has been a very long and offi-
cient service to our country, both in peace and

0
in war, and your detarture from the Treasury
will be distinot loss. Your service to the
nation began in 1933. in the days when you super-
vised the merger of the Form Credit Agencies
into the Farm Credit Administration which has
done to much to help the farmers of the nation.
Since you have been in the Treasury you have
participated in formulating and administering
a Federal tax program which has raised unore-
cedented tax revenues with a minisum of dis-
turbance to our economy. These tax lave have
seen an impartial and efficient administration
under your guidance. Under your supervision
the Treasury through the sale of bonds, has
raised over 200 billion dollars with which to
finance our defence and var activities. Faising
this money MBA in iteelf great achievement,
but in addition, it was accompanied by sub-
stantial reduction in the average rate of inter-
est on the public debt. You have been a steady
champion of international monetary stabilization
ever since the early days of your administration
as Secretary of the Treasury. Through many yearsof activity and in this field,
your efforts are nox bearing final fruit in the

0

Bretton Woods legislation now pending before the
Congress of the United States. In this and in

2"

M-6

July 5, 1945
3:30 P.M.

13 -

MR. FELTUS: I think you could speak to & few people
that are friendly and tell then to put that thought in.

MRS. KLOTE: If you have 8 chat with them.you can

MR. GAMBLE: That is the best way to push it, I think.

H.M.JR: All right. We'll stop now. Could I talk
to you a little about the radio program? You stay behind.

H.M.JR: Are you going to be around?

HMJr:

Judge San
Rosenment

HMJr:

R:

HMJ

R:

HMJr:

R:

Hello.

Henry?

Yesh.

Very such.

Thank you.

D.W.BELL: We don't know what Judge Rosenman

tell them whatever you want to.

Any other kind of pushing would be wrong.

MR. GAMBLE: Yes, sir.

MR. FELTUS: Yes.

will write.

Do you want to listen to this?
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other close has had ways fiscal with cooperation which this this var. of

complishment sure extend that you you behalf of sense record service nation. of our of ao- in I

service to our country. On peopleI to the thanks of the
am appreciative of your offer the
future, and I'm sure there will be many occasions
on which I shall seek your counsel. with kindent
personal regards.

Well. I think it is excellent. I'se got only
one possible suggestion, San.

Would you cars to any what you told your son
last night about ay efforts before we were in

Yeah, in lend lease and in cooperation with the
other countries, eh?

Yes, what MA did before the var.

You know, just what you told him that I had done
more than anybody else to help get things started.

Yet, you mean helping the allies.

The allies in pre- lendlense days.

That' right.

And that the lend-lease legislation VISE written
here in the Treasury.

Yes, All right, I gan get something of that in.

Could you?

HMJr:
Otherwise, I think it is very, very fine.

All right, boy. A couple of repetitions here
which I'11 have....

MICROFILM

government
I think it in fine. I think it is excellent.

All right.

Ever so much obliged.

All right. I want to talk to you at length
a little later.

I'm Here.

I don't sean today, but 1 Been

Well, next week - as Acting President : may be
very busy.

Well, would you see me if I can get Minn
to make an appointment?

Well Miss
be gind to see you.

0. K.

Right. (Laughs)

O. K.

ROLL NO

0

in a nice girl, no I'll

0

0

-3-

R:(cont)

HMJr:

Yesh.

HMJr:

the ver.

R:

HMJr:

R:

Yeah.

HMJr:

R:

MMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HKJr:

R:

R:

you have helped bring about the

its allies during I am
must feel a great

in this outstanding

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJ:

R:

HKJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HW

R:

HMJr:

light.

Yes.
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HMJr:

Mr. Charles
Herz:

HMJr:

M:

HMJrs

M:

HNJr:

M:

HNJr:

K:

HMJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

HWJr:

M:

HMJ:

Mr

HMJr:

TRADE MARK MICROSTATE

How do you do, Mr. Secretary.

How are you? Can you hear me?

Yes, just about so.

Should I get another wiret

No, 11 is all right.

Four o'olock today the President in announcing that

The President has announced 11 - is announcing 1 t 7

You don't say so!

Yeah, in about ten minutes.

Well, that is certainly a surprise.

Yesh, well, I resigned this morning. And for your
own background I thought he ought to be able to
make up his mind by now whether he wanted as or
whether he didn't.

Yes.

And he didn't seen to be sure - with all these rumors
I can't be responsible for the fiscal policy of the
Government and have all of thin uncertainty.

Yes, I understand that.

So I offered him my resignation and be asked me to
stay until he go back from Europe and T said I would.

Yeah.

MICROFILM

But he in announcing it today.

In ten minutes.

Yes, air. Yell, that certainly in a big piece of sur-

Well, I thought I might are well nottle all of these

bonds on ay say-no and your paper has been very
rumors, and ve've got a lot of people that have bought
helpful in supporting then.

And I wanted you to know about it because you have
market. been so particularly good in this government bond

Well, I'm very grateful to you because I know VA will

and about your work. I'm very glad you did call up.
want to have something to any about your resignation

best I have.Well, I've been here twelve years I've given it the

You certainly have.

I just thought I'd let you know,The Seventh Var Loan has been a great success, and

Right. Well, it is very kind of you to do it and I
hope at any rate this means I'll see more of you and
all kinds of good luck and congratulations on 3
pretty handsome job.

Thank you so such.

ROLL NO

46

July 5. 1945
3:49 P.M.

HNJr:

HMJr:

M:

Mr

M:

HXWr

HMJr:

HHJr:

HMr:

HWJr:

Hello.

Hello,

You would?

prime.

Yes,

Right.

Henry Morgenthau.

I have resigned.

He will, yes.

N:

M:

M:

M:

Bye.
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3:56 P.M.

0

Mr. Drew
Pearson:

HMJr: Hello,

Hello, Mr. Secretary.

HMJr: How are you?

P: Pretty good, thanks.

HMJr: Well, Drew, I resigned this morning.
P:

HMJr: Yeah. The President in announcing 1: in five minutes.

P:

HMJr:

P:

HMJr:

P:

HMJr:

P:

HMJr:

P1

HMJr:

P:

MMJr: Yell, that when 1 first game in here that President
is true, Drew, but you know I told the

President Roof evelt always backed me un 100% and BY desk is

the President of the United States is back of me every
financial center of the world, and unless the

P:

HMJr: whether be doesn So he asked me to stay
And by now he ought to know whether he wants until as or

he got back from Europe, which I'm going to do.

I talked to Icken at noon today and he feels exactly
P:

But I wanted to tell you about it personally because on
HKJr:

you have been very friendly and think very you helpful, have been and a

rest these influence. international And I hope we will continue to be

P:

Well, as for as -- I sure will be. will you move up
to New York, or will you stay down here?

Well, the farm. No, I won't stay here. This has been
I haven't had time --- oh, no, we'11 go up a to

P:

It meens like -- I can't tell you how sorry I am that
P:

Well, I tell you, Drew, it is a different crowd. A
different crowd -- I'm not one of the gang.

It t is a different crowd, and unfortunately there's
P: to be an awful lot of grief around here, when

going you have a sinute I'll come down and tell you about

I'd a very, very fine letter to no, which he
like to know, but I'm not one of the gang. He will has

written give out, but 1 just guess I don't belong.

Well, in a way - in many respects I agree with you on

be able - as a private citizen - I may be able to
I do may a little bit on the outside, after I get a little

minute, I can't function.

of course, you can't.

the same way.

things,

Friends.

place to work not to live.

Yeah.

No, no.

you are going to be leaving.

some of the things that are going on.

that.

rest.

You did?

Well, I'm sorry to hear that.

Well, he didn't seem to be able to make uo his
mind whether he wanted me or not, and I thought
that there was no reason after twelve years why

Well, you are right about that,

50 I thought that if he had any doubts, this was
as good a time as any. 30 I brought the matter to

Well, I personally as terribly forty.

Well, I would have liked to -- I would have been more
than willing to stay on until V-J Day, but I don't
want to have all these suspicions, and have people
vorrying about the Government bonds and having
everybody else worried, DO I thought it was up to

And he didn't seen to be sure what he wanted, en I
caid well I know what I want. 30 I forced the issue
and resigned.

well, I

I guess you are wise, but the old liberals who are
villing to stand up and make a fight are getter
fewer and fever around here.

I

I had to be on trial.

a head and I resigned.

his to make us his mind.

**ell, you are right.

And that's that.

HOJJ:

HMJr:

HMJr:

106Jr:

Pt

HUJ:



P:

P:

Yeah, Well, thanks over so such for calling no.
Have you any idea who he has in stnd?

No. be didn't seem to know. I think - be wasn't
ready for ay resignation - he wasn't ready, but...

I suppose he will probably put Vinson in.

That's what the gossip is, but I don't know. You
see, Hopkins didn't go across either and I think
that VRS a great tragedy.

Was that - it wasn't entirely his health, wns 1 th

No, of course not. I don't think there was any
warnth or encouragement from Byrnes.

Yeah, that's what I figure - I figure 1: VBE Jinny.

I mean I think that if Jinny had extended a hand a of
friendship to Harry, Harry would have gone in
minute.

Yeah.

And with his knowledge and everything. I nean, look
at the knowledge Harry's got look at the knowledge
I've accumulated here for over twelve years, and this

which I have associated with. I mean vo've got
group the best group in Government, I think, and this group
will just go to the four winds.

That's right.

And all of this stuff which I have accumulated over
twelve years, I vant to make it available. But I
can't you know, with any doubt around I can't function,
so that's that.

Well, I agree with you. : think you are absolutely
right.

I's beginning to feel better already.

You are (Laughs)

Yeah.

some of the other people aren't.

Well, I don't know -- I'm beginning to feel R little bit
younger already. I think I'm a little less stoop-
shouldered.

P: (Laughs) Well, I'll call up and come down to see

P:

P:

you when you have a breathing spell.

Do that.

All right, and thanks for calling me.

All right.

Bye.

HWJrt

P1

HMJ:

P:

HMJ:

P:

HWJr:

P:

HMJr:

P:

P:

P:

HMJr:

HMJr:

0

HMJr:

HMJr:

HKJr:
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(

HMJr:

Mrs. Ogden:
Reid

HMJr:

R:

HKJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HWJrs

R:

HKJr:

R:

HMJr:

Rt

HMJr:

R:

HMJr:

R:

HMJrs

R:

HMJr:

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

Yes,

Henry Morgenthau.

Yes, Mr. Morgenthau.

Mrs. Reid, your paper has been very kind to the
Treasury and to no since I've been Secretary of
the Treasury and I just wanted to let you know
that I resigned today.

oh, have you really. You are very good to let =0
know,

The President is announcing it at four o'clock.

And I just thought with all of our bond holders and
Var Bond activities that you night like to know it

You will be very such missed.

Well I've done the best I could, but I guess : just

Well, it's too bad.

But I can't work except under friendly atmosphere.

Yes, I can appreciate that.

So, but I just wanted to tell you.

Well, it in avfully good of you to let ne know.

Thank you, Mrs. Reid,

Well, thank you no such for calling up, Mr. Morgenthau,
I hope I'll 800 you sometime.

I'd like to talk it over with you.

Well, as BOOD no the -- the President has asked as to
stay until he comes back from Europe.

MICROFILM

July 5. 1945

And then we will move up to the country. And I think
I''ll be around New York such more.

Well. that's fine. I'11 look forward to seeing us you
very much and I do appreciate your having let

Thank you, Mrs. Reid.

ROLL NO

R:

R:

R:

4:10 P.M.

Mrs. Reid?

I and.

yourself.

don't belong.

I hope BO too.

I see.

know.

Goodbye.

EIWr:

HMJr:
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HMJri

Mr. Eugene
Meyer:

HMJr:

M:

HMJ:

M:

HMJr:

M:

RMJr:

M1

HMJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

HMr:

X:

106Jrs

Mr

HMJy:

X:

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

O. K.

I just wanted to tell you myself,you say know it
by now, that I resigned as Secretary of the Treasury.

Yes, after I called you back I heard it.

And I wanted to take this opportuni ty for thanking
your newspaper and yourself for all the support that
you have given no.

Well, Henry, I think you've done n good job.

Well, I did the best I knew how, Rugene.

Yes, I think convinced the country of your sincerity
and devotion, I support you have had enough of it.

Well, I tell you, Dugene, I just wanted all of these
rumors cleared up, you see?

Yes.

As to whether there NO.E a successor or there vasn't
I can' work under that kind of an atmosphere. And
Mr. Trusan couldn't satisfy me as to whether these
rumoro were false or truthful 00 thought that
under that clrounetaeen I would 5.0% - I'd resign.

Yes, well, I imagine that you miss your former team.

Very such, and I can't work in an atmosphere of un-

Yesh.

Not when you carry the responsibilities I'm carrying.

No, well, I can understand that

And you've got to feel

May I neb you what you said in your letter, Henry?

NO. U.S.PAT. OFF
ROLL NO

July 5. 1945 HWJ:

5:20 P.M.
X:

MICROFILM

Surely. My office do
Yes, it will take me about three minutes.

It saye My Dear Mr. President,

When Franklin D. Roosevelt came to Washington he

he WBR asked through we could go book to Duchees County years

together. in American history I vas associated
years actively participating in meeting important
him problems confronting the country, both before and
during the war.

I know that your hands were untie ed as you
told you how felt and stated that I for wanted as I was

Immediately after President Roonevelt's death you

concerned. to You were good enough remain. to 607 Since that then

needed I have completed any most youwith than pending. As
urgent time has now come whenyour ay tasks help subport I that feel and were urged the se to of I told the

this morning released from my responsibilities.

Accordingly, appropriately now resignation be tender BY resignation. effective immediately to

can My preference
but since YOU 've stated this will, ofVBS to have this morning you wish me
remain until you return from Europe,
course, comply with your wishes.

So let se express = appreciation of the President. fine

support most fervently you have given hope for ne since the difficult creat you became success problems of yourI in solving the
administration lie ahead. If you wish to consult me at any
which time I shall always be at your service.

Well, I think that VAR the dignified thing to do.

Yeah.

As you analyzed it that he wanted his own man in
there..

That's right.

I've got it here I'll read it to you.

didn't have it here. Would you that?

ne to come with him, stating that when

For twelve of the most eventful with

I

Henry talking.

Hello, Henry.

How are your

certainty.

HMJr:

X:

HMJr:

Ms

Yes.

HMJr:

Mt

HMJr:

Mt

En?



That's right. I just don't belong, Bagene.

Well, that's all right.

That's all right with no.

You've make a good record and I think you have
nothing to regret.

Nothing, and this is a pretty good time.
I just thought I would just call the caris rather
than letting somebody else do it.

Yes. Well, of course.

He want ready, I took his by complete surprise.

Ahuh. Well

Anyway I wanted to let you know ayself, and tell
you that I thought your paper has been fine and

they have given us all..

We were able honently and sincerely in most every-
thing except minor matters to go along with you.

Well, that's right.

You got a good crowd into the Treasury and handled
it very well, and you've sade a record which will
be a part of American history. One that you don
have to feel ashamed of.

That's right. I'll be seeing you.

O. K.

Thank you.

Glad you rang as up, Henry. Goodbye.

a July 5, 1945
5:20 p.m.

H.M.JR: I thought you people might like to hear
Truman's letter to me. Have you got the letter?

MR. WHITE: We have just been reading it.

H.M.JR: Then you read it and save my voice.

H.M.JR: The only thing that made Gamble unfully
acre was that he thought it was unnecessary for Trunan
to day he already had my successor in mind. He said

MR. O'CONNELL: Yes, it was in the ticker.

MR. WHITE: He said it in the press conference?

MR. LUXFORD: You saw the AP that you are already

H.M.JR: Well, I had an off the record press conference,
and I told them that nobody had to make any job for me, and

HKJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

HMJ

M:

HMJr:

Mt

EMJr:

M:

MMJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

GROUP

Present: Mr. Laxford
Mr. O'Connell
Mr. Coe
Mr. Gaston
Mr. White
Mr. Hass
Mr. Fussell
Mr. C. S. Bell
Mr. Pehle

Miss Joan Morgenthau
Mrs. Klotz
Mr. Bartelt
Mr. Gamble

that at the press conference.

MR. GASTON: Yes.

being named to Bretton Woods, didn't you?

I wasn't interested.

MR. WHITE: It's a very good letter.



0

H.M.JR: No. Nate Robertson was here. But I just
thought I would see you once more. I thought--] don't
know, Fussell is here--I thought the little conference

H.M.JR: I talked for what, about half an hour?

H.M.JRI And ended up with about three words on

Mil. GASTON: How large a group did you have?

MR. GASTON: More than the usual number.

H.M.JR: But mostly the main thing I was able to
sketch WILD this thing that they were going to fix me

H.M.JR: Nobody has to fix me up with anything.

(The Secretary holds a telephone conversation with

MRS. KLOT%: That was good, telling him to make a

-3-

MR. WHITE: Did you call John Lewis?

O

MR. WHITE: Well, we are glad that nobody--

What I tried to get without saying it was

that they have to do for me like they did for other in is
H.M.JR: didn't have to treat me like Stettinius. people They

didn't and the only thing 1 am interested

Federal a rest, I said, "No, and nobody has
who and said, "You are not interested make

resigned, job, he and then to in to think any
job for me, because I don't want job.

any I am going to be sitting around waiting for a

(Mr. Bartelt enters the conference.)

101. LUXFORD: That was IV good thing to say.

30. GASTON: Yes.

H.M.JR I an not going to wait around, and I
it home. I couldn't have driven it home that? any

drove harder, could If How many times aid I repeat

MISS MORGENTHAU: Quite a few.

VR. WHITE: Senator Wagner called me about some-

thing else about four-thirty. He called you.

H.M.JR: He is calling me.

Mit. WHITE: He felt pretty badly about it. was He
thought it was very unfair. He thought no one
more interested in Bretton Woods than you.

(The Secretary holds a telephone conversation
with Mr. Eugene Meyer.

(Mr. Gamble enters the conference.)

H.M.JR: Everybody I called, Ogden Reed, nice. Charles Mers,

Eugene Meyer, they have all been terribly

H.M.JR: John Lewis?

MR. WHITE: Publisher of the PM.

went off all right, didn't you think so?

MR. FUSSELL: Yes.

MH. FUSSELL: About that.

H.M.JR: Twenty.

MH. FUSSELL: Yes.

up with a job for Bretton Woods.

Mr. GASTON: That's very good.

Senator Wagner.

statement on the Floor. (Laughter)

a
the record.

C
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MR. PEHLE: That's a direct approach.

our I had a meeting of our staff as well. But I kind be of
got from our boys and Max Hall, who WAS also to
here at this meeting--

from my fellows office they over were here. a little got the stunned impression by it, and stood they

these didn't like it. I think that the country has
most just of these changes because I don't think they that have went

been but the reaction I got from them, the country
out, interpret it that this is a step a little too lot
going and to I predict that this is the beginning of he & does
far, trouble for Mr. Truman, and everything that and
of to be looked upon with a |aundiced eye,
is they going are going to see conniving and political naneuvering

MARK MICROSTAT

H.M.JR: That is to tell the that--

MR. LUAFORD: I told you this was just the beginning.

MR. LUXFORD: I told you that WAS just the beginning.

MR. LUXFORD: They are telling things now you wouldn't.

H.M.JR: Don't come around and applesauce me. (Laughter)

MRS. KLOTZ: That's wonderful!

MISS MONTENTHAU: It would be very nice.

H.M.JR: What luck have you had, Ted?

MR. GAMBLE: Very good on all of these. I had
old press boys in and had a chat with them myself.

H.K.JR: You saw him afterward?

MR. GAMBLE: Not afterward, I saw him before from I came

particularly concerned about the people is

MICROFILM

which is not statesmanlike, and not what we have come
to expect from the man. That's the reaction I got.

H.M.JR: Bravo! Well, I'll tell you. Coming
from Now York is the wrong state, you've got to
come from Missouri. You've got to come from Missouri!

101. WHITE: I an trying to pick a state where my
next four sons will be born, but I don't know whichof athe forty-eight to begin state of despair in.
It must be a state of this Union.

H.M.JR: Well, anyway, I want to talk to you a
moment about the radio program.

MR. GAMBLE: Fine.

H.M.JR: Anyway, as far as I an concerned, my
parting words are, "Don't anybody feel badly. I
not kidding. am sincere. I said before I went over
there it was all written in the stars, and this is the
way he wanta it,and I just think it is my good fortune
that I smoke him out. I really would have been unhappy
If I would have been forced out, or if the Senate had
slapped me down, or nome unfavorable vote in the Committee
had taken the Advisory Committee away from no.

MRS. KLOT&: That's right.

H.M.JRI General Greenbaum had been kind enough to
advise ne last week, "Henry, you are right at the top,
get out. He said, "Something will happen over which
you have no control which will just be cloud on your
reputation. He said, You can't help it. Something
is going to happen. Get out while the going is good,
and you will never get a better time.

Mr. WHITE: There is certainly no blot on the old

H.M.JH: Not yet. lie could introduce something poetical.

ROLL NO

60

-4- 0

0

C

H.M.JR: What?

H.M.JR: Sure.

am

reputation yet.
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o

Senator

Wagner: Somebody ought to hit you in the jaw or something.

HMJr:

Wt Why, why should you give up that job you are doing?

HMJr: Bob, If you can't get the assurance of the President
of the United States that he is going to back you
up and that he wants you I don't want to be around.

W:

HMJ: Well, to you -- this morning I went over and I said
what about all of these rumore? And he said, "What

rusore?" And told his different stuff, and be said
*Well, I'll tell the papers you are not going to
resign. So I said I'll believe you, but the public
don't. So said if you want de to stay on until
V-J Day, I'd like a letter. Yell, be wouldn't give

V:

HMJr:

W:

HMJr: Well, he said be wasn't sure, he didn't know. So
said, "Well, if you are not sure after my twelve
years in the Treasury, . I said, "Mr. President, then

would like to resign. So be said he wasn't ready,
and I said. *Well, I as.' And I said, "Make up your
mind. Either you want no or you don' vant me. Well

all he couldn't of these make up his that mind, he's and got it somebody just confirmed else he

wants to put in here. Now you know you can't carry
on a great responsibili like this with everybody
on the street knowing who your successor is except

W: Yeah. Well, I know - somebody talked to me and I
said there is nothing to 11 at all, and I didn'

HMJr: I didn't either, Bob. I didn't either, but I thought
the way to do was to walk across the street and nex

W:

HMJr: And I volked over there and asked him and he wouldn't

-6-

The thing is if this man had said to me, "of course
I'll give you 5 letter, of course I will say this thing
publicly--why, you can have any letter you want,

MRS. KLOTZ: He led us to believe that up to today.

H.M.JR: He said, "Why, I'll make a flat statement

MR. WHITE: It is evident he was not.

MR. GASTON: At the press conference he said he

H.M.JR: This morning when I said something he had

MR. WHITE: I think you pushed his hand, and he
would have preferred you had not done that.

MR. GASTON: There's no question about that.

H.M.JR: There are a lot of things. Well, that's

MR. O'CONNELL: Particularly politics.

H.M.JR: And the reason, gentlemen, that I don't
feel low today is I felt low when Mr. Roosevelt died.
You know I was in a dase for a week, but I have gotten
over that. I have sensed this thing in many different
ways, and it finally culminated over the week end.
The strange thing is, After all, Mr. Truman is there,
not by the Grace of God, but by the Grace of Franklin

H.M.JR: They are Roosevelt people. That's the

Why?

No?

Hello?

Why?

I

would have stayed.

you are not getting out.

had your successor in mind.

no idea, this was all new and everything.

politics, 1 guess. That's life.

D. Roosevelt, and so is Hannegan.

MR. WHITE: Yes.

funny thing.

Well, I'll be seeing you.

Well, 10 that what it was?

me a letter.

rumors

yourself.

think there VRS.

him can to can.

Yeah, I think you are right there.

give me a straight answer.

I

6
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V:

So if I had had a couple of sore letters, he would

Yeah. .(Laughs) Yell, I'm sorry about it.

I nm too, but you know how it is. The responsibility

and is he wouldn't clear it up. so we'll let Mismouri
too great to have any constant doubt around.

Well, anyway, for all the help you have given = all
these years I'll always be in your debt, Bob.

oh, I was delighted to do whatever I could.

And in future years... Well, you've been wonderful.

You've certainly done n great job for your country,
and that is the greatest satisfaction anyone can

And I'm still proud to be associated with you in the

1eah, well I'm sorry - by the way, how is Mrs.

Well, I just don't like the idea at all.

And there it is. Well, good luck to you..

Maybe I'll be seeing you anyway. You are going to

64
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So after all with twelve years here, I'm not on

Yeah. Well, I'm sorry for that whole situation
because here we've got these things to deal with
and you' certainly been a corking Secretary of

But I'm dann corry to see it all happen. Some
newspaper man just asked as- he said, "What about
it?" I said, Well, if it is true I'm very sorry,
because he has been a great Secretary of the
Treasury." And I meant that.

Well, if you nean it T hope you say it some day
on the floor of the Senate.

I got a *Dear Albin" letter out of him this morning.

I'11 send you up a copy of it the first thing in the

We wrote a very strong letter here to Barkley telling
him that we wanted to get this thing through - no

What letter - about Bretton Wood of

A very, very powerful letter.

So the President was leaving and it would be very
useful to him and he would like Barkley to do every-
thing as the leader, etc. and etc.

-3-

move in and Name York move out.

Getting along very nicely.

All over her heart trouble?

She's on the road to recovery.

Good, I's gind to hear that.

stay a while, aren't you?

Ahuh.

Ienh.

have.

W:

Wt

W:

W:

V1

W:

Yeah.

trial.

Yeah.

I see.

Ahuh,

HMJr:

the Treasury.

HMJr: Thank you, sir.

HMJr:

HWJr:

oh, did you?

HMJr:

HKJr:

W:

HKJr:

W:

HMJr:

V:

HKJr:

W:

HMJr:

HMJr:

V:

HMJr:

X:

HOJr:

V:

HMJr:

V:

HMJr:

V:

Wt

W:

have signed those too.

future.

Morgenthau?

Well, ....

Ieah.

Thank you.

That will.

morning.

A11 right.

fooling.

And he signed it.

About Bretton Woods.

C

HMJr:

HMJr:

W:

HMJr

W1

HNJr:

W:
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Well, I'm staying until he gets back.
HWJ:

W:

Oh, see.

ne's asked me to stay until he gets back.
HMJr:

Wt

Oh, see.

And that given me . chance to pack up.
MMJr: Well, who's going to be your successor. Have you

VI
any idea?

No, he dist's tell me and I didn't ask him.
HKJr: Well, all right.

V:

HMJr:

Thank you.

Thank you, Henry.

W:

KMJr:

Bye.

O



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Before I leave for Europe, I want you to
have this personal word about something which
concerns 10 greatly and in which you can be

It would strengthen my hand very much in
the Big Three Conference If the Bretton Woods
legislation were to be enacted before the
Conference were concluded. Could it not be
taken up and passed next week. If the Senate
fails to take action next week, there is a real
danger that a delay of several months may ensue
since I an informed that the House may not have
a quorum after next week. This would make it
impossible for the House to act on the Senate
amendments before Fail.

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because it means
such to our future international relations.

[indest regards and good luck.

Sincerely,

Honorable Alben .. Barkley

United States Senate

5 July 1945

Dear Alben:

helpful.



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Before I leave for Europe, I want you to
have this personal word about something which
concerns no greatly and in which you can be

It would strengthen my hand very much in
the Big Three Conference If the Bretton Goods
legislation were to be enacted before the
Conference were concluded. Could it not be
taken up and passed next week. If the Senate
fails to take action next week, there is a real
danger that a delay of several months may ensue
since I an informed that the House may not have
a quorum after next week. This would make it
impossible for the House to act on the Senate

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because it means
much to our future internation al relations.

(indest regards and good luck.

Sincerely,

Honorable Alben ... Barkley

United States Senate

5 July 1945

Dear Alben:

helpful.

amendments before Fail.
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Before 1 leave for Europe, I want you to

have concerns this personal greatly something can bethe and in which you
helpful.

Big It Three would strengthen asseted If before Bratton the Woods

Conference the

the Conference legislation taken fails up to take passed could there If It the not is . be

were to be
more concluded.

and next week Senate
action next week, real

danger since quorum I that A the Eques months would may the may make Senate not it

delay of several ansue have
an informed that

a after next week. This
impossible for the House to set on
amendments before Fall.

: hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because it seans
much to our future International relations.

(indest regards and good luck.

Monorable Alben T. Parkley

United States Senate

AFL:ehb 5/7/45

MICROFILM

Dear Albent

Before I leave for Europe, I want you to
have this personal word about something which
concerns - greatly and in which you can be

-Ipful.

It would strengthen my hand very much in
the Big Three Conference if the Brotton Woods
legislation were to be enseted before the
Conference were concluded. Could it not be
taken up and passed next week If the Senate
fails to take action next week, there is . real
danger that & delay of reveral months may ansus
since I as Informed that the House may not have
a quorum after next week. This would make it
impossible for the House to act on the Seaste
amendments before Fall.

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because It means
much to our future International relations.

(indest regards and good luck.

lanorable Alben : Parkley

United States Senate

AFL1ehb 5/7/45

ROLL NO

5 July 1945

Harry Truman

64

5 July 1945

ward about which

my hand very much in

Sincerely,

is Harry Truman

Dear Alben:

Sincerely,

(
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Before I leave for Karape, I want you to
have this personal card about something which
concerns the greatly and in which you be
helpful.

It would strengthen BY hand very such in
the lite Three Conference is the Bretton Soods
legislation were to be exacted before the
Conference were concluded. Could it not
taken up and passed next week If the Senate
fails to take action next week, there is . real
danger that a delay of several months may ensue
since I an Informed that the House may not have
a quorum after next week. This would make It
Impossible for the House to set on the Senate
amminments before Fall.

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because It means
much to our future International relations.

!Indest regards and good luck.

lanorable Alben : Parkley

United States Senate

MICROFILM

Dear Albent

Before I leave for Europe, I east you to

have concerns no greatly and In which you can
this personal word about something which be

It would strengthen my hand very such in
Three Conference If the Brotton Woods

the legislation Conference fails Big up before not the betaken to take action noxt week, there Le n real
and passed next week If the Senate

danger quorum I that an the make not Senate have itsince after next week. This would
a impossible for the House to act on
amendments before Fall.

careful I personal attention because it
hope that you will continue to give seans this

your such to our future International relations.

(indest regards and good luck.

Honorable Alben W. Barkley

United States Senate

HPW
AFL:ehb 5/7/45

ROLL NO

a delay of several months may ensue
informed that the House may

Dear Albest

Sincerely,

APL:ehb 5/7/45

helpful.

be

were to be enseted
were concluded. could it

Sincerely,

0
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Before 1 leave for Surape, I ant you to
have this personal word about something which
concerns the greatly and in which you can be

It would strengthen my hand very such in
the Bir Three Conference If the Brotton Boods
legislation were to be exacted before the
Conference were concluded. Could It not be
taken up and passed next work If the Senate
fails to take action next week, there is a real
danger that a delay of several months may ensue
since I an informed that the House may not have
a quorum after next week. This would make it
impossible for the House to set on the Senate
amendments before Fall.

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because it means
much to our future International relations.

!Indest regards and good luck.

Sincerely,

Manorable Alben : Parkley

United States Senste

MICROFILM

Before I leave for Suppose I ant you to
have this personal word about something which
concerns THE greatly and in which you can be

It would strengthen not hand very such in

Conference logislation Big Three were concluded. to be exacted IT Could the before Brotton it not the be

the Conference Woods

taken danger fails since up to I that a and take informed a passed action delay that next several the work, House months there would If may the may is make not Senate a ensue real have ita quorum after next mock. This
impossible for the House to act on the Senate
amendments before Fall,

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because it means
much to our future International relations.

(indest regards and good luck.

Manorable Alben : Markley

United States Senate

AFL:ehb 1/7/45

ROLL NO

a

13

Dear Albens

helpful.

AFL1ehb 5/7/15

Dear Albenr

helpful.

were

next week

of

Sincerely,
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTER OFFICE COMMUNICATION

My talk with Speaker Rayburn this morning WBS
not particularly helpful except on one point. He
seems reconciled to the proposition that the Senate
will not take up Bretton Woods until the week of
July 16, and that the House will just have to wait
for Senate action on Bretton Woods before taking
its recess. He did point out that as soon as the
House completes action on the FEPO controversy the
members will begin to drift away and It will be in-
creasingly difficult to obtain a quorum, even though
the House in not formally in recess.

The Speaker in, 80 you know, annoyed at what he
considers to be the unreasonably complacent attitude
in the Senate with respect to the time element but,
88 I have indicated, doubts whether there is any
chance to have the Senate take up Bretton Woods before
the 16th. His guess is that Barkley promised Taft and
Vandenberg that the bill would not be taken up until

He is also annoyed at the Ways and Means Committee
members who amended Chairman Doughton's interin tax
bill, as well 0.0 at the Rules Committee for the type
of rule they gave. He seems to feel that the tax bill
may be further amended on the floor of the House today
or tonorrow. which will invite the Senate to make
further amendments and may kill the bill, at least
in so far as action before fall in concerned.

July 5. 1945
J

July 5. 1945

O

MEMORANDUM

his call an thanked hls. I cald, Do you think you will
be able to net the thing through? He said well. the
minute the Charter passes, the Senate will adjourn and you
will Just have to learn how to take things cc the chin.

maked him what he thought I had been doing the past 12
years In Washington. Well, be said he didn't know hether
the House would be here or they wouldn't, and anybe we could
get it over and maybe we couldn't told his was gelap
to see Speaker Rayburn today and talk to him. lie said that
after 1 aid he would like to see no.

couldn't understand that they were not going to take up
Bretton .noda on the floor of the Senate until the 15th
He said Monday that Barkley had said they would take It
up on the 9th. lie 223 very definite about that. lie sald
Barkle said It would take three or four days at the most.
lie said If they let this thing go over until the 16th. he
doesn't know what will happen. be said If they 1531 in t he
Senate, they wouldn't even send it to Congress. the will
simply concur on a concurrent resulution. be said that
seen Vinson and Crowley and will Clayton, and they are
worried about more money for Expert- sport Bank. lin said
other than that there is nothing to keep the House here. I
asked his whether Connelly could do anything about It and he
said he didn't think no. in said the only person the could
de anything was the President. But he sald, "For God's sake,
when you talk to the President. don't may you talked to
San Rayburn because the prims dones ever st the Senate wouldn't
like it." I sald that I would tell then it and me, and let then
get mad at me. 1.0 said they should start the debate in the
Sena to and they wanted to et Bretton Woods through and the
President wants to got it through and had told him so. I told
him I would DES the President today.

Date

TO Secretary Morgenthau

FROM Joseph J. O'Connell, Jr.

that time.

Cagner called me Wednesday morning and I returned

T called Sam Rayburn at 11:10 Wednesday, and be

0

he'd
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My talk with Speaker Rayburn this morning WAS
not particularly helpful except on one point. He
seems reconciled to the proposition that the Senate
will not take up Bretton Woods until the week of
July 16, and that the House will just-have to wait
for Senate action on Bretton Woods before taking
its recess. He did point out that as soon as the
House completes action on the FEPC controversy, the
members will begin to drift away and It will be in-
creasingly difficult to obtain a quorus, even though
the House is not formally in recess.

The Speaker is, as you know, annoyed at what he
considers to be the unreasonably complacent attitude
in the Senate with respect to the time element but,
as I have indicated, doubts whether there is any
chance to have the Senate take up Bretton Woods before
the 10th. His guess is that Barkley pronised Taft and
Vandenberg that the bill would not be taken up until

He is also annoyed at the Ways and Means Committee
members who amended Chairman Doughton's interim tax
bill, as well as at the Rules Conni ttee for the type
of rule they gave. He seens to feel that the tax bill
may be further amended on the floor of the House today
or tomorrow, which will invite the Senate to make
further amendments and may kill the bill, at least
in so far as action before fall is concerned.

ROLL NO
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Secretary Morgenthau
July 5, 1945

Joseph J. O'Connell, Jr.

that time.

JJO*C1mv

(Initialed)
Jr.
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PRESIDENT TRUMAN SCHEDULED A SURPRISE PRESS CONFERENCE FOR 4

O'CLOCK THIS AFTERNOON.
7/5--$122P

1945

MORGENTHAU BELIEVED PREPARING 1:15

TO RESIGN AFTER BIG THREE TALKS

WASHN - UP - SECY DE TREASURY MORGENTHALE

CONFERRED WITH PRESIDENT TRUMAN TODAY AND

IT WAS BELIEVED HE WAS PREPARING TO RESIGN FROM
THE CABINET SOON

MORGENTHALL TREASURY WITH SOURCES THE WERE SEVENTH CONFIDENT WAR LOAN THAT

DRIVE VIRTUALLY COMPLETE HAD GONE TO THE

PRESIDENT AND TOLD HIM HE WAS DEFINITELY

THESE SOURCES HOWEVER DID NOT EXPECT

MORGENTHAU-S RESIGNATION To BECOME EFFECTIVE

UNTIL AFTER THE PRESIDENT RETURNS FROM HIS

FORTHCOMING BIG THREE CONFERENCE IN EUROPE

MR TRUMAN WAS NOT EXPECTED TO NAME 4

SUCCESSOR UNTIL HE RETURNS WHICH MEANS THAT

MORGENTHAU PROBABLY WILL CONTINUE AS SECRETARY
UNTIL SOMETIME IN AUGUST

THE CHANGE IN THE TREASURY POST WILL BE

THE SIXTH IN THE CARINET SINCE MR TRUMAN SUCCEED

-ED TO THE PRESIDENCY IN APRIL - THE HOLDOVERS

AFTER MORGENT HAU LEAVES WILL BE SECY OF

COMMERCE WALLACE SECY OF INTERLOR ICKES SECY

OF WAR STIMSON AND SECY DE NAVY FORRESTAL

QUITTING

-V-



July 5, 1945

Sincerely yours,

/a/ Menry Morgenthau, Jr.

C

The Honorable Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,
The Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Secretary:

throughout the Navy Yard to inform myself of the
progress of the Fourth of July bond sales, I was
pleased to find on my desk your very fine letter
of 12 June enclosing the citation for services in
behalf of the War Finance Program.

many of the shops already exceeding their quote.
rough check shows that the Navy Yard has purchased
$4,365,500 toward the Treasury 7th Har Loan and the
14th Naval District as . whole, which includes the
Navy Yard, has purchased approximately $8,000,000.

COMMANDANT NAVY YARD
PEARL HARBOR T.H.

5 July 1945

when I returned today from an inspection

The spirit throughout the Yard is excellent,

I thank you for the citation for "diatInguished
service" in the War Finance Program. I have been fortunate
to be in a naval command that in addition to my naval duty
has given - the opportunity and privilege of serving also

William WILLIAM R. RJodang FORLONG,
Hear Admiral, U. S. Nexy.

My dear Mr. President:

both before and during the war.

my help and urged the to remain.

I will, of course, comply with your wishes.

lie ahead.

always be at your service.

The President,

The White House.

when Franklin D. Roosevelt cause to Washington, he
asked me to case with him, stating that when he was
through we would go back to Dutchess County together.
For 12 of the most eventful years in American history,
I was associated with him, actively participating in
meeting the Important problems confronting the country

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, I
told you how I felt, and stated that I wanted you to
know that your hands were untied as far as I BBS con-
cerned. You were good enough to any that you needed

Since then, with your support, I have completed
many of the most urgent tasks that were then pending.
As told you this morning, I feel the time has now come
when 1 can appropriately be released from my responsibilities.
Accordingly, 1 now tender my signation as Secretary of
the Treasury. My preference was to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this morning
that you wish 200 to remain until you return from Europe

Feralt as to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have given me since you became President.

I most fervently hope for the great success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problems which

If you wish to consult the at any time, I shall

A

the Treasury Department.

Sincerely yours,

Q
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Secretary Morgenthau

Speak to me about an accountant for Governor Lehman,

will you please?

MICROFILM

81

July 5. 1945

Mr. C.S. Bell

Secretary Morgenthau

This Mr. O'Donnell who is the husband of the trained
nurse that BO got the job for in Atlanta, finds himself
working for the Commerce Department. I thought he was going
to go Into Procurement. will J ou please speak to me about It's

ROLL NO

0

July 5. 1945

Dan Bell

-
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The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgentheu, Jr., accepting his resignation:

: no indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. I re
grateful, however, that you are willing to reanin until I
return from Europe to as to cerry on the arduous work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Tours has been . very long and efficient nervice to
our country - both in peace and is vari and your departure
from the Treasury will be 6 distinct loss.

Your service to the nation Degree is 1933 in the days
when you supervised the BATGIT of the form credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administretion which are done so much
to help the farmers of the nation.

Since you have been in the Treesure you have per-
ticipated in formulating and Administering . federal tax program
which has releed unprecedented tax revenues with minimum
of disturbence to our economy. These tax lows have teen PD
impertial and efficient administration under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treesury through the sele
of bonds has raised over two hundred billion dollers with
which to finence our defense and VAT activities. Reising
this money vet in itself . great achievement but. in
Addition, it you accompenied by . mabetantial reduction in
the average rate of interest on the public debt.

Tou have been . stendy champion of international
nonetory stabilization ever since the early days of your
administration PE Secretary of the Treesure. Through any
years of activity and accomplishment is this field, your
efforts are SOW beering final fruit is the Bretton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. is this. and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government has
bad with its Allies during this ver. Besides, in the days
before the Lend-Lease tute was enacted, many measures of
cooperation with our Allies vere formulated in your office

I an sure that you must feel a great tense of
accomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behelf of our people : extend to you the thanks

I an appreciative of your offer of service in the
future and AS asre that there will be mony occasions
on which : shall seek your counsel.

With kindest personal regards,

MICROFILM

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JULY 5. 1945

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgenther, Jr.. accepting his resignation:

"Dear Henry

: FOR indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time the arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. : -
grateful, however, that you are willing to rennin until t
return from Europe so as to CATTY 05 the artuous work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Tourn has been . very long and efficient service to
our country - both in peace and in wart and your departure
from the Treasury will be . distinct loan.

Tour service to the nation begen in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which hrs done so much
to help the farmers of the nation.

Since you have been in the Treasury you have per-
ticipated in formaleting and administering e federal tax progres
which has rained unprecedented tax revenues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax lews have mean no
importial And efficient administration under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treesury through the sale
of bonds has raised over two instrud billion dollars with
which to finence our defense and ver activities. Enising
this money yes is itself great achievement: but, is
addition, it yes accompanied by . mabstantial reduction is
the everage rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been a stendy champion of international
monetary estabilination ever since the early days of your
edministration PS Secretary of the Trepsury. Through anny
years of activity and ACCOMP Lebnent in this field, your
efforts are now beering final fruit is the Bretton Woods
legislation MM pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this, and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiecn) cooperation which this government hrs
had wt th its Allies during this war. Besides, in the days
before the Lend-Leese statute wns esected. may measures of
cooperation with our Allies vere formulated is your office

I an mare that you must feel . great seate of
recomplishment is this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people I extent to you the thanks
of the nation.

: as appreciative of your offer of service in the
future. and AS sure that there will be anny occesions
- which : shall seek your counsel.

With kindest personal regards,

ROLL

Very sincerely yours,

EARNY S. TRUMAN.

JULY 5. 1945

INCEDIATE RELEASE

*Dear Henry:

of the nation.

Very sincerely yours,

KARRY s. TRUMAN."
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Following 1e the text of Secretary Morgenthen's letter

"Ky dear Mr. President:

When Frenklin D. Roosevelt CADE to Washington, be
anked me to cone with him. stating that when be yes through
ve would es back to Datebeen County together. For 12 of
the post eventful years is American history. I was associated
with his, actively participating is meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, : told
you how felt, and stated that : wented you to know that
your hands were united as for as was concerned. You were
good enough to say that you needed not help and urged the to

Since then, with your support, I have completed anny
of the most urgent tasks that were then pending. As I told
you this morning, I feel the time her now come when : CBA
appropriately be released from my responmibilities.
Accordingly. I now tender my resignation " Secretary of
the Treasury Ky preference VPS to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this norming
that you wish ne to remain until you return from Europe I

will, of course, comply with your wishes.

Permit ne to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have given an since you become President.

I most fervently hope for the great success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problems which 114

If you with to consult the at any time. : shall always
be at your service.

Sincere 1y yours

KENRY MORGENTHAN JR.

Following is the text of Secretary Morgentheu's letter

"My dear Mr. President:

When Frenklin D. Roosevelt CABE to Washington, he
asked me to cone with him. stating that when be WPT through
we would go back to Datehess Country together. For 12 of
the nont eventful years in American history. I WAS persciated
with him, actively participating in meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, I told
you how felt, and stated that : vented you to know that
your hands were untied as for on I - concerned. You were
good enough to any that you needed my help and urged be to

Since then, with your support. : have consisted and
of the most urgent tasks that were then pending. As told
you this morning. : feel the time has now come when :

can

appropriately be released from my
Accordingly. I now tender my resignation PA Secretary of
the Treasury. Ky preference VPS to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this morning
that you wish DE to remain until you return from Europe :
will, of course, comply with your wishes.

Permit ne to express ay appreciation of the fine
support you have given the since you because President.

: most fermently hope for the great success of your
Administration is solving the difficult problems which 11e

If you wish to consult me at any time, I shall always
be at your service.

Sincere ly yours,

HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR."

to the President:

war.

remain.

abend.

to the President:

ver.

reasin.

about.

0
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The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgenthas, Jr., accepting his resignation

I AD indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time bee arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treesury I PD
grateful, however, that you are willing to remain until I
return from Europe 00 as to cerry on the Arduoue work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Tours has been . very long and efficient service to
our country - both is peace and in VAT: and your departure
from the Treasury will be # distinct loan.

Your service to the nation Segan in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which hrs done so mach
to help the farners of the ontion.

Since you have been in the Treasury you have par-
ticipated is formulating and administering . federal tax program
which has raised unprecedented tex refesues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax lews have seen an
impartial and efficient administration under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treesury through the sale
of bonds has rnised over two hundred billion dollars with
which to finence our defense and ver activities. Enising
this money ven in itseIf a great achievement; but, in
addition, it VAB accompanied by . substantial reduction
the average rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been A stendy chrmpion of intersetional
stabilisation ever since the eerly days of your

administration PB Secretary of the Treesure. Through aray
years of activity and accomplishment in this field. your
efforts are now boering final fruit in the Bretton Woods
locislation DOM pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this, and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government has
had 1th its Allies during this ver. Beniden, in the days
before the Lend-Lease statute was enacted. many neasures of
cooperation with our Allies were formulated in your office

I an sure that you must feel a great sente of
recomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people : extend to you the thanks

: an appreciative of your offer of service in the
future, and AM sure that there will be many occasions
on which I shall seek your counsel.

With kindent personal regards,

ROLL

Very sincerely youre,

HARRY E. THOMAN.

O

JULY 5. 1945INMEDIATE RELEASE

"Dear Henry:

of the seting.

INKEDIATE RELEASE

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Benry Morgenthau, Jr.. accepting his resignation:

*Dear Kenry:

1 no indeed BOFTY to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treesury. 10
grateful. hovever, that you are willing to rennin until I
return from Europe no as to cerry os the arduous work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Yours has been . very long and efficient service to
our country - both is peace and in var: and your departure
from the Treasury will be e distinct loss.

Your service to the onition began in 1933 is the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which her done no much
to help the farners of the nation.

Since you have been in the Trensury you have per-
ticipnted in formulating and administering . federal tex progres
which has raised unprecedented tax revenues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax lews have need PO
important and efficient administration under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treesury through the sale
of boods has raised over two hundred billion dollers with
which to finrace our defense and ver activities. Reising
this money inn in itself n great achievement: but. in
addition, it was accompanied by . subetantial reduction is
the average rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been . stendy chropion of international
sometery stabilization ever since the epply days of your
administration PS Secretary of the Treasury. Through anny
years of activity and eccomplishment in this field, your
efforts are now beering final fruit is the Bretton Woods
logislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government has
had with its Allies during this ver. Besidee, in the days
before the Lend-Lease statute VAN enacted. may measures of
cooperation with our Allies were formulated is your office.

I to sure that you must feel . great sense of
accomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country On behalf of our people I extend to you the thecks
of the nation.

I no appreciative of your offer of service in the
future. and na sure that there will be and occasions
on which I shall seek your counsel.

Vith kindent personal regards,

JULY 5. 1945

in

Tery sincerely yours,

HARRY S. TRUMAN."



e

Following is the text of Secretary Morgenthen's letter

"Ky dear Mr. President:

When Fresklin D. Roosevelt case to Washington, he
asked ne to come with him. stating that when he was through
we would e back to Datehess Counts together. For 12 of
the most eventful years is American history, I was associated
with him. actively participating is neeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President RooseveIt's death, I told
you how felt, and stated that : wanted you to know that
your hands vers untied as for ..I we concerned. Yora were
good enough to say that you needed By help and urged ae to

Since then, with your support, I have completed many
of the most urgest tasks that very then pending. As I told
you this morning. : feel the time has now come when I can
appropriately be released from my responsibilities.
Accordingly. I now tender my resignation P.S. Secretary of
the Treasury. Ky preference VPS to have this resignation
effective immediately but since you stated this morning
that you wish se to reneis until you return from Europe I
will, of course. comply with your wishes.

Permit me to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have gives the since you become President.

I most forwatly hope for the great success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problems which 11e

If you wish to consult the at any time, I shall always

0

Following is the text of Secretary Morgenthes's letter

"Ky dear Mr. President:

When Frenklin D. Roosevelt CADE to Washington be
naked ne to come with him. stating that when be whs through
ve would e back to Datehess County together: For 12 of.
the nont eventful years is American history, I una preociated
with his, notively participating is meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, : told
you box I felt, and stated that : wanted you to know that
your bonds vere untied as for N une concerned. You were
good enough to sty that you needed my help and urged me to

Since then, with your support. I have completed anny
of the post urgent snoks that were then pending. An told
you this morning. I feel the time has now come when I ces
appropriately be released from my reeponsibilities
Accordingly, I now tender my resignation PA Secretary of

the Treasury Ny preference WPS to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this normine
that you wish ne to remain until you return from Europe :
will, of course, comply with your winher.

Permit DE to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have given BE since you become President.

: most fermently hope for the grent success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problem which 114

If you wish to consult ne at may time, I shall always
be as your service.

Sincere by yours.

MORGINETHAU JR."

to the President:

war.

repeis.

abeed.

to the President:

war.

remain.

about.

be et your service.

0

1

Sincerely yours,

KOREA MCRGISTHAN JR."
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JULY 5. 1945

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgenthes, Jr., accepting his resignations

I to indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities of Secretary of the Treesury. I on
grateful, however, that you are willing to remain until I
return from Europe so as to carry on the arduous work of

Yours has been a very long and efficient service to
our country both is peace and is wart est your departure

Your service to the notice begen in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit exencies
into the Form Credit Administration which her done so much

Since you have been in the Treesury you have par-
ticipnted in formulating and administering . federal tex program
which the raised unprecedented tax revenues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. There tax learn have seen an
importing and efficient administretion under your supervision.

Under your mapervision the Treasury through the sale
of boods has rained over two hundred billion dollars with
which to finence our defense and wer activities. Enising
this money wha in itself . great achievement; but. in
addition, it yes accompanied by " substantial reduction is
the average rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been . stendy chrmpion of international
monetary esabilization ever since the early days of your
edministration PR Secretary of the Trepsury. Through anny
years of activity and accomplishment in this field. your
efforts are now bearing final fruit in the Bretton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this. and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government have
bed with its Allies during this ver. Resides, in the days
before the Lend-Lense statute was esseted, many measures of
cooperation with our Allies were formulated in your office.

: as sure that you must feel a great sense of
accomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people I extend to you the thanks

: PO repreciative of your offer of service in the
future and I PO sure that there will be may occesions

Very sincerely yours,

HARRY S. THOMAS."

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

"Dear Henry:

of the nation.

INCIDIATE RELEASE

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgeather, Jr. accepting his resignation:

"Dear Henry:

: RD indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. re
grateful, however, that you are willing to rennis until I
return from Europe to na to carry on the enturus work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Your hns been . very long and efficient service to
our country both in peace and in var: eat your departure
from the Treasury will be . distinct loss.

Your service to the nation begen in 1933 in the days
when you mapervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which the done *O much
to help the fareers of the action.

Since you have been in the Treasury you have per-
ticipated in formulating and Administering . federal tax program
which has raised unprecedented tex revenues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax lews have seen on
impartial and efficient edministration under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treesury through the sale
of bonds has raised over two hundred billion dollars with
which to finesce our defense and var activities. Raising
this money vos in itseIf . great achievement: but, in
Addition. it was accompenied by P substantial reduction is
the average rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been a standy chrapion of international
monetery stabilization ever since the early days of your
edministration PE Secretary of the Trepsury. Through any
years of activity and accomplishment in this field. your
efforts are now bearing final fruit is the Spetton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. Is this. and in other ways. you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government has
had with its Allies during this ver. Besides, in the days
before the Lend-Lense statute was enacted, anny neasures of
cooperation with our Allien were formulated in your office

: no mure that you mast feel a great neate of
accorpl Lebaent in this statending record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people I extent to you the theake
of the notice.

: no appreciative of your offer of service in the
future. and AS mure that there will be many occasions
on which I shall seek your counsel.

With kindest personal regards,

JULY 5. 1948

the Treasury during ay absence.

from the Treasury will be " distinct loss.

to help the farners of the nation.

on which I shall neek your counsel.

With kindest personal regards,

O

Very sincerely yours,

HARRY S. TRUMAN.



ROLL NO.

Following is the text of Secretary Morgentheu's letter

When Franklin D. Roosevelt CADE to Washington, be
noked the to come with him. stating that when he wes through
we would go back to Dutchese County together. For 12 of
the most eventful years is American history, I was associated
with his. actively participating is meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roomevelt's death, : told
you how I felt, and stated that I wented you to know that
your hands were untied as for PM : - concerned. You were
good enough to any that you needed my help and urged se to

Since then, with your support. I have completed many
of the most urgent tasks that were then pending. As I told
you this morning, : feel the time has BOW come when I can
appropriately be released from my responsibilities.
Accordingly. : now tender my resignation P.S Secretary of
the Treasury. My preference VPS to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this morning
this you wish as to remain until you return from Europe I

Permit me to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have given me since you become President.

: most forwestly hope for the great success of your
Administration is solving the difficult problems which lie

If you wish to consult be at any time. : shall always

HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR.

:

"Ky dear Mr. President:

will, of course, comply with your vishes.

O

0

-

we would no back to Dutchess County together. For 12 of

with his, actively participating is meeting the important

you how I felt. and stated that I wented you to know that

Accordingly. : now tender my resignation P.S. Secretary of

that you wish DA to remain until you return from Europe

-

Following is the text of Secretary Morgentheu's letter

My dear Kr. President:

When Frenklin D. Boosevelt onse to Washington. he
anked ne to cone with him. stating that when he wh through

the most eventful years is American history. I who associated

problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, I told

your hapin were united as for no I UPP concerned. You were
good enough to May that you needed my help and urged no to

Since then, with your support, : have completed anny
of the most urgent tasks that were them pending. As I told
you this morning, I feel the time has now come when I CRS
appropriately be released from my reeponsibilities.

the Treasury My preference NPS to have this resignation
effective inmediately but since you stated this norming :

will, of course. comply with your wishes.

Permit ne to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have gives me since you become President.

: most fermently hope for the great success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problem which 11e

If you wish to consult - at any time. : shall always
be at your service.

Sincerely yours.

KENRY MORGENTRAU, JR.

to the President:

ver.

remain.

ahead.

to the President:

war.

remain.

abend.

be at your service.

Sincere by yours,
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgenthes, Jr., accepting his resignations

"Dear Henry:

: no indeed BOTTY to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. I em
grateful. however, that you are willing to reasin until I
return from Europe so as to carry on the arduous work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Tourn has been A very long and efficient service to
our country both in peace and in war: and your departure
from the Treasury will be 0 distinct loss.

Tour service to the ontion began is 1933 is the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which hrs done so much
to help the farners of the nation.

Since you have been is the Trepsury you have per-
stcipnted in formulating end administering . federal tax progren
which has raised unprecedented tax revenues with minimum
of disturbence to our economy. These tax leve have seen en
importinl and efficient edministretion under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Inverury through the sale
of bands has raised over two hundred billion dollers with
which to finance our defense and war activities. Brieing
this money une in itseIf n grent achievement; but, in
addition, it unr accompanied by . substantial reduction in
the pretage rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been a stendy chempion of international

monetary esabilisation ever since the errly days of your
administration PB Secretary of the Trensury. Through any
years of activity and Accorp lishment in this field. your
efforts are now beering final fruit is the Bretton Woods
leginlation now neading before the Congress of the United
States. In this, and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government her
had with its Allies during this var. Desides. in the days
before the Lend-Lense statute was esected. near pressures of
cooperation with our Allien vere formulated in your office.

: no sure that you must feel a great sense of
accomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people I extend to you the thanks

: an appreciative of your offer of service in the
future. and PER sure that there will be anny occasions
on which I shall seek your counsel.

With kindest personal regards,

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

"Dear Heary:

of the metion.

JULY 5. 1945

JULY 5, 1945

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgenthau, Jr., accepting his resignations

: to Indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities no Secretary of the Treasury. : en
grateful, however, that you are willing to reanis until :
return from Europe as as to cerry on the arduous work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Tourn her been n very long and efficient service to
our country both in peace and in WAT: and your departure
from the Treasury will be . distinct loss.

Your service to the nation began in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the fare credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which has done no much
to help the farmers of the action.

Since you have been is the Treasury you have per-
ticipated in formulating and Administering , federal tax program
which has rained unprecedented tax revenues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax laws have seen m
impartial and efficient administration under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treasury throuch the sale
of bands has raised over two hundred billion dollars with
which to finance our defense and wer activities. Enising
this money WAS in itself great achievement; but, in
addition, 11 YES accompanied by . substantial reduction in
the everage rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been a stendy champion of international
monetary estabilization ever since the early days of your
administration PS Secretary of the Treasury. Through arny
years of activity and accomplishment in this field. your
efforts are now beering final fruit in the Bretton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this, end in other ways. you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government be
had us th its Allies during this ver. Besides, in the days
before the Lend-Lense statute was esacted. many measures of
cooperation w) th our Allien vore formulated in your office.

: AS sure that you must feel . great sense of
accomplishment is this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people : extent to you the shanks

I no appreciative of your offer of service in the
future, and AD sure that there will be many occesions
on which I shall seek your counsel.

with kindent personal regards,

Very sincerely yours,

KARRY S. TRUMAN.

0

of the nation.

Very sincerely yours,

HARRY S. THUMAN."



RECISION TRADE M

Following is the text of Secretary Morgenthea's letter

"Ky dear Kr. President:

When Frenklin D. Roomevelt came to Washington, he
naked ne to cone with him, station that when be was through
ve would as back to Datchess County together. For 12 of
the most eventful years in American history. : was associated
with his, actively participating in meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, I told
you how : felt, and stated that I wanted you to know that
your hands were ustied as for ** I VPR concerned. You were
good enough to My that you needed my help and urged - to

Since then, with your support, I have consulted anny
of the most urgent tasks that were thes pending. At I told
you this morning. I feel the time has now CODE when I OFD
appropriately be released from my responsibilities.
Accordingly, : now sender my resignation PE Secretary of
the Treasury My preference WPS to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this morning
that you wish be to rennin until you return from Europe I
will, of course, comply with your wishes.

Permit DC to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have given BA since you become President.

I most ferrently hope for the grant success of your
Administration in solving the difficult probleme which lie

If you wish to consult be at any time, I shall always
be as your service.

ROLL NO

Following is the text of Secretary Morgentheu's letter

When Frenklin D. Roosevelt CADE to Washington. he
asked ne to come with him. stating that when he was through
ve would 8 back to Dutchene County together. For 12 of
the nost eventful years in American history, I ves associated
with him, actively participating is meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President RensereIt's death, I told
you how I felt, and stated that : wented you to know that
your hoode were united as for .. I was concerned. You vere
good enough to any that you needed ng help and urged no to

Since then, with your support, I have completed any
of the most urgent tasks that were then pending. As I sold
you this morning, I feel the time her now come when I can
appropriately be released from my responsibilities.
Accordingly, 1 now tender my resignation 08 Secretary of
the Trensury. Ky preference WPB to have this resignation
effective innediately, but since you stated this morning
that you wish DE to remain until you return from Europe I
will, of course. comply with your wishes.

Permit ne to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have given BA since you become President.

I most fermently hope for the great success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problems which lie

If you wish to consult - at any time, I shall always

Sincerely yours.

HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR.*

a

- -

to the President:

war.

remain.

ahead.

to the President

"My dear Kr. President:

ver.

remain.

abead.

be as your service.

0

Sincerely yours.

HENRY MORGENTHAN, JR."

]
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The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Henry Morgenthau, Jr. accepting his resignations

: AD indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities ns Secretary of the Treasury. 10
grateful, however, that you are willing to ressis until I
return from Europe to as to carry on the arduous work of

Yours has been a very long and efficient service to
our country both in peace and in var: and your departure
from the Treasury will be a distinct loss.

Your service to the nation Degree in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administration which have done no much
to help the farmers of the nation.

Since you have been in the Treesure you have per-
ticipated in formulating and administering . federal tax program
which has raised unprecedented tex revenues with minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax Lews have seen on
importinl and efficient administretion under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treasury through the sale
of bonds has rained over two handred billion dollars with
which to finrace our defense and wer activities. Enising
this money wns in itself great achievement; but, in
addition, it ves accompanied by . substantial reduction in
the average rate of Interest on the public debt.

You have been A stendy chrapion of international
monetery stabilization ever since the early days of your
administration P* Secretary of the Treasury. Through any
years of activity and accomplishment in this field, your
efforts are now beering final fruit is the Bretton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this, and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government here
bed vi th Its Allies during this ver. Besides, in the days
before the Lend-Lenne statute wns enected. may of
cooperation with our Alliee were formulated is your office.

: to sure that you must feel R great sease of
recomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people I extend to you the thanks

I an appreciative of your offer of service in the
future. and - sure that there will be many occasions
on which : shall seek your counsel.

With kindest personal regards,

Very sincerely yours,

MARKY $. THUMAN."

BOLL NO

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Heary Morgenthms. Jr., accepting his resignations

"Dear Henry:

I RD indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. : en
grateful, hovever, that you are willing to remain until I
return from Zurope so as to carry on the arduous work of
the Treasury during my absence.

Yours has been . very long and efficient service to
our country both in peace and in vari and your departure
from the Treasury will be . distinct loss.

Your service to the nation began in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administretion which have done so much
to help the farners of the nation.

Since you have been is the Trepsury you have per-
ticipated in formilating and administering federal tax progrem
which has raised unprecedented tax revenues with a minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax lown have meen FO
impartial and efficient administretion under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treasury through the sale
of bonds has raised over two hundred billion dollers with
which to finence our defense and var activities. Enising
this money une in itseIf great achievement; but, in
addition, 11 was accompenied by . mabstantini reduction in
the everage rate of interest on the public debt.

You have been . stendy champion of interactional
monetery estabilization ever since the early days of your
administration PS Secretary of the Treesury. Through aray
yours of activity and recomplishment in this field, your
efforts are now bearing final fruit is the Bretton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this, and in other ways, you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government has
had with its Allies during this ver. Besides, in the days
before the Lest-Lease statute was enacted. many measures of
cooperation with our Allien were formulated in your office

: as sure that you must feel . great seape of
accomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people : extend to you the thanks
of the nation.

I An appreciative of your offer of service in the
future, end na sure that there will be anny occasions
on which : shn11 neek your counsel.

With kindeet personal regards,

JULY 5. 1945 IMMEDIATE RELEASE

"Dear Henry:

of the nation.

JULY 5. 1945

the Trensury during my abrence.

Very sincerely yours,

HARRY S. TRUMAN."



PRECISION TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

Following is the text of Secretary Norgenthen's letter
to the President:

"Ky dear Mr. President:

Vies Fresklin D. Roosevelt came to Washington, be
asked me to come with him, stating that when be was through
we would e back to Dutchess County together For 12 of
the most eventful years in American history. I uns psecolated
with him. actively participating is meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the
war.

Immediately after President Boosevelt's death, I told
you how : felt, and stated that I wanted you to know that
your hands were untied as for as I una concerned. You were
good enough to any that you needed my help and urged me to
remain.

Since then, with your mapport. I have completed any
of the most urgent tasks that were then pending. As I told
you this morning, : feel the time has now cope when I can
appropriately be released from BY responsibilities.
Accordingly, : now tender my resignation ns Secretary of
the Treasury Ky preference WFR to have this resignation
effective immediately but since you stated this morning
that you wish FLA to remain until you return from Europe I
will, of course, comply with your wishes.

Permit ne to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have gives BE since you became President.

I most fervently hope for the grent success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problems which lie
abeed.

If you wish to consult or at may time. I shall always

REG.U.S.PAT.OFF

Sincere by yours,

HORRY MORGENTHAU, JR."

I

Following is the text of Secretary Morgenthes's letter
to the President:

my dear Mr. President:

When Frenklin D. Roosevelt came to Washington, he
asked no to cone with hin, stating that when he was through
ve would go back to Dateheas County together. For 12 of
the most eventful years in American history. : MAR associated
with him. actively participating in meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

Immediately after President Roosevelt's death, I told
you how felt, and stated that I vented you to know that
your hands were untied as for PR uns concerned. You were
good enough to any that you needed my help and urged me to

Since then, with your support. I have completed many
of the most urgent snake that were then pending. As I told
you this morning, : feel the time bee now come when I can
appropriately be released from my responsibilities.
Accordingly, : now tender ny resignation as Secretary of
the Treasury. My preference WAS to have this resignation
effective innediately, but since you stated this norming
that you wish be to rennin until you return from Europe
will. of course, comply with your wishes.

Permit me to express my appreciation of the fine
support you have gives - since you become President.

I most fermently hope for the great success of your
Administration in solving the difficult problems which lie

If you wish to consult Be at any time, : shall always
be et your service.

R

0

-

war.

remain.

about.

I

0

:

be at your service.
Sincerely yours.

HERRY MORGINTHAU, JR."
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INCIDIATE RELEASE
JULY 5. 1945

The President today addressed the following letter to
the Honorable Heary Morgenthes, Jr.. accepting his resignation:

"Dear Henry:

1 no indeed sorry to learn that you have come to the
conclusion that the time hes arrived to be released from
your responsibilities as Secretary of the Treasury. I en
grateful, however, that you are willing to remain until I
return from Europe no as to carry on the anduous work of

Yours has been . very long and efficient service to
our country - both in peace and is var: and your departure

Your service to the nation Degan in 1933 in the days
when you supervised the merger of the farm credit agencies
into the Form Credit Administretion which has done so much

Since you have been in the Treesury you have par-
ticipnted is formulating and administering . federal tax program
which has raised unprecedented tax revenues with n minimum
of disturbance to our economy. These tax Inwa have seen PO
impartial and efficient administretion under your supervision.

Under your supervision the Treesury through the sale
of bonds has raised ever two hundred billion dollars with
which to fisence our defense and war activities. Reising
this money uns in Itself a great achievement: but, in
addition, 11 who accompanied by . rubetantial reduction in

You have been . stendy champion of international
monetery estabilization ever since the early days of your
administration PR Secretary of the Treesury. Through any
yours of activity and accomplishment in this field. your
efforte are now benring final fruit is the Bretton Woods
legislation now pending before the Congress of the United
States. In this, and in other ways. you have helped bring
about the close fiscal cooperation which this government has
had with its Allies during this ver. Besides, in the days
before the Lend-Lense statute was enseted, any neasures of
cooperation with our Allien were formulated is your office.

accomplishment in this outstanding record of service to our
country. On behalf of our people : extend to you the thanks
of the nation.

: PC appreciative of your offer of service in the
future. and : an sure that there will be anny occasions

Very sincerely yours,

the Trensury during my aboutco.

from the Trensury will be n distinct loss.

to help the farners of the action.

the everage rate of interest on the public debt.

: an sure that you must feel a great sease of

on which I shall seek your counter.

with kindeet personal regards,

HARRY S. THUMAN."
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to the President:

-

with him. actively participating is meeting the important
problems confronting the country both before and during the

you how : felt, and stated that I wented you to know that
your heads were untied as for as I was concerned. You were
good enough to say that you needed my help and urged no to

of the nost urgent tasks that were then pending. As : told

Permit ne to express my appreciation of the fine

Following is the text of Secretary Morgentheu's letter

"My dear Mr. President

When Frenklin D. Roosevelt came to Washington, he
asked ne to come with him. stating that when he VPS through
ve would as back to Datebeen County together. For 12 of
the nost eventful years in American history. : was associated

Immediately after President Roneevelt's death, I told

Since then, with your support. : have completed anny

you this norming. I feel the time her now come when I can
appropriately be released from my reepomsibilities.
Accordingly, 1 now tender my resignation ns Secretary of
the Treasury My preference wes to have this resignation
effective immediately, but since you stated this morning
that you wish ne to remain until you return from Europe I
will, of course, comply with your wishes.

support you have gives - since you become President.

I most fervently hope for the erent success of your
Administration in nolving the difficult problems which lie

If you wish to consult no nt any time, : shall always
be at your service.

Sincerely yours,

HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR."

war.

reneis.

about.

0
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTER OFFICE COMMUNICATION

Joseph J. O'Connell, Jr.

Subject: Roosevelt-Hartford

Chairman Doughton has no objection to our making
factual information in connection with the above matter
available to the Department of Justice for use by the
Federal Grand Jury in New York. of course, nothing will
be given to them -- or to t he Ways and Leans Committee
for that matter -- until it has been thoroughly reviewed
in the Bureau and has been discussed with you.

Incidentally, Norman Cann is going to New York
tonight in connection with the data being developed
there, and we anticipate that early next week we will be
in a position to go over with you what we then have. It
will not be the whole story, since it will take at least
several weeks longer to get the facts straight with
respect to Elliott's tangled affairs.

Date

July 5, 1945
TO Secretary Morgenthau

FROM
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Joseph J. O*Connell, Jr.

Subject: Roosevelt-Hartford

Chairman Doughton has no objection to our making
factual information in connection with the above matter
available to the Department of Justice for use by the
Federal Grand Jury In New York. Of course, nothing will
be given to them -- or to the Ways and leans Committee
for that matter -- until it has been thoroughly reviewed
in the Bureau and has been discussed with you.

Incidentally, Norman Cann is going to New York
tonight in connection with the data being developed
there, and we anticipate that early next week we will be
in a position to go over with you what are then have. It
will not be the mole story, since It will take at least
several weeks longer to get the facts straight with
respect to Elliott's tangled affairs.

JJO'C:8 7-5-45

MICROFILM

For your information, I an sending you

herewith copy of It letter which President

Truman sent Senator Barkley today.

Honorable Robert F. Wagner,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C.

ROLL NO

0

July 5, 1945

Sincerely yours,

Secretary }{orgenthau
July 5, 1945

J O'Donnell It

My dear Hob:

Lines
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5 July 1945

Before I leave for Europe, I want you to
have this personal word about something which
concerns TO greatly and In which you can be

It would strengthen my hand very much In
the Big Three Conference if the Bretton Woods
legislation were to be enacted before the
Conference were concluded. Could It not be
taken up and passed next week? If the Senate
fair to take action next week, there is a real
danger that a delay of several months may ensue
since I am informed that the House may not have
a quorum after next week. This would make it
impossible for the House to act on the Senate

I hope that you will continue to give this
your careful personal attention because it means
much to our future International relations.

Kindest regards and good luck.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Sincerely

Honorable Alben 7. Barkley

United States Senate

Dear Alhen:

helpful.

amendments before Fall.
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In reply refer to

its dear Hr. Secretary:

On August 19 of last year it's Acheson wrote to
you requesting certain data of interest to the Depart-
ment. This data is Indicated in the copy of Mr. Achemon's
letter which I enclose. Mr. White's reply of September 7
to Mr. Acheson's letter enclosed a statement of the
dollar balances of certain land-lesse countries on May 31
and June 30, 1944, together with the amounts of their gold
holdings on the most recent dates then available to you.
No reference was made to the other information requested.

Despite a number of subsequent oral requests to
officers of the Treasury Department for this additional

we now on a routine monthly basis the figures oninformation, receive it has us, although
British gold and dollar balances as transmitted to you by
the British. Our monthly data on this series now covers
July 31, 1044 to April 30, 1945.

The missing information is therefore the following:

dates latest which available conveniently those available, any for
the figures, and for intervening

you may have

dollar balances and ear-warked gold held for foreign
account in the United States) similar figures for

holdings lease and dollar balances receiving goldaid, in continuation of the tables an the subject
transmitted with Mr. White's letter of September 7 last:

held in London by Sterling Area countries; and the balances
the latest figures available to you on starling

figures on the British gold and dollar balances as sub-
mitted by the British Treasury representatives covering
the period from the passage of the Land=Lease Act to

Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,
Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington, D.C.

RIG.USPALOR

0

,

of countries lend-

-R-

before departing for the fortheoning conference of the
President, with the Prine Minister and Premier stalin.

be transmitted to the Department on . routine basis as

June 30, 1944 inclusive.

to 100 at the earliest convenient time.

new date become available to you.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure

as stated

I am very anxious to have all of this information

May I therefore ask you to have this material transmitted

As . separate matter, 1 would also appreciate a
standing arrangement by which the above information would

For the Secretary of State:

W. L. Clayton
Assistant Secretary

July 5. Him

not yet been furnished

monthly

June

The Honorable
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My dear Mr. Secretary:

It is my understanding that the Treasury Department
receives monthly figures on the British gold and dollar
position from the British Treasury representatives.
should appreciate it 11 you would make these figures
regularly available to the State Department as received,
and would also ive U.S. back figures by months, covering
the period since the passage of the Lend Lease Act.

In connection with the work of the Department, we
are anxious to have available the following information:
dollar balances and ear-marked gold held for foreign
account in the United States: the gold holdings and

and dollar sterling balances in London by sterling area in

of countries receiving Lend Lease aid:
balances held

countries. I assume that the Treasury Department
connection with its work obtains these figures from the
appropriate sources or compiles them and I trust that
you can furnish us with the most recent statements con-
taining this information and can let U.S. have new state-
ments regularly as received or compiled.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

Henry Morgenthau Jr.
Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington, D.C.

MICROFILM

I have your letter of June 26, 1945, enclosing . copy
of the memorendum presented to the President on June 11 by

I D. 3. Robertson, Cheirmen, Committee of Railway Labor
Executives* Association, regarding the bills to emend the
Railroad Retirement Acts.

I regret If the nation of this Department crused you
say embarrsament. You should know that I would be most
saxions not to disturb the cooperative attitude that has
always characterized Budget 3ureau-Treasury Department
relationships. In regard to the particular Incident to
which you referred, I have asked Mr. D. W. Bell, who is
thoroughly familier with the subject, to confer with you
at your earliest convenience in order that you may be
fully apprised of 11 the circumstances.

Honorable hirold D. Difth

Director, Burenu of the Budget
Washington 25, D. C.

COPY

Assistant Secretary

JUL 1945
August 19, 1944

Dean Acheson

Dear Mr. Smith:

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) II H

The Honorable
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TO: The President

FROM Committee of Railway Labor Executives' Association

subject: Baroau of the Budget Action with Respect
to H. R. 1362 and S. 293

the following developments with respect to the attitude of the Executive
branch toward our bill (H. R. 1362 in the House and 5. 293 in the Senate):

Railroad Retirement Board's proposed favorable report on 5. 293, the advice
it had previously given with respect to a similar report on H. H. 1362. The
substance of this advice WILL that although there was no objection to the sub-
mission of the report, this should not be construed an involving any comit-
ment AB to the relation of the bill to the President program. The generally
hostile tenor of such advice is accentuated by the fact that the Director
the Budget had previously unicated a stailar view directly to the House
Comm ttee, together with the suggestion that conferences between the railroads
and the employees would be an appropriate course, and had approved
mission to Congress reports of the Treasury Department and of the Federal
Security Agency unfavorable to the bill.

drew his earlier unfavorable report and has substituted recommendation
that the bill be enacted. The Secretary read to up his letter embodying this
recommendation and informed us that 11 had the President's approval.

between the Treasury 'a action and the advice received from the bureau of the
as to the action of the Secretary of the Treasury. In view of the discrepancy

Budget, Mr. Latiner called the Bureau of the Budget to sacertain whether any
change WAS anticipated in the advice as to the relation of the bill to the
President's program. Assistant Director Bailey, in charge of legislative
reference, informed him that there WILL no change. No thereupon asked Mr. Latiner
to delay submission of the Board report to the Serate Committee
matter could be clarified by conference with the President.

to take the following action:

ment Board and substitute therefor brief letter approving submission of the
Board proposed report on S. 293 and advising that the enactment of 5. 293
together with the amendments maggested in the proposed report in in accord
with the President 'a program.

TRADE I c R o S T

KIMORANDOM

1. Since WO last conferred with the President, there have been

(a) The Bureau of the Budget has reiterated, with respect to the

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury. on the other hand, has with-

(a) No informed Chairman Latiner of the Hailroad Retirement Board

2. The request the President to instruct the Director of the Budget

(a) Withdraw his letter to Chairman Latiner of the Railroad Retire-

MICROFILM

(b) Write Chairman Los, of the Committee on Interstate and Fareign
Commerce, with copy to Mr. Crosser advising that the exactment of H. R. 1362
with only much amendments AS are calculated to perfect and effectuate its
objectives is in accord with the President 'a program and that any earlier
contrary indications from the Executive branch are thereby superseded.

(c) Give appropriate directions to the staff of the Bureau of
the Budget to assure that ary further advice to agencies and departments
submitting reports on this legislation in consistent with the foregoing

COMMITTEE OF RAILWAY LABOR EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION

of

sub-

the

ROLL NO

steps.

C

O

Respectfully submitted:

(Signed) D. B. Robertson
D. D. Robertson, Chairman

a

for

until

040



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WARHINGTON.23.0C

JUN 261945

My dear Mr. Secretary

I an enclosing a copy of a menoranchin presented to the Preat-
dent on June 11 by D. B. Robertson, Chairman, Consittee of Hailway
Labor Executives' Association, regarding the bills N. H. 1362 and
S. 293, "To amend the Raflroad Retirement Acts, the Railroad Upon-
playment Insurance Act, and subchapter B of chapter 9 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Codej and for other purposes."

I would like to invite your attention to paragraph 1(b) in
the memorandum and, in particular, to the statement that your favor-
able recommendation on H. R. 1362 had the President's approval. A
copy of your favorable report of Apr 13 26 on the bill was received
in this office on May 26, but no information WBA given to this office
on either of these dates, or at any time since April 26, that you
had taken the matter up directly with the President and had his
approval of a favorable recommendation on the bill.

If the statement in the Robertson senorandam that you did
secure Ln April the President's approval of a favorable recomminda-
tion on the bill is a true statement, It some to no that, as a
matter of essential earity in Badget Bureau-Treasury Department
relationships, your office should have advised this office of that
fact at that time. Failure to do so has caused the mone subsequent
enbarrassment that might otherwise have boor avoided.

Tery truly yours,

The Honorable,

The Secretary of the Treasury.

Copy of 30th Robertson's
to the President.

Enclosures
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HMJrs

Secretary
Forrestal:

136Jrt

F:

HMJri

F:

HMJr:

F:

HMJr:

F:

TRADE MARK

I'm -- all I can say to you life will sees very
strange without you around.

Well, life is beginning to look up for no.

I know, my regrets are tinged with envy, I'll tell

Yeah, well, it is nice to know that you care.

Well, you've been n great help to me, and as I say,
I'11 feel lonely

Well, that in very nice of you.

0. K. Henry. Bye.

MICROFILM
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Good morning, Henry.

Hello, Nathan.

Hello. You could have knocked no over with a feather
when I heard the neve.

Well, I guess all I did was anticipate it by a double
of months.

Really?

You mean it wasn't an unexpected step on your part?

No. I wouldn't Just out it that way. I Just wanted
to know where I stood, when I found where I
I thought it -- this was the best time to do it.

I see. It has nothing to do with Ellie, has it?

Nothing to do with Elinor whatsoever.

Helen VAT worried about that and I said no, ay guess

No. it has nothing to do with Elinor.

No, he just wants his own friends around.

Well, that's human.

And I just didn't vant, 00 to speak, be on trial.

I understand you.

So I thought it WAS a good time.

I get you.

I haven't deen the New York papers. I don't know
what they said.

Well, the big headline in the Times said*Morgenthau
Quite His Treasury Post In office for Eleven Years
His Own Request. Time for release from duties has
come Secretary told Truman.

ROLL NO

and tood
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July 6. 1945
10:57 A.M.

Mr. Nathan
Straue:

July 6. 1945
10:58 A.M.

HKJr:

HMJ

S:

5:

HMJr:

S:

HMJr:

8:

HWJ:

S:

HMJr:

5:

HMJrs

5:

HMJr:

S:

HKJr:

S:

HMJr:

S:

Hello.

Yeah.

was no.

Good.

Hello.

Henry?

Yes, Jim.

you that.
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HMJr:

5:

RMJr:

3:

HMJr:

5:

HMJr:

5:

HMJr:

5:

HMJr:

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

Henry where are you going now Are you going to
stay down in Washington, or are you going to 50 up

Well, for the next month I'll have to stay pretty

I'd like to see you and talk over things.

I'd like to see you. I don't expect to be in the
city, but if you have any plans down here I'd love

Look, : tell you, I will probably want to come down
anywas for coveral things before so on a vacation
and will phone or wire you ahead to make an appoint-
ment on that day to suit your convenience.

That would be very nice.

Goal luck, old san.

MICROFILM

10%

Mrs. Lucast

Mr. McCloy anited me about a banker in New Orleans,
I just can't think of his none - President of the
Whi they Bank, for the head of the fiscal section
over at Frankfurt.

Well, now, I looked this gentleman up. He's a
cerfectly good banker and has a very good reputation,
but - are you taking notes?

Yes, as.

But where he stands on his attitude about the future
Germany, I don't know. I couldn't find out.

Couldn't find out.

No. Now, I can, on the other hand, 'recommend to
Mr. McCloy 17 be vents somebody, the name of a
banker that see have had experience w1 th who 16 very

good for the field that he wants. Hello?

His name Lieutenant Colonel Penick.

All right, Penick.

He MBS President of V.B. Norther Inc. They note the
largest bankers in Arkaness. Hellot

And he is now in Italy, and our men any he in ex-
cellent.

Excellent, so you want me to give the message to
Mr. McCloy.

Yeah, I gather he has left the country.

Yes, he has.

Is he in Germany now?

No. he just left this morning.

ROLL NO
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July 6. 1945
11:03 A.M.

Yeah.

0. K.

Bye.

HMJr:

HXJr:

L:

HMJr:

L:

HNJrr

Lt

HMJr:

L:

HWJr:

L1

HWJ:

L:

HWJr:

Lt

HMJr:

L:

HUJ:

L:

Mrs. Lucan: Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes,

here at all?

closely here.

to see you.

Thank you.
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HMJr:

L:

HMJr:

L:

HDJrs

L1

HMJr:

L:

HMJr:

MICROSTAT
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But that is the way he is headed, : take it.

I think to (Laughs)

No great secrety now a days, is there?

Well, I don't know.

Well, anyway, you may want to and him that

Yes, ve will.

All right, thank you very such.

Thank you.

NG.U.S.PAL.OR ROLL NOMICROFILM
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Hello, how are your

I'm fine.

I called this morning because I'c very much like to
see you.

Well, I hope to go away tonorrow morning for a couple
of days, Mr. Monet.

Oh, I see.

But I'll be back Monday or Tuesday.

All right.

So unless it van something urgent

No. no, I just wanted to see you and have n talk
with you.

Well, as : 007. that's why I called you. Would you
mind calling next week?

No, I will call up Tuenday?

Yes, I will be back Tuesday.

Right.

I'11 be delighted to one you.

I will do that.

Thank you.

Goodbye.

Bye.

HO
July 6. 1945
12:38 P.M.

HWJrs

HKJr:

Kt

HWJ:

M:

EMJr:

X:

K:

HWJ:

Mr

HMJr:

M:

HMJr:

M:

X

Hello.

Mr. Monet:

HXJr:

HXJr:

message.

Right.
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SUMMARY OF SEVENTH WAR LOAN

Present: Mr. D. W. Bell

Mr. Tickton
Mr. Murphy
Mr. Ecoles
Mr. Sproul
Mrs. Klots

H.M.JRI Mr. Bell, would you start?

10. BELL: Well, we can get a chance to talk to
you about ano things Marriner wanted to talk about.
He wants to discuss a few items which grow out of the
Seventh War Loan. We had a meeting this morning and
discussed them. That is about as far as we got. So
I think I will let him tell you about them.

MR. ECCLES: lie not this morning with the members
of the Executive Committee of the full Market Committee,
some of our staff people, and with Dan and some of your
staff people, with the purpose of discussing and reviewingthe results of the last drive.

It is apparent to us, and I think some of your
people--not all of them--that there was a good deal
more speculation than we anticipated. No one dreamed
that the Treasury would get the amount of subscriptions
that they got, and it is apparent that all of the planning
that we aid in anticipation of it proved to be of little

We have concluded that, as long as a condition
exista that makes speculation in Government security
profitable, then all the policing and persuasion and
otherwise isn't going to stop it. The profit motive
is too great. It is protty difficult to say to the
banks and to others, for that matter, that you shouldn't

July 6. 1945
12:47 P.M.

HMJr: Hello.

Mr. Brent
Spence: Hello, Mr. Secretary?

HMJr: Speaking.

5: This 12 Brent Spence.

HMJr: Hello. How are you?

S: I want to tell you how sorry I am that you have
resigned. Mrs. Spance voices that name sentiment.

HMJr: Well

5: I went to may that it has been a pleasure to work
with you, and I think the services you have rendered
entitle you to the gratitude of your country.

HDJ: Well, that is terribly nice of you. I'm BOFFY to 50.
but under the circumstances I just have no choice.

Yes. Well, I's sorry, and it has been 5 pleasure31

to work with you and your organization and I think
you have rendered solendid service, and I'll always
say that.

HMJY: Well, thank you no such.

S: How 10 Mrs. Morgenthau? Is the getting better?

HWJr: Yes, the is getting better and I think this will
be good for her.

St Yes, well, you'11 get none rest now.

All right, Mr. Secretary.

HMW Thank you.

S: Goodbye.

July 6, 1945
4:10 Pall.

Mr. Hasa

Thank you.

or no avail.
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do this, whereas we do most everything we can to make
it profitable for them to do it. It is just like
taking a dish of candy and setting it before some
kids and saying, "Here is some candy, but you mustn't
touch it. They just don't pay much attention to it.
It took quit a number of drives before the pattern
of rates was taken full advantage of. It has been

done hasn't seemed to be adequate to meet the situation.
increasing of course as we know. Whatever we have

The objective has been, of course, to get all of in
financing possible outside of the banks. Yet,
spite of that, an increasing amount of it is being
done indirectly through the banks, to such an extent
that we feel the public, who should be buying more E
Bonds, F and G Bonds, and non-bank securities, are
not buying what they should buy because they can
see that the money is raised with such ease that there
isn't the pressure on them to put over the drive.

If we could make then feel that their dollars
are absolutely essential to finance the Government,
of course I think we could get a lot more money
than we have been able to get. But when we get a
result such as we got in this Drive and the last
drive, it is pretty difficult to make the small
investor feel how necessary it is that he put his
money into the drives. So it has that bad effect--

lie feel that the result of this last drive is
such that it calls for some very material changes;
that we have to approach the Treasury financing,
it seens to me, from now on somewhat of is dif-
ferent basis. We realize that, with you going out
of the Treasury, you couldn't and wouldn't of
course want to commit anyone. At the same time,
it does seen to us that it may be desirable, and we
think It would be desirable, for you in your
summary reviewing the last drive, to point out
the evils of it and the weaknesses of it so that
it wouldn't appear that you left here feeling that

ROLL NO
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you weren't consolous of this situation and the need
for some modification. If somebody came in and modi-
fied it, it would look like they were undertaking some
basic changes here that you didn't see, and it might
be well for you, without committing anyone, of course,
to recognize the speculation that has gone on, the
indirect bank financing, and other things that are
not desirable, and pointing out the need for & changed
approach in future Treasury financing--that a good job
has been done, and " great many of the bill buying, rate,
preferential discount rate established, and pattern, all
of that at the time it was put into effect was necessary

Merely because you change to something else, It
seens to no, is not an admission of error, because we
all know that conditions make It necessary to alter
programs,and that 0 change is called for, and recognition
of a change is not an admission that what has been done

0 was at the time not the proper thing to do. It doesn't

It seems to us that up to this time a two and one-
half percent long-term rate for t he true saver and the
investor has been . proper rate. ie started out in the
beginning to recognize that was the highest rate the
Treasury would pay for long-term financing. That was
at the top of the pattern, and it was expected that
that rate would be supported, if need be, that it would
be maintained. Now, conditions are such that that rate
is being pressed because of the speculation that is going
on, and that the long rate is going to be forced down.

We feel there is no danger in that longer range,
that the long-term rate should be pushed down, that
the terms be pushed down extensively, that that, in a
sense, freeses it at that point. That it freezes the
premium on outstanding securities, and if that isn't
true, then the last drive or the last issues would have
to go below par, which would be possibly undesirable

0
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the

and desirable.

mean that at all.

for the effect that it would have.

O

the speculation.
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Mr. BELL: The regular discount rate in one percent,
but they have a special preferential discount rate of
one-half percent where you use Government securities

101. ECCLES: Now, that rate was established three
years ago, and I think,at the time, it was proper to

HR. BELL: It was about the time we established

MR. BELL: Shortly after it, we established the

MR. ECCLES: The idea was that banks would borrow
or that rate to meet temporary needs for reserves.
Well, we feel now, some of us, that banks with the
amount of money they have shouldn't be induced to
borrow from Fed: that they should sell to meet the
reserve of requirements; and that, if that WILS true,
they would possibly be out buying less. Stimulating
the market as they do, if they bought less, they
would possibly buy less If they weren't given this
preferential half of one percent. It is an inducement,
and as the big banks use the discount to borrow, it
spreads out and more and more banks are willing to
do it, and 1 an afraid that the amount of borrowing
that the bank may do at that preferential rate will
become a scandal, and the system will be criticized for
making possible this very profitable borrowing
mechanism which only adds to bank earnings.

MR. BELL: You see what they do, they borrow at
the half rate and then buy certificates at about
seventy and make a quarter on that operation. It

MR. ECCLES: That is right. It has been a
profitable operation. lie feel that the preferential

115

establish a preferential rate.

the three-eighths, wasn't it?

MR. SPROUL: It WILD in 1942.

three percent rate.

is very profitable.

-5-

-4-

It is desirable, in order to induce savings instead
and in order to allay or to stop speculation

of spending, so for as possible, to give to the insurance
generally the nutual savings banks, the rate. in-

vestors, companies, don't individual sort can of avoid into

trust funds, and so forth, that a

We to speculate in stocks and real estate or going
other things or even speculating on Government securities, long-

for rate seens to be pretty desirable, and one of the
term I think, that we had the situation that we have
had reasons, in this drive is because there has been is feelingof a lot of people--the savings banks and

on the part companies and others--that the rate was likely

to could go get, and the not result was that they dealers,
insurance down, and here was the chance to get all rolled that over they

lot of securities to the banks, in to the to the
a and the dealers borrowed from the banks or in
banks, and the banks horrowed from Fed. It was an
inflationary process. It occurred to us that you might the
appropriately say, in connection with . review of

drive, and it isn't your thought that the longer-term the
that It is not the intention of the Treasury, rate

should be reduced, that you would like to see
Government security market stabilized along at that

course, you can't count anybody else, but at
of might express that as a view of the Treasury should

least you it would be your view that the public be
and riven that two and one-half percent securities, depending upon
the needs for financing in the future.

H.M.JR: Why don't you do this: why don't you jot

down about? That could be early next week. Then
something along the lines you have been talking I will

MR. think is the most important. Now, that
ECCLES: That is one thing on the long-term is

which influenced, we in part, by what we feel is the of special one

for collateral.

want to induce people more than we

that matter. Therefore, a stability of that

study it with Bell.

preferential discount rate, which is a half

rate.

0

percent.
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rate, we should announce that it is the Board's respon-
sibility in connection with the banks. It isn't an
open market resconsibility at all, althought It is closely
related to market operations. We feel that we might well
announce that the preferential rate has served its purpose
and should be discontinued. Allan feels that we should
not discontinue the preferential rate, but we should
increase it from a half to three-quarters and maintain
it. So we don't entirely agree on that. Then we feel
that in the case of the certificates, we have undertaken
to maintain a membiance of a pattern between the three-
eighths and the seven-eighths; that we should no longer
maintain a pattern. That doesn't near that we won't buy
certificates at whatever price is necessary to maintain
a good market for them, but the idea of maintaining
pattern that they can play seems to me should not be
in the picture.

We should not encourage the banks to play that
pattern 8.8 they do, and the corporations as well 0.5
the banks. The corporations play it as much as the
banks do, and the bill in no longer a money market
instrument at all. It in merely an instrument that
will defeat all the certificates, and the banks don't
deal in them, and the botton of the pattern should be
the certificate.

I suggested today that I could see no reason why,
in the case of certificates that the Fed may buy, we
may not find a way of exchanging them for bills which
would reduce the Fed's earnings and reduce the Treasury's
cost of borrowing. But, so far as buying the certificates
as we have been doing at such premium that It encourages
the rollover by corporations into banks, and banks in
turn roll them over into the Fed, we should discourage
that by letting the certificate rate go up If it is
necessary to stop that speculation. Now, that, on the
short end of the pattern, would not cost the Treasury
any more money. It would tend, in our opinion, to

Those were the principal discussions that we had.

MICROFILM

MR. BELL: That half percent preferential rate is a
function of the Federal Reserve Banks. will you put that
in your memo so that we can also have that, together with
your support of the certificates?

H.M.JH: I as at a disadvantage. I haven't had a
chance to talk with any of these three men. So, if you
want to give the the benefit of whether you agree or not,
I will be glad to study It next week.

MR. BELL: We set aside yesterday to do our home-
work, and yesterday was kind of disturbing to all of us.

MR. SPROUL: is agree in general approach to the
problem, in thinking that that time of change has arrived.
That the Government's needs for financing are substantially
reduced before the next drive would ordinarily be required,
and at the same time, inflationary dangers of continued
large scale bank financing are increasing all the time,
and we think in those of rounstances that the time
some substantial changes, rather than for further
multiplication of requests, and rules, and regulations,

As Marriner has said, we start from the prenise of
maintaining the long-term rate, and then work down
to what we do at the short end of the line to try to
improve this situation and to reduce the inducements
to speculative bank subscriptions.

Now, we differ on a cite of the details on how that
may be accomplished.

H.M.JR: Well, let's see it in writing. Glad to

ROLL NO
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for

is probably here.

have seen you.

reduce speculation
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HMJr:

Operator:

HMJr:

Mr. Fred
Vineon

HMJr:

V:

V:

HMJr:

V1

HMJr:

V:

HMJr:

V:

EXJra

V:

HMJr:

V:

MMJr:

V:

HMJr:

TRADE MARK MICROSTATA

I just read the news on the ticker and I want to
be among the first to offer you my very heartiest
congratulations.

Well, Henry, that is one of the eventant things
that I can hear.

And I want to assure you when you come back that
I stand ready to give you any and all nesistance
that you'd like.

Well, that is avfully sweet, and between you and ne
I'm not going.

You're not - you're not going.

No. I'm not going.

But the President told me you were.

I know, but be changed his plans.

What happened?

He wants ne to etay here.

What happened?

Well, it was just a question of the work here.

And ay head told an all the time that : ought to
stay, because this 18 a terrific - there is just
a malestrom of cases...

reah. I don't hear you very well.

I say BY head always made me know that I ought to
stay, because of the many issues that are presented
every sinute of the day, but I did want to go because
I felt I would love to be in on this meeting.

MICROFILM
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July 6. 1945
5:30 P.M. But I'm not going.

Well, that is something that I can't pass judgment --
about but if you are here I think that is good

For the Treasury's sake. and as you have free time this
I'll sake syself available and tell you about
very complex work.

Well that is mighty fine and I'll avail myself of
it, follow.

50 I will you make myself available and I think you will
if will let me know anytime you are ready,

be surprised at the ramifications of this job.

Well, I know what it is I mean in a general way
of cour no. I don't know in detail.

But I certainly will be getting in touch with you.

Yell, I'll be waiting to hear from you, and if it
had to be anybody, I'm glad it's you.

Well, now that is just awfully sweet. Henry.

Because I feel that you would code nearer to carrying
on the work in the spirit which I have than anybody
I know.

Well, thank you a lot, fellow. I'll be seeing you.

Right.

ROLL NO.
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V:

V:

V:

n

Hello.

Fred?

Yes, Henry.

I see.

Yeah.

HMJr:

HMJr:

HWJr:

V:

HMJr:

V:

HMJr:

V:

HKJr:

V:

V:

Fred Vinson.
hello?

Yes.

Yeah.

Bye.

MMP
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HMJr:

Mr. Robert
Brand:

HMJr:

B:

HMJr:

B:

HMJr:

B:

HMJr:

B:

HMJr:

0
B:

HKJr:

B:

HMJr:

B:

HWJr:

B:

HWJr:

B:

HMr

B:

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

Hello.

Hello.

Ies.

I got your very nice letter and I'm going away to-
morrow morning for n couple of days up in the

Yes.

So I'm afraid I'm not going to be able to see you.

Ies.

So I just wanted to call up to may goodbye.

Well, I'm very sorry. I'm very sorry at the turn
of events, but you will enjoy A rest anyhow.

But from our point of view I'm exceedingly sorry.

Well, I am too, but I'll try to be helpful on the

Yes, well, thanks very much. I hope sometime I'll
have an opportunity to see you again.

It WB.R no fault of nine that Mr. Churchill's tels-
gram what never answered.

I see. I know of that.

Yes, I'm sure of that.

And my answer was filed 1 long time ago over at
the State Department.

1 filed my answer. My snsver was about three sen-

U.S.PAT.OFF

6:01 P.M.

MICROFILM
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Which, as I said, It seemed to ne very simple. We
should simply carry out the agreement between
Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt. -- of Quebec, that

the my answer.

Yes, well, I's most grateful for you anyhow.

Anyway, I'll be around at least, I guess, four or
five weeks.

Until Mr. Trutan gets back.

Yes, I see. Well, I wish you luck anyhow.

Give all of my friends my best regards in England.
I will.

Right. Thank you so much.

Good night.

Good bye.
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HMJr:

B:

HOWE

B:

HKJr:

B:

HKJr:

B:

HMJr:

B:

HMJrs

B:

Mr. Brand?

country.

I know I will.

outside.

You know that.

Ien.

tances.

Yes.

Yes.

Right.
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HMJr:

Operatori

HMJr3

Mr. Dean
Acheson:

MJJ:

At

HMJr:

A:

104Jr1

A:

HWJrt

A:

THJr:

A:

HWJ:

A:

HMJ:

A:

HMJrt

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT NG.U.S.PAT.ORR MICROFILM

Hello.

Mr. Acheson.

Hello.

Hello, Henry.

I got your call of yesterday and I's
Dean, answering 1: 24 hours later.

Well, you, but did want to get and that when
I thought that you would not want word to to have you

no that pursue you were it, such I in should 17 thoughts love to come and out

you felt like on the table and talk withmy feet up private you.
Well, I can I talk think very that freely I'm now and almost very interestingly. a citizen.

(Laughs)

I gather that I will be here for at least another

Yee. So 1 will have plenty of time and I don't propose to

be in touch with you next ring. week, and if you

So don't I'11 hear from se you give = a

I shall and I'd love to see you.

I's taking Joan up country tomorrow but ve for are a couple going up
Her gother can't go, of days.

of to days. the country for a couple

I'll be back Tuesday.

Oh, that's fine. Is Elinor better?

Elinor 10 better and this news of as resignation has
been the bestnews she's had.

ROLL NO

Well, I know how glad the 18 that you are not
going to go on struggling with this.

That's right. It's going to be wonderful to be
outside, I think I'm going to become a radio com-

(Laughs) Well, I'll take you in preference to

Well, that is quite a compliment. But just think
how nice everybody will be to se.

They'11 say *Ny god, Morgenthau is going on Sunday,
we'll have to be in touch with him Friday.

(Laughs) Well, I want very much to see you, and
you know my sentiments - it's the same.

By the way, did will Clayton go or didn't he go?

will, I understand went to Chicago at 1:30 this

No.1 mean did he go to the 91g Three?

I understand he 1s going. but he'11 be back in town

Yesh, but then I saw be warn't on the list.

I sem wasn't on the list to go with the

No, he's not going with the President. He's going

Right. 0. K. I'11 be seeing you.

Save your dirtiest story for ae.

123
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At

A:

A:

A:

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJr:

RMJr:

A:

HMJr:

A:

HWJr:

A:

HMJr:

A:

HWr:

At

HKJr:

A1

HMJr:

mentator.

Summer Wells.

oh, yeah.

afternoon.

here Monday.

President.

later.

Fine, Henry.

You bet.

five weeks.

work too hard.

Good for you.

Ob, yes.

Well, maybe 11 is changed.

All right, bye.
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Oh, fine. I just wanted to let you know that
I'd like to have a good talk with you one of these

Well, I expect I'11 be around here for four or five
weeks more and I don't expect to work too hard.

Well, that's fine. (Laughs)

So I'll be around, so anytime you've got free time
you'll find ne here with my fest on my deek and a
copy of funny paper in my hand.

Why, I thought you eight be studying up on farming.

Well, I think I'm a pretty good farmer. (Laughs)

(Laughs) I see, you don't need to study that any

No. Well, I'll be here.

Well, that's mell, I'll just...

It's a great feeling. I'm beginning to be younger
a day every year - I mean a year every day.

Year every day, well, don't get too infantile.

No. that's dangerous too. (Laughs) Yell, I'll be
around, and I'm not ==== Ecolen was over today
telling de all about the 8th Mar Loan, and I told
his to cut it in writing so they can hand it on
to Fred Vinson. So come around any time.

A11 right, air. I just want you to know hose much
I think of you.

Yell, that's nice. Well, I tell you, Mr. Truman
dien' seen to be certain in his mind and I can't
work under an like that. in ther he knew
his mind or he didn't t. So I sade up his mind for

MICROFILM
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That was the whole story. I mean, after twelve
years I'm not on trial.

Yeah. All right, air, I'll be seeing you in the
near future.

Thank you.

Good, Henry.

ROLL NO
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MMJr:

W1

HMJr:

W:

HNJr:

HMJr: Hello.

Secretary
Wallace:

HMJr:

W:

HMJr:

11:

HKJr:

W:

HMJr:

W:

HMJr:

Wt

HMJr:

W:

HMJr:

V:

HMJr:

W1

Hello, Henry.

How are you?

days.

more.

him.

I are.

Bye.
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Mr. Herbert Gaston

now with the publication of the book, The Morgenthau Plan.

I wish you would speak to Dave Loth about it. Done

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

The Secretary

I don't see any reason why I shouldn't go ahead

MICROFILM
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The Secretary

I'm sorry to bother you, but one of the machines in

Mrs. Morgenthau's room has sprung a leak and water runs out

of it quite heavily. I wonder if we could get hold of a

mechanic and have it fixed. I'd appreciate it. Done

ROLL NO
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Mr. Ted Gamble
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COPY

To:

From:

Subject: Foreign Financial Needs

attached memorands relating to several aspects of foreign financial
needs and policies:

There is also attached for your convenience a summary table of Phase II
and postwar relief, rehabilitation, reconstruction and developmental
needs.

areas:

TRADE MARE MICROSTAT

Judge Vinson - for discussion with the President

#. L. Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State

1. In accordance with our conversation of June 25 there are

memorandum outlining the problem and suggesting the further
International relief and rehabilitation needs B

use of UNREA.

b. The financing of reconstruction and development with
annexes relating to transitional financial aic to Great Britain
and credits to the U.S.S.R.

C. German financing.

2. The International financial problem may be divided into three

a. Northwentern Europe - This area is indequately able to
finance its own relief and rehabilitation and nerely requires
private, Export-Import Bank or Brotton Woods Bank assistance

b. Germany (and possibly Austria) - This area should over
time be self-sufficient but may require a revolving fund or
interim financing of imports until exports get going in sufficient
volume to pay for the imports. There are two main problems: the
question of zones and the question of whether the United States
Military should assume full financial responsibility for the
United States' share or only responsibility relating directly
German needs. The The Department has argued that imports of
machinery or food necessary to produce coal and other products
for export for rehabilitation of adjacent countries are not a
proper charge against the United States The Department appropria-
tions. The Department feels strongly that every effort must be
made to treat Germany as an economic unit with free movement of

MICROFILM
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goods Inter-sonally, with n division of financial responsibility
between the four participating powers on some agreed percentage
basis; and that the War Department must bear all United States
financial responsibility,

C. Italy, Eastern Europe and eventually China - These
countries constitute n financial deficit area in which It is most
improbable that eventual full repayment for relief and rehabilita-
tion supplies may be obtained. Prudence suggests that advances in
this area for meeting such deficits be made on an out-and-out

from

amount and total time period during which such relief will be
made available.

For all areas except Germany, including other parts of the world
such B.B Latin America, there will be as indicated in the attached memo-
rendum, a large and continuing need for reconstruction and development
financing which can and should be handled through ordinary public and
private investment channels. including an expanded Export-Import Bank
and the Bretton Woods Bank.

3. It is apparent that . decision must be taken within the next
ten days on the possibility of using UNREA for further international re-
lief and rehabilitation needs. including the Italian problem. If it is
not deemed fessible politically to use UNRRA, alternative financing,
such as Title II to the Export-Import Bank or separate legislation,
must be pressed. Title II to the rt-Import Hank legislation would
give the Foreign Economic Administrator 21,200,000,000 for expenditures
or advances on such terms 85 he may consider in the national Interest.
This is intended to provide for financing without substantial repay-
ment and would prestitably cover Italy and Eastern Europe and possibly
other operations, such as Saudi Arabia.

Title II would be hitched to the Export-Import Bank legislation
solely to provide for raising the funds by 6 public debt operation
rather than by the ordinary authorization and appropriation route.
In my opinion, this is its sole merit, as even 12 It is separately
administered, it will tend to degrade Export-Import Bank operations
and set up categories of bad and good loans which will only prove
troublesome in the future. If it is not to be practicable to obtain

to
Export-Import Bank legislation before fall, there appears to be no
reason why Title II must be tacked on to the Export- Import Bank bill
as in the fall there will be ample time (though all of it will probably
be too late) for the more usual procedures. Moreover, the addition
of Title II may well jeopardize the regular Export-Import Bank

goods

ROLL NO
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legislation. 4. With respect

basis the outset with a limitation on

5.

la major reconstruction.
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4. with respect to reconstruction and development, it is clearly
essential that we press forward with the regular Export-Import Bank
bills BE rapidly as possible. I hope that It will be possible to
complete action on this legislation prior to the recess of the

-

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTER OFFICE COMMUNICATION

Collado furnished us these basic memorands underlying
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Secretary Morgenthau

FROM Frank Coe FC

Subject: Foreign Financial Needs.

Clayton's conversation with you.

(

Congress.
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Mr. Coe, Treasury Department

Mr. Collado, State Department

Subject: Foreign Financial Needs

With the approval of Mr. Clayton,

formed the basis of Mr. Clayton's
I enclose copies of certain memorands discussion which

with Secretary Morgenthau the other day.

MICROFILM
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International Relief and Rehabilitation

1. Relief and rehabilitation needs until the harvests
of 1946 in Europe and some time thereafter In China, for which
no real prospects of eventual repayment exist, Include:

- Includes some 1947
Against whiah UNREA now has 81,600 million sure
(Including $50 million for Italy) and possibly
$250 million additional

2. Military relief and lend-lease deliveries will not and
should not be extended to cover any of the above needs; nor would
it be desirable for reconstruction loans and other bank credits
extended by the Export-Import Bank and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development to be used for such purposes.

3. UNREA's present funus will provide, on bases previously
approved by its Council, for Europe and displaced persons through
about April 1946 with only $50 million for Italy and $200 million
for China. Between $1.5 and 2 billion of new money is accordingly

4. These needs must certainly be not 55 otherwise famine.
epidemics, unrest. and probably the overturn of a number of
European governments will occur during the next winter and early

ROLL NO

1946

(In Millions of Dollars)

210

450

255

360

800

B4
Copy SECRET

Totals

3805

required.

spring.

Recommended

Needs Use of UNRRA

1945

320

285

20

50

215

280

0

The Problem

Greece 530

Yugosisvin 535

Albania
45

Italy 500

470

Poland 640

China 800+

160

Other 125

July 3, 1945

To:

From:

250

25

Czechonlovakia

Displaced Persons
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International Relief and Rehabilitation
Needs Use of UKRRA

1. Relief and rehabilitation needs until the harvests
of 1946 in Europe and some time thereafter in China, for which
no real prospects of eventual repayment exist, include:

Against which UNRRA now has $1,600 million sure
(Including $50 million for Italy) and possibly
$250 million additional.

2. Military relief and lend-lease deliveries will not and
should not be extended to cover any of the above needs; nor would
it be desirable for reconstruction loans and other bank credits
extended by the Export-Import Bank and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development to be used for such purposes.

3. present funds will provide, on bases previously
approved by its Council, for Europe and displaced persons through
about April 1946 with only $50 million for Italy and $200 million
for China. Between $1.5 and 2 billion of new money is accordingly

4. These needs must certainly be met as otherwise famine.
epidemics, unreat, and probably the overturn of a number of
European governments will occur during the next winter and early

B4
Copy

SECRET

[In Millions

Recommended

COPY

I enclose copies of certain memorands which
formed the basis of Mr. Clayton's discussion
with Secretary Morgenthau the other day.

The Problem

Totals
of Dollars)

Greece

Yugonlevin
Albania

Italy

Poland

China

Other

required.

spring.

July 3. 1945

With the approval of Mr. Clayton,

1945

320

285

20

50

215

280

0

1946

210

250

25

450

255

360

800

To: Mr. Coe, Treasury Department

From: Mr. Collado, State Department

Subject: Foreign Financial Needs

530

535

45

500

470

640

8004

160

125

3805

Czechoslovakia

Displaced Persons

- Includes some 1947
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C

Recommended Action

Cenada and perhaps other nations. should recommend at
the August Council neeting of UNREA . doubling of the
present UNRRA quotes which would provide an additional
$1.8 billion dollars of which 31,350 million would be
contributed by the United States.

Italy's needs.

and with respect to displaced persons through 1946, with
special emphasis to the period prior to the 1046 harvests.
UNRRA operations In China and perhaps in adjacent areas
will of course continue for some considerable additional
period - perhaps twelve to eighteen months following the
expulsion of Japan from the Amistic mainland.

admitted to contributing membership of some sort.

financial quotes is not closely related to the existence
of exportable surpluses of foodstuffs and other materials,
two appeals should be made to the contributors:

Considerations

world, with the British Parlinment and with the American
public and Congress. It has failed so for to not vigorously
and to mcconplish much. This is in part due to . failure of
internal organization and personnel; to a much greater extent,
however, this in cue to the unwillingness and Inability of the
United States and the U.K. governments and military to make it
possible for UNHRA to operate. Perhaps military considerations
made this inevitable; these considerations will not apply with
equal force In the future in Europe.

MARK

1. The United States, in conjunction with the U.K.,

2. UNIULA operations should be extended to cover

3. UNERA should plan to operate in Eastern Kurope

4. Argentina, Turkey and the neutrals should be

5. Since the distribution among countries of

a. That the limit on "free" currency contri-
bution should be increased above 10%.

b. That countries with large stocks of sup-
plice attempt to furnish more than their statistical
quote based on the Atlastic City national Income
criterion.

1. UNRRA in in poor repute with the peoples of the
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3. UNRRA is the first important United Nations
organization and its success or failure is of great
significance in the development of international co-
operation and in public support of international action.
To set up a separate American relief administration would
cast a great shadow of doubt not only on UNBRA but on the
Bretton Woods institutions, other economic organizations
planned, and the International Security Organization.

3. It is important to determine to what extent UNRRA
funds, contributed largely by the U.S. U.K. and
Canada, shall be made available for relief in Poland
and other Soviet-dominated areas. The overall financial
requirements depend in consigerable measure on such a
determination. It appears clear that the existing UNRRA
program will go forward in these areas so long an existing
funds last. and that it would be unwise to attempt to change
this program or to cut off future supplies to these areas
so long no a true need exists.

4. The extension of specini grants or credite to Italy
and China would certainly leave large European requirement
for which UNREA appears to be the only practicable medium.
If additional UNRAA funds must be obtained In any event,
there is no reason to separate out for Individual treatment
two countries for which public support is likely to be strong.

5. Argentina, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and possibly
some other nations may be prepared to contribute in proportion
If admitted to UNBRA. It appears sensible to admit then on

2. UNRRA

ROLL NO.
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some basis.

June 26, 1945.
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policy, which have been adequately discussed eleewhere,
contemplates:

0

ROLL NO

Reconstructionand Development Needs

In Millions
of Dollars

2000 3000
200 400

1000 1500
100 150

1000 2000
250 500
400 500 4950 8050

6000 6000
100 150
400 500

100 200

1000 1500
300 500

2000 2350
1000 1150 3000 - 3500

GRAND TOTAL

and credits to the U.S.S.R. Included in the above table.
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The Financing of Reconstruction and Development

Basic Foreign Financial Policies of the United States

The basic objectives and scope of foreign financial

1. The carrying out of 5 lead-lease policy
adequate for the fullest prosecution of the WBT
against the corrion enemy.

2. Full participation in relief and rehabilitation
measures.

3. International cooperation in monetary and exchange
management through the International Monetary Fund.
supplemented by bilateral arrangements with the
Beltish and perhaps certain other nations.

4. Public and private dollar investment in re-
construct on and development abroad during the next
decade to the extent of $25 to 30 billion.

Such a program coupled with an adequate policy of full
employment within the United States, and other elements of
an international program of expanding world economic activity
and trade can have most satisfactory and useful results.
the absence of relatively stable full employment at home
and a sensible commercial policy it may well end in frustration.

The present memorandum will deal only with point 4
public and private dollar investment in reconstruction and
development abroad.

Totals

6600 6850

2500 3500

1300 2000

3500 4500

20850 28400

eatern Europe

United Kingdom
Belgium

Denmark

France

Italy
Norway

U.S.S.R

Greece

Czechoslovakin
Poland

Jugosiavis
Albanin

Africa, Near and Middle East

Latin America

For East

China

India
Other

Sources of

Netherlands and NET

Eastern and Southeastern Europe

Xurope Economic Development
(public and private financing)

Public investments
Private investments

Public investments
Private Investments

There are attached separate memorands relating
to transitional financial aid to Great Beltain

? ?

-

In

Reconstruction
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purchase with immortination of The Industrial U.S.S.R. concluding has equipment. requested in the thirtieth a 86 billion year, credit to at 2 1/4

as country. serve 86 2. billion as a The It useful does Department not instrument believe. believes in our that overall credits to the U.S.S.R. used can

that on initial should loan be made available however, that relations loan of with as that

loans the near of future if political of say $1 billion night all at be once, but rather much

Woods eight Bank. months similar by the amounts Export-Import might conditions be made Pank and at are intervals later favorable. negotiated by the of six Subsequent to inLegislative

such for Import the Bank first in 81 A position billion arrangements credit. to begin The should negotiations be made with to pay the the Export-

fixed requested to take The special 1/4 into should rate of not interest be which the Soviets

Woods ank on bank other is likely long-term account to charge. Lonna the and rates also granted. charged the rates by The the which rate Export-Import should the have be

to

Committee.

expenditures detailed Soviets checks were which expended the be on exercised U.S. reconstruction to assure that the funds lent

might

Committees.

Russin's that gold of loans would Export-Import impractical Bank usually goods, exercises but the over

the will be stocks able and to service production the provided loan. to adequate try to enforce. assuranceArrangements

such at from least, the U.S.S.R. difficulties should for which not U.S. be purchases made a part of of strategic the materials

granting 7. arrangements credit. should not might be allowed arine to in stand the way in loan the of completing kay contract; of the

for devestation our a desire interest healthy (a) wrought in to granting aid by the the credits U.S.S.R. German should to Invasion; in the its be U.S.S.R given recovery to is understand premised from the upon that

is exployment very marginal in from this our country clear point to which of the view. would Soviets result that from the aspect Soviet of addition=
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Sources of Required Dollar Fund for Reconstruction and

Development Private Foreign Investment - largely "direct" At least investment. $10 billion

billion

Export-Import Bank The $3.5 $5 billion to 10 now being U.S.S.R. requested and
years. only $1 billion for for U.K.
Includes does not include any amount

International Bank for Reconstruction about $9 billion, most

Development Initially be in dollar credits although over

of the which financial will responsibility is spread
the member governments.

Only a small part of this 1946. may be expected

to

be forthcoming during

SenateBill in

Export-Import Increase lending Bank ability - to $3.5 billion.

Institutions
Senate

Woods

Act In
House

Johnson
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present barrier to rapid progress towards free multilateral payments
and relaxation of barriers to trade. It threatens not only delay
but, indeed. the ultimate success of our economic foreign program.

financial help required to bridge the transition to peacetime

Britain 90 outright gift of the required several billion dollars.
BE has been recently suggested by certain critics of Bretton Woods.

laying down conditions that would insure a sound advance towards
our post-war objectives.

British to accept doller credits rather than work out their

TRADE MARK

TRANSITIONAL FINANCIAL AID TO GREAT BRITAIN

The British financial problem is admittedly the greatest

It is, therefore, definitely to our Interest to give Britain the

It would be quite unwine, however, to consider making

It would be unwise even to supply the funds as a credit without

On the other hand. It will be difficult to persuade the

financial problems within the Sterling Area by the devices
of blooked balances, exchange control, exchange pooling. bi-
lateral clearing arrangements and forced exports in liquidation
of sterling balances. Hence the terms of the credit we offer
Britain and the conditions we lay down for granting It must be
devised very carefully, with a view to Britain's position as well

I believe we should offer Britain . dollar credit of as
much as $2 or $3 billion BE required. repayable over 30 years,
but with an option on the part of the British to make repayments
at earlier dates. The amount granted must be sufficient to meet
Britain's adverse dollar balance under multilateral current payments.
as laid out in the section on conditions below.

In view of British reluctance to borrow. and the fnot that
they are able to finance themselves to 5 very substantial extent
by blocked sterling at a fraction of 1 percent. we must be prepared
to grant them credit at the lowest possible rates. A rate of 3/8
percent. such B.B we have used on 3c Agreements under Lend-Lease would,
in my judgment. be high enough, and possibly we should go 8.8 low no
2 percent. The British will want even lower rates. Interest
charges would, of course, apply only on balances actually out-

British reluctance to incur dollar indebtedness could be
appreciably reduced, and possible stifling effects of service
and repayment at later times be avoided, by provisions that if

MICROFILM
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SECRET

Britain's balance of payments became unfavorable, because of A

The possibility of the U.S. accepting limited amounts of sterling
slump in world demand, she would not be considered in default.

az repayment under certain circumstances might be considered.

I would propose the following conditions for the granting
of the above financial sid:

1. Upon the granting of the credit, the Sterling Area
dollar pool arrangements are to be terminated and sterling
proceeds thereafter acquired on current account by non-residents
of the United Kingdom are to be made convertible into dollars.
at the option of the holder. for current transactions.

2. A substantial funding of the abnormal sterling balances
which have arison from the war should be required. In the case
of India, Egypt and certain other areas, substantial writing
down of these balances is justified and to the best interest
of all concerned. European and Latin American balances should.
on the other hand, be funded to fl larger extent. It need not be
required that all balances be funded, and Britain might be left
free to repay agreed portions thereof by exports during the transl-
tion years. so long BE sterling proceeds of current trade are kept
convertible into dollars.

3. Elimination of Empire preferences, probably as one term
in . new reciprocal trade agreement reached under the strengthened
act, or BE part of a multlisteral trade convention. The British
will resist this most strenuously. Perhaps . substantial reduction
of preferences is all we can hope.

4. Britain should continue domestic import controls over
non-essentials to reduce the transitional strain upon her balance
of payments and hence the amount of financial aid required. She
will undoubtedly wish to do this in any case.

5. Canada, and perhaps other countries whose International
financial position will be strong at the end of the war, should
also grant transitional financial aid to Britain. India, and
possibly Egypt, night be maked to make their contribution take
the form of sharp reductions of their sterling balances.

Britain's

ROLL NO
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equilibrium.

as to ours.

standing.
The above
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between full-fledged freedom of payments and strict controls.
Aside from the elimination of Empire preferences, the main
effect would be to secure substantial compliance with conditions
laid down in the Bretton Woods Agreements very shortly after the
WAT rather than at the end of a transition period of five years
or more. It is nevertheless of the utmost Importance to accelerate
Britain's reconversion to multilateralism in this way, both because
of the danger that bilateralism and restrictionism might otherwise
become firmly imbedded in British policy during the transition,
and because the American business public will demand early evidence
that Britain is going to go along with us in our post-war trade
policy if they are to continue to support it.

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

The above proposals will be recognized 0.0 " compromise

MICROFILM

1. It is the expectation of the United States Government
that the Control Council for Germany will begin to function
quickly in accordance with existing Allied agreements and that
redeployment of Allied Forces in conformity to agreed zonal
boundaries can be carried through without delay. It is expected
that the present combined command (SHARF) will be discontinued
on July 1, 1945 or shortly thereafter.

2. Formulation of the principles governing the procurement
and financing of essential Gernan Imports should be an immediate
task of the Control Council. If possible, an agreed supply program
for Germany as . whole should be put into effect as soon as re-
deployment into zones has been completed. Such 5 program should
include provision for equitable Inter-sonal distribution of
supplies available within Germany so as to minimize the not
deficit for, and imports into, Germany 8.2 . whole. The mum neces-
sary to pay for imports into Germany should be 6 first charge on
all German exports from current production or stocks on hand. In
the event, and to the extent, that the proceeds of exports are
insufficient to pay for approved minimum imports, the necessary
arrangements for interim financing should be made by the Allied
countries concerned on a basis to be negotiated. Reimbursement
for any net outlays nade in connection with the provision of
supplies for Germany should be sought from subsequent German

3. The United States Government is not prepared to continue
the present combined military procurement and supply program and
machinery beyond October 1945 loadings.

4. Arrangements should be made effective August 1, 1945
for making records of all distribution of supplies into the
three western zones. The three occupying powers, the United
States, U.K. and France, would be billed for supplies imported
into Germany distributed to their respective zones after August 1.
The amounts for which the three governments would thus become
individually responsible as well as the amount arising out of de-
liveries to Germany prior to August 1, 1945 would of course be n
first charge on German exports.

5. Each occupying power should, in the view of the United
States Government, assume procurement and financial responsibilities

NO
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for the supplies required in its zones with November loadings
unless prior to that time the Control Council has established
in effective operation n supply mechanism along the lines of

B. Since the Commander-in-Chief of the United States

Army Forces in Germany in his duel capacity as United States
member of the Control Council and Commander of the zone of
occupation is entrusted with full responsibility for carrying
out all objectives of United States policy in Germany, it is the
Department's view that the ar Department should assume procure-
next and initial financing responsibilities with respect to

displaced imports persons, only minimum consumption of occupying by forces. German

civilians as is necessary to prevent disease and unreat, but
niso all imports into Germany for which the United States
Government assumes responsibility. In the view of U.S.
Department, moreover, the Mar Department's responsibility
should extend to the United States' share of any combined
financing which may be undertaken in concert with the occupy-

paragraph 2.

ing powers.

not for the consumption
and such
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300

205

370

355
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Western Europe
U.S.

Bolgium

Denmark

France

Italy
Borway

Eastern and Southeastern
Europe

U.S.S.R.

Greece

Poland

Jugoslavis
Albania

Development (public and

Africa, Sear and kiddle East

Latin America

O

SECRET

(no prospects of private equity in-
vestannt)

2000-3000
200 - 400
1000 - 1500
100 - 150

1000-2000
250-500

6000 - 6000
100 - 150

400-50077
) 100 200

)

) 300 500

Dollar Financial Requirements and Resources
Phaso Two and Post-Mar Holief, Dehabilitation, and Reconstruction

(Ullions of Dollars)

Reconstruction and
Local-Lease Development 10
(through years (Credito and
fiscal 1946) Present Panda

2400 2000
325

320

1500 1/

100

39 400 500 4950-8050

1000
2/

) 1000 1500 public

2000 2350 public
1000 1150 private

C

Additional
Nolief and
Dehabilitation

repayment y

450

150

185

270

180

20

Military
Relief

(*Plan A°)

Aug. loodings -
Cash

reimbursement

Aug. loadings
Anc. loadings -
cash reinbursement

Totals

2500-350

private
1300-2000

3000-3500

Netherianda and

Czechoolovakia

Europe Economic

private financing)
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Far East
Canna

India
Other

Grand Total

Notes: 1/ Program for deliveries through December 31. 1945. About $300 - $400 million of total for Belgium, The lietharlanda,
and France to he picked - by @coort-Import Bank.

3/ YEA budget.

2/ subject to change with military situation.

5/ Approximate figures. Funds will item out with March 1946 deliveries. 51,600 million of funds are surve
$1,850 million possible. Additional danagain are approximate and subject to 0000 mosiling down,

2/ European country figure , to 5 year reconstruction period. Koongaic development - Letter half of denade.

of Included in U.K.

3/ Sources: Private Foreign Investment $10 billion

MICROFILM

(dillions of Dollars)
Reconstruction and

MIDDLA

Development 10 years

Present Punda 4/

(no (Credits and private
equity investment)

3/

200

1705

ROLL NO

Lead-Losse

Additional

(strough

Relief and

fiscal 1'M6)

Inhabilitation
prospects of
reparment) y

5990 6590

Hilltary
Relief
(*Pime A*) Totals

3500 - 4500

21850 28400

500

600

165

2020

1

:

2

2

120

Displaced Persons, etc.

Export=Diport Bank 5-10 Million
International Bank 9 billion
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY.

A week which found the Treasury receiving a

great deal of routine mil brought in a very small

number of fan letters of the type listed and quoted

for this report.

By all odds, the most amuning bond mail letter

was the apparently serious complaint of a paterfamilias

who wrote that he thought It outrageous to use 5

quotation praising "every single man and woman", that

after all, the married ones had a harder time buying

bonds and deserved credit too. The 7th Drive has about

disappeared from the mail; the 8th Drive is not yet

gaining momentum. There are complaints along the usual

lines, but they are few in quantity and not particularly

quotable as to quality.

The tax evaders drive still holds the lead, so

far as bulk is concerned in the tax mail. Proportionately,

however, It has fallen off greatly from past weeks,

being just about half the volume of the receipts listed

THE SECRETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON

July 6, 1945

It WILD thoughtful and kind of you to write

the BE you did in your very generous letter of the

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Junior

Monorable Henry Morgenthau, Jr.
Secretary of the respury

Washington, D. C.

July 6, 1946.

Mail Report

Dear Berry

2nd.
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Memorandum for the Secretary.

in the most recent report. On the subject of taxes,

outside the drive, there is the same scattering of

question, comment, and suggestion, with no new topic

A large number of outdated checks is being re-

ceived each day. There are inquiries about Foreign

Funds, and the usual undercurrent of criticism of

various types of help to other countries.

The Bretton Woods Proposals have been practically

ignored, with only one comment during the past week.

The recording of mail for the report closes at

noon Friday, and the Secretary's resignation, announced

late Thursday, was therefore not reflected except in

a few personal telegrams received Friday morning.

White House mail followed the same pattern as

the Treasury, being low in quantity and too scattered

to permit of any particular grouping under subject

Gabruste
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Irene M. Fisken, Los Angeles, California. Hearing
over the radio that the Navy needed binoculars, I for-
warded mine on to Washington to be used. received
as compensation $1.00. Now as my glasses have been
returned to me, am returning the check so that it
can be again returned to the Treasury. I realize
that a dollar means very little nowndays but please
credit it to the Treasury. I could not make money
out of my country.

James P. Hickok, President, Missouri Bankers Associa-
tion, St. Louis, Missouri. . I cannot forbear an
expression of appreciation of the text of your letter
of June 9. I an in complete sympathy with the position
you have taken and, as the enclosed letter indicates,
we shall do all in ,our power to lend our full coopera-
tion to your efforts. Please accept renewed assurance
of our appreciation of the fine service which you are

Diosdado Sonido, Merion, Pennsylvania. Now that the
Philippine Commonwealt th Government has been restored
to function as before, and the Japanese resistance in
Luzon is ended, I wish to ask you, Sir, how soon will
you remove the Executive Order No. 8389. You must
bear in mind, Sir, that those people there who survived
with intense and untold sufferings badly need enormous
help. They fought for the common cause of this war
and now they deserve to live once again the kind of
life they had enjoyed before. I thank you to hear

Fortust

ROLL NO.
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General Comments

July 6. 1945.

rendering.

from you.

emerging an worth quoting.

headings.

E
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Clarence U. Beach, Los Angeles, California. I am this
day in receipt of your check covering the face and
accrued interest on my Adjusted Service Bonds of
World War I. I also note with interest the attached
sheet which am returning for your further and,
I hope, deeper consideration. This is all very well
until you come to the line against "inflation". It
just so happens that on this same day the radio WILS
Slaring forth the news (happy nows for the Congress-
men and Cabinet Members) of the coming 50% increase
in the salaries of Congressmen and a substantial in-
crease in the pay of the Cabinet Members. ... It
seems I recall salty tears being shed by the same
element on the mere mention of payment of the afore-
mentioned Adjusted Compensation Bonds. The ories
that went up to the very heavens that the country
would be rulned by such n save of inflation the like
of which has never been seen. Now the cry is to
"hold the line of the Little Steel Formula" to pre-
vent the same ruinous inflation such as the country
has still never seen. Now just why should a little
more pay for me (Mr. Average American) constitute
this much-dreaded inflation when a 50% increase in
the pay of our Congressmen (mhose salaries we pay --
not to mention their mileage to and from: their extra
compensation for each and every committee on which
they sit: their various extra expenses in their travels
around Washington: etc., etc.), and in the salaries of
Cabinet Members, whose salaries we also pay out of our
mesger wages? : Increases to these people seem to
have no relation to this dread national scourge
in fact, it is never mentioned in these connections.

G. E. Lane, President, First National Bank, Heels,
South Dakota. Reference is made to your circular
letter of May 21, and that of June 9, in which banks
are directed to furnish reports of currency payments,
which in their judgment might involve the withholding

MARK
HG U.S.PAT.OFF
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of income by those liable. While it is the wish of
our bank to be entirely cooperative in the matter so
far B.S conditions seen pertinent, this question has
come up, and we would appreciate your consideration
and further instructions. The bank here Is located
in 5 somewhat more than normal livestock area, and
one of our larger customers has developed very
extensive merchandising business in the buying and
selling of livestock, his business extending for into
the territory of other banks in this area. #
Owing to the fact that a very large volume of currency
is paid out r-the-counter to livestock clients from
other areas, we are unable to determine whether or not
they would be considered as possible tax evaders, or
whether they are taking the currency to avoid purchase
of bank exchange here, or to carry our client's check
to their own bank where they would be charged collec-
tion float. Hence, in paying out the volume of
currency to this class of clients without any basis
of determining their intentions 8.5 to the use of the
currency, we are handicapped to a considerable extent
in furnishing the reports to the Federal Reserve Bank,
which your office requires; and in addition to this,
on the basis that a bank's business is that of & confi-
dential nature, are we not acting somewhat unprofession-
ally and creating a contingent liability to our customer
in disclosing information which your office suggests,
inasmuch as me think our customer would have recourse
on the bank, should his client become informed of the
situation and were attacked by the Federal income tax
authorities, or otherwise, and possibly commence legal
action; and under such possibility, under what heading
could we defend ourselves?

Henry J. Abrahama, Omsha, Nebraska. Enclosed please
find endorsed to you Checks #7-081165 and 7-048635
which I beg you accept as my contribution to our WAP
efforts. also wish to tender my congratulations to
you for your successful Seventh War Loan Drive. Our
late President seemed to have possessed an uncanny
ability to select for this most important post a man
that rates 100% plus.
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Germany. Why should the United States not help its
citizens to collect the interest and principal?

Hilda Newberry, Los Angeles, California. I would like
to commend you on your fight against the black market.
I do hope you will continue fighting for the renewal
of the Price Control Act to its original form. We
must prevent inflation.

R. H. Spink, Chicago, Illinois. Whatever are you
thinking of to cancel Britain's war debt to us! We
are getting so we hate the very name of Britain, the
way they impose on us. It is Inconceivable that we
give them not only our boys* lives, but all our money
to help carry on the next generation: We are taxed
to the limit now and of course they won't be able to
get on as long as they know we will give them our all.
British are like that, and not even a thank you.

155
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Mrs. M. A. Asseo, Lo# Angeles, California. It is
with a great deal of pleasure as well as gratitude
that I write to commend you for your very fine
efforts in fighting the black market. Infortunately,
no one man can do It all. If the energy to fight the
OPA were used to fight the black market. the rising
tide of inflation would not be upon us now. Let us
put forth even more power to fight this horror that

The following letter was addressed to -- U. S. Govern-
ment, Washington, D. C., Attention: Secretary Morgen-
thau -- by Mrs. Isase Bendows, Hazleton, Pennsylvania.
"This letter is written in desperation so forgive me
and please try to help mo! Where, oh where, can I buy
some pillow cases? I have tried to abide by all the
rules and regulations of my Government. I have made
it my business not to deal in black market goods;
not to use the phone unnecessarily, not to travel
unnecessarily. I an chairman of a committee of
women who man a stamp savings booth in one of the
department stores here, four afternoons a week!
My son is in the service - now in New Guines. Is not
a conscientious citizen entitled to some sort of con-
sideration in the matter of pillow cases - a necessity,
not B luxury? . Perhaps you could see your way
clear to permitting me to purchase a dozen (or half
dozen) 45 x 36 pillow cases - as a sort of reward for
selling thousands and thousands and thousands of dol-

Robert H. Williamson, Agent, The Franklin Fire Insurance
Company New PhiladelphIa, Ohio. An Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury is quoted as saying, "No negotiations
have been started, none are considered, etc. This
refers to payment of the Caarist Russian bonds. As a
simple matter of justice, when title is acquired by
another to property, any claim against it must be
satisfied. These bonis were sold in this country in
1916 to pay for material for use by Russis against

-5-

threatens all of us.

lars worth of bonds.
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Favorable Comments on Bonds

H. Eugene Dickhuth, Financial Editorial Department,
New York Herald Tribune. While I was on a trip through
the Pittsburgh coal fields discovered to my surprise
that payroll deductions for War Bonds in various mining
towns of the neighborhood are running 15% in one
instance even 22%. The 15% figure I wired to the

Buckeye Coal Company an affiliate of Youngstown Sheet.
paper and it appeared on June 20. It concerned the

The 22% figure WILD given to me by George Love, presi-
dent of Consolidated Coal Company Pittaburgh. In
checking with the War Finance Chairman for the sixteen
western counties of Pennsylvania, I found that the
figures are most unusual for most other industries,
but were striking for the coal industry. It seems
me that 6 Treasury survey of payroll deductions by
industry groupings might do some good, pointing out
the greatest savings and it might serve as an Incentive
to other industries. Incidentally, I also heard from
Robert McClintic of Koppers, who is the War Finance two
Chairman referred to, that redemptions in these
particular coal towns are negligible.

Enrique de Montalvo, President Nacional Committe
of Ing. Mexico, Mexico, D.F. My dear Sec. Mr. Morgentahu;

Successe in the Seventh War Bond Drive in the United
With pleasure I congratulates you for your great

States. It must feel you proud and satisfied and
happy as everybody knows that thanks to your prestige,
skill and experience it have been a big Successe.
You can be sure you are the best Secretary of Treasury
the United States have had in many years and it is
only 8 true and no more.

MICROFILM

Unfavorable Comments on Bonds

Congressman Samuel A. Weiss -- 338 District of
Pennsylvania. On Monday, May 14. 1945 an Army show
WILD held at Forben Field, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
During the show 5 rocket gun WILS fired and small
fragments of metal injured two of my constituents
namely, the Misses Mary and Irene Krenitsky, 305 South
Fourth Street Duqueone, Pennsylvenia. A piece of
metal became imbedded in the face of Mary, above her
right eye, and Irene WES struck in the neck with R
piece of metal. Both were taken to the Montefiore
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where these
fragments were removed and each received an injection
as a precaution against infection. They were dis-

to

charged returned from to their the Hospital evening and they

representing the Seventh War Loan Committee or Aray
contacted the Misses Krenitsky, and they feel It is an
injustice that they be required to pas this medical
bill and not be recompensed for their Injuries.

One of the U. S. Bondholders - postmarked Pleasantville,
New York. We hear over the radio that the Treasury
Department has expressed a disappointment over the fact
that the "E" Bond sales have fallen behind expects-
tion. The fact is, Mr. Secretary, the common people,of an one, are pestered to

don't a five or sixtaxes In Westchester if you
whom has know several I it, tax kinds, little death room County, with dwelling otherhouse a of between $275 and

The Treasury Department $300 ignore on it every- today.
thing except bond sales. . think the people
of the U.S.A. have done a good and patriotic job and
the Treasury Department should be the last to criticize.
Many people. like myself, buy bonds who never expect
to live even to cash in on them to get interest
they bought them out of patriotic inpulse and hold

ROLL NO
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then without interest or any prospect of getting any
interest -- in fact, we don't want interest. We are
just that hard-boiled. So, have a heart, Mr. Secretary,
and believe us when we say we are doing all we can
and should not be pressed to the point where the straw
breaka the camel' back. Many wages are low but money
is taken out for bonds every week. I know one man
doing this who has had but one suit of clothes for
year. He works for a railroad which doesn't pay
princely salaries. He has to go to bed when his suit
gets pressed. Think it all over, please.

G. M. Sprowls, Akron, Ohio. ... At the various
times I have been solicited to buy War Savings Bonds,
it has been explained to me very clearly that, If the
bonds are made out in co-owner form, either of the 00-
owners could claim complete ownership and the bonds
would not be subject to Inheritance Tax. Was mis-
representation made to no at the time I WILS solicited
for purchase of bonds? I would be very glad to have
you clear up this question for me because I know
thousands of persons in the country have been buying
bonds and have had them made out to husband or wife
with the expectation that if either husband or wife
should die, the bonds would become the property of
the other co-owner thout having to go through
estate and without the payment of Inheritance Tax.
I further believe that If this is a fact, some public-
ity should be given to it. . With the demand for
purchase of more and more war Savings Bonds, if they
are not subject to Inheritance Tax and do go directly
to the co-owner, when made out to husband or wife,
then I surely think It should be announced in such
way that the public will know this is a fact. Likewise,
if they are subject to Inheritance Tax, I think the
public should be acquainted with this fact because
otherwise they would be sold under false pretenses.

MICROFILM
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Frank E. Smith, Pittaburgh, Pennsylvania. The
company shown at the top of this letterhead (Miners &
Manufacturers Lumber Company has been operated as a
corporation until December 31, 1944. On that date
the charter was cancelled and the company has since
been operated under the same name with Frank E. Smith
as sole owner. When the time came to cancel the

a

charter mentioned above, the corporation held about
$5,500 in War Bonds, The bonds were delivered
to The Pittsburgh Federal Reserve Bank by The First
National Bank at Pittsburgh to have them transferred
to the new owner, on January 24, 1945. There was some
delay getting the papers in order as The Federal
Reserve Bank seems to require too many things that we
did not consider important in order to make the trans-
for. However, we finally got them all the papers they
required and the bonds more sent to Chicago the early
part of May. They have been there ever since and

an unable to get any satisfaction from The First
National Bank of Pittaburgh, and as far as I know,
they are unable to get any definite advice from
Federal Reserve. One thing sure such things do
not make you any too keen to buy NEW BONDS when you
consider that your old ones, or part of them, have
been out of your possession for nearly 6 months.

the

Ray J. Desimone, Del Paso Heights, California. It was
with keen interest and approval that I heard the
Treasury Department program of Friday evening last.
However, knowing that I shall not be in the minority

wish to protest loud and long against your intended
policy of having the likeness of our late President
Roosevelt appear only on the two hundred dollar E Bond
during the coming Eighth War Loan Drive. It is im-
possible for me to purchase a bond of such denomination
as the above. Despite all the attractive opportunities
and offers elsewhere, I have remined in the teaching
profession ever since Pearl Harbor. My family,
consisting of a wife and two small children, and are
buying our home. Once again, may I offer a fervent

ROLL
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thank-you for, and to the F.H.A. On a teacher's
salary, we are just about able to make ends meet,
what with general high prices in effect. ...
However, If may be allowed to use an almost trite,
but self-evident expression -- Roosevelt was the

common that his man's likeness President. be imprinted ... I upon know he bond would which

would be within the reach of everyone, namely, the
"little" but all-important, $25 War Bond. ...

NO.U.S.PAT.OR ROLL NOMICROFILM

Favorable Comments on Taxation

Ben and Ells Walt, Lot Angeles, California. This
is to express our appreciation of the fine work you
are doing In fighting the black market.

161
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Mr. Ralph C. Stone, Gorham, Maine. I have read a
Bill entitled H.R. 2948 exempting annuities not ex-

Committee. It is explained that Railroad Retirement

Annuities are to be exempt from taxation -- then the
annuities of everybody else in the United States up

some by special favor from paying their share of the

and not tax Civil Service and Railroad Retirement

E. D. Moses, Bluffton, South Carolina, This is not
quite good enough: Why should it be "weeks, maybe

gated? (Elliott Roosevelt-Hartford loan) The truth
In out and the day for white-washing has long since
past. Only by the merest chance did the American
people learn that a member of the Cabinet acted as

Is the public's business when that happens, and no
longer solely that of the United States Treasury, no

decency. But we suggest the Treasury Department
swallow the pill and get it over with. and then We
think resignations are in order the resignation

13 -

Ralph Wayase, Insurance Agency, New York City. Back
in 1942 I convinced my son, Franklin A. Waysse, that
innsmuch as his draft WILD being deferred on account

vest of him part work, of his it would income, not aside be too from much War for Bonds, him to in in-

called Treasury Note-Tex Series bonds. These bonds
have been purchased in November 1942 and they will
expire on September 1. 1945. My son's understanding
was that the bonds will be used in payment of his in-
come tax when the interest will be credited. However,
contrary to expectations, he was drafted later on,
and all this time the income he received while in
service was insufficient to pay any income taxes. It
is quite possible that his 1945 income will provide
for such taxes, which, however, will not have to be
paid until sometime after he is discharged, at any

1946.

by my son to take care of these Tax Bonds and use them
for my OTHER income tax payments. He does not realize
that no interest will be credited to anyone else cash-
ing these bonds. I sincerely believe that your Depart-
ment did not intend to deprive our boys in service of
a benefit they would obtain through these bonds had
they continued working as civilians. As the matter
now stands, those boys are being "punished" because
they will not get any interest that would otherwise

Unfavorable Comments op Taxation

ceeding $1,440 from income tax payment has been
reported by the House of Representatives Civil Service

Annuities, not exceeding $1,440, are exempt from income
tax payment, and it is argued that Civil Service

to $1,440 should be exempt. Tax legislation exempting

tax burden and making others pay that much more is in-
justice. with reference to this Bill a school teacher
said to me, Why should the Government tax if annuity

months before a alimy thing like this can be investi-

to-between to settle 11 $200,000 debt for $4,000. It

matter where the chips fall. It nauseates us -- those
of US who believe in plain garden variety honesty and

of everyone involved in this odorIferous ness.

so-

Instructedrate, not before March I was recently

annuities? ...

have been credited.
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Inquiries about Adjusted Service Bonds
TOTALS

131 Problems of inheritance, reissuance, replacement, etc.

Applications for joba

Suggestions and comment

Congratulations on your work
Check Hartford-Roosevelt Loan
Call in large currency
Start the drive by cleaning your own house -

expecially Treasury personnel in New York
General questions. protests, etc.

Two letters to Internal Revenue in Baltimore
about refund for client's 1943 taxes are

Taxes of single people should be lowered
Further taxes should be levied on stock profits to

earb speculation and inflation
States should not issue our licenses until oridence

of purchase of use steep is presented
All annuities, pensions, etc., should be taxed alike
Place tax on horse races and similar sausements
Income tax returna should be kept in strictest

Keep taxes at present high rates
No receipt for car use stamp
How much was collected from auto use stang last your
This is our first good year financially and ** could

pay off loan on farm. Must we pay high taxes and
be prevented from doing 00?

Greece is being discriminated against in that food
and clothing can be shipped to France and Italy

Veteran in employ of Treasury is refused opportunity
to transfer to Veterana Administration where chances
of advancement are better

165

TOTALS

60

15

leasers of Correappodence Received in the

Correspondence Division

June 29 to July 6, 1945, Inclusive

Promotional ideas and materials for the Seventh Drive
Promotional ideas and materials for the Eighth Drive
Thanks for "Here's Your Infantry*
Roosevelt memorial band

Runora that bonda will be invalidated
Complaints about delays in receiving bonds

Complaints about delays in receiving interest

Banks should be permitted to invest in Treasury 1
bonds, or small ones will have to liquidate

During Army show in Pittaburgh 2 girls were hit by
metal from rocket and required hospital treatment.
No 7th Loan official has communicated with them

Bank refused to cash bond 62 days old, saying it had
to be 2 months old. Writer missed seeing her
nephew before he left for Pacific

Award bond bars of different colors to purchasers
of different denominations

Hitler's arnured train can be exhibited to sell bonds
Issue a mercal bond for Roopovelt. Writer wants

to buy $100 memorial bond
Payroll deductions of 15% and even 22% in Pittaburgh

goal areas should be used for advertising bond sales
Do not disband "Here's Your Infantry* show in

smaller towns

Slogan for Roosevalt Memorial bond
Establish annuities through sale of bonds
Extend Adjusted Service lands into annuities
Establish a bond lottery
with each bond sale allow name of man overseas to

be submitted to Treasury, and then by lettery
permit 1 of every 10,000 to case home on 60-day leave

Issue a #25 bond in honor of Roosevelt not a $200
one which is out of reach of little man

No Hoosevelt picture on Bonda
Understood bonds to be tax free
kiscellaneous

0

Routine matters

Bonds for redemption
Subscriptions

Requests for refunds
Tax evaders drives

Reports of ovaders

uninsured

confidence

Miscellaneous

MISCELLANEOUS Photosis,

73

5

33

22

2

1

17

14

3

39

11

16

6

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

BONDS:

Favorable
Unfavorable

Service san
Others

Other complaints:

General suggestions

10

2

a

1

0

12

but not to Greece

TAXIS:

0

1

7

5

3

0

2

1

3

3

19

1

1

1
(

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

e

1

6
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TOTALS

Report on White House Correspondence

June 29 to July 5, 1945, incl.

War Loss suggestions

Requests for replacement of lest bonds

Requests for income tax refunds
Questions, complaints about income tax

1

I Asks exemption of pensions fres taxes
Application for job AD Treasury Investigator-
Opposed increase in capital-gains tax
Complaint about treatment by Internal Esvenoe

6
Unfavorable comments on present tax system

55

1

Suggests MR memorial dine be minted before
January 30, and that date be made National

1

10

Unfavorable comments on MR memorial dime

3

Unfavorable coment on sale of alcoholic

15

Requests for velue of foreign funds
Inquiries about ownership of buried treasure
Rostine personnel matters
Unfavorable comments on Bretton Woods Plan

Request for Salary Stabilisation Unit
approval of increase in pay

General comments

Congressional raise of #2500 is unnecessary
Treasury is sponsoring pressure groups in advertising

name of Petrille on its radio program
Customs 00 gifts from family in Austrolis are

unreasonably high
OPA restrictions on food are a hardship
Four billion captured German securities should be kept

as spoils of war
Nami treasures should be used to reimburse holders of

defaulted German bonds

Further lend-lease to Britain in unwarranted
U. 5. should help its citizens collect on Russian Bonda

of 1916 now defaulted

Clock manufacturing company can't even get a letter into
Switzerland, while clocks are being imported by others

French rate of exchange discriminates against American
troops

"Whatever are you thinking of to cancel Britain's war
debt to un?"

Check stolen - no action taken to regain

Reporting of currency transactions:
Favorable
Unfavorable

Comment (without opinion)
Checks for rewriting
Charge for cashing checks
Donations to war effort
Bretton Woods Proposals
Currency problems, mutilated money, etc.
Inquiries about foreign funds control
Other unclassified

1

1

1

1

1

returns
Tax plana

officers

holiday

beverages

12

26

BONDS

TAXES

1

1

1

1

1

10

2

7

10

2

2

1

2

1

OTHER RECEIPTS:

95

1

2

0

4

OKHERAL

23

1

1

4

2

1

4

1

1

8
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Bank of New York,

The Honorable Harry D. White,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington 25, D.C.

Enclosures 2

ROLL NO.

0

FEDERAL RESERVE RANK

of New York

I an enclosing our compilation for the week ended June 27,

1945, analysing dollar payments and receipts in official British,

French, Canadian, and Australian accounts at the Federal Reserve

July 6, 1945

COMPIDENTIAL

Dear Mr. White:

Very truly yours,

H.L. Sanford,
Assistant Vice President.
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D

CONFIDENTIAL

were financed.

ROLL NO.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Received this date from the Federal Reserve Bank

of New York, for the confidential information of the

Secretary of the Treasury, compilation for the week ended

June 27, 1945, showing dollar disbursements out of the

British Empire and French accounts at the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York and the means by which these expenditures

19.1.

July 8, 1945
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PERIOD

Total

Debita

First

Third 1.235.6 904.8
Fourth

PLEA

1944

September 141.

October 12/A

December

1945

January 148.9

February AND

79.2

Angeles
-

78.4

June

July
Amount

June b. 1945 10.5

June 13. 1945 bat

Juna 20. 1945 B.B.

June 21, 1945 7

Average Weekly Expenditures Since Outbreak of War--Eneland-
Uneland through - through June 20% to Earch 12 1941 354.9 million
England (Since March 12, 1941) 21.3

NO. U.S.PAT. OFF

CREDITS
Proceeds of Sales of Transform

Other

Debits

O. 1,166.7

3.4

7.7

170.4

0.4

50ah

2.4

2.9

31.3

-
ITA

2.6

199.0 million

million

MICROFILM

ANALYSIS OF BRITISH AND FRENCH ACCOUNTS

(In Willions of Dollars) Week Ended July 27, 1945

BANK OF EMOLAND (BRITISH GOVERNMENT

Net Incr to

Total $ Punda
Credita Gold

1.828.2 1.356.1

2,109.8 1,193.7 13.2

1,361.5 21.8

1,072.3 -

1,369.6 -

56.5 -

54.7

2.1 17.9.

1.0 11.2

54.2

Bill

15%

79.1 0.7

3.9.

58.5

ma

0.4

Strictly
Confidential

Net Incr. (
or Dear. (-)

(d)

.

sheet for footnetes.

BANK OF FRANCE (CATSSX CENTRAL) (N)

Total Total

Debite Credits in Funds
(e)

5.00 1,095.30 299.0

3.9 8.8 30.1

3.5 4.4 14.1

1.3 1.0 9.

-

- -

W 6.5 50.2

6.2 21.2

1.1 21.0

9.7 2.3 37.4

54.1 35.9 412

Are 2x

0.0 LO I.D.

40.5(J) the

See attached

Reports and Analysis Division

DEBIT
Gov

Expendi-

or

6
101.792,2

112.7

300.4

19.9

21.9

98.7

00.1
25.9

39.5

4.1

1.0

1.0

1.7

027.6adidas

orrigalordan
Australian

3.9

16.7

57.4

155.1

253.0

1,0

S

1.0

-

Other

Credito
(c)

416.2

705.4

1,276.8

916.7

11,116.6

55.5

53.7

01.1

54.3

80.

no

79.

9.9

20.3

11.1

Dear. 6

(d)
35.0

125.9

-308.3
¥,171.9

94.5

73.2

94.7

3.9-

0.6

32.1

42

43

Mar Years (n)

Book Ended

throug-

1.
2. 407.4

223.1

280.9

835.9

80.7

99.5

25.9

8.4

18.9

198
2.7
29.6

36.5

6.4

4.0

Lab

2.4.

June

Natural

L.
52.0

274.0

5.5

O.2

-

-

5.40



(a) Includes payments for account of British Ministry of Supply Mission, British Supply Board Ministry of Supply Timber
Control, and Ministry of Shipping,

(b) Estimated figures based on transfers from the New York Agency of the Bank of Montreal, which apparently represent the
proceeds of official British sales of American securities, including those effected through direct negotiation. In addition

substantial liquidation of securities for private British account occurred particularly during the
early to the months official of selling, the war, although the receipt of the proceeds at this be identified with any accuracy. According

Bank cannot

to data supplied by the British Treasury and released by Secretary Maegonthau total official and private British ligdiction
of our accurition through December, 1940 amounted to $334 million.

(a) Includes about 885 million received during October, 1939 from the accounts of British authorised banks with New York banks,

1939 apparently represent current acquisitions of proceeds of exports from the sterling area and other accruing dollar
propunably reflecting the requisitioning of private dollar balances. Other large transfers from such accounts since October,

receipts. See (k) below.

(d) Reflects net obange in all dollar holdings payable on domand or naturing in one year.

(a) For breakdown by types of debita and credits see tabulations prior to March 10g 1943.

(f) Adjusted to eliminate the effect of $20 million paid out on June 26, 1940 and returned the following day.

(g) For monthly breakdown 500 tabulations prior to April 23, 1941; October 8, 1941; October 14, 1942, September 29, 1943 September 6, 1944.

(b) Transactions for account of Caisse Central de La France Poutre-Mer included for first time in week ended December 6, 1944.

(1) Includes $8.4 million apparently representing current and accumulated dollar proceeds of sterling area services and merchandise
exports.

(J) Includes $40.0 willion paid to French-in ricen Banking Corp. from account of Treuoraries Fayeur General BUX State-Cais by order
of the French Treasury.

(k) Includes $48.5 million representing advance payments on sale of gold.
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DEBIT

incristal
PERIOD

War Years (a)
First

Fifth

1944

Week

Average Weekly for
Second year of war
Third year of WAR
Fourth year of war
Fifth year of war
Sixth year of war (through June 27

MICROFILM

ANALYSIS OF CANADIAN AND AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTS
(In Millions of Dollars)

31.3

6.2 million. (a)

(b)

(c) York into of Canadian chartered banksyo

(d) Reflects
million,

year also 10.1 million transferred me account at this bank of Banco de Vexico.

Strictly

October

in

naturing

Reports and Analysis Division

Total
Debite

460.4

525.0

723.6

849.3

XA

Work

Net

Net Incr.

10.9

21.8

To

1941;

year.

one

(0

()

8,

one

in

Total

50.3

$2.8

1945)

AN

1941

naturing

or

to:

payable

April
1944.

on

23,

Ltd.

demand

8.9

10.1

13.9

16.1

Supplies,
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Ellie Heller speaking.

Where are you talking from?

I'm talking from my home at the moment.

Where is that?

On Woodland Drive, N.W.

Ed asked ne to phone you, but before I even get
into that I want to tell you how unhappy I am
about your resignation.

I've worked for you for four years now.

And I thought you might like to know that the
whole War Finance is very, very upset personally
about your leaving.

It's nice to know that.

EA had to fly out to the West Coast today, and
he asked ne if I would phone you.

First to see if you would release Mr. Lesser to
the Surplus Property Board. They'd like to ap-
point him there General Counsel.

FMJr: Oh, yes, we can put it up to Lesser and lot him
decide. We've just given him a very important

MICROFILM
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Is that going to be long?

The job he has?

Yes.

oh, yes. Sure, but my policy here is always let
these people decide for themselves.

Yes. Well, will you mention it to him.

Well, I'll tell Mr. O'Connell to sention it to
him.

Oh, well, that's fine.

The other thing is E4 asked me to ask you if he
couldn't borrow from the Treasury for about six
weeks or two months Marjorie Sprigge from the
Boston office to do some radio work for them.

Well, I'll out that up to Gamble.

Yes, and sometime when I see Ed, would you tell
him that I just couldn' t understand that from
the time be came here until now I haven't seen
him, heard of him, from either his or you. I
mean I know that you have been here, you know
that Elinor has been desperately 111, and I did
for RD what I wouldn't do for my own self or
children about his own confirmation. And from
the day then until now I haven't heard from you
or Ed. and you know Elinor has been sick, des-
crately sick.

That in certainly true, Henry.

And you lived here - EA has been here and not
even a question about Elinor's health or anything
else.

Henry, I'm very sorry about that. It VBR just n
matter of not wanting to.

Well, I felt very, very because when I went

here for myself.

ROLL NO

to Mr. Davies and asked ... did a thing for Ed
that I've never done in the 12 years I've been

Well, Henry. I wish you would understand - it was
n matter of not wanting to bother you.

174

H:

H:

H:

H:

Hello.

Henry.

Yes.

I see.

Well

I know.

Yes.

job.

HMJr:

HMJr:

HMJ:

HMJr:

H:

HKJr:

H:

HKJr:

H:

H:

Mrs. Edward
Heller:

104Jr:

HMJr:

IDWr

HNJr:

HMJr:

H:

HMJr:

H:

HMJr:

H:

HMJr:

H:

HMJr:
Lesser?

Leaser
H:

HMJ:
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H:

HMJr:

H:
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Well, I've waited until either you or EA called
up. I'd much other tell it to 84 than to you,
but both Elinor and were so hurt, that I figured
the first time you called us - or $ called up,

Yes, well, you are right to do it certainly.

Yeah. It's just that I couldn't understand 11,
and I believe in being direct.

oh, you are absolutely right.

Yesh, no, we vere both very such hurt.

Is she here nove

oh, yes, Elinor has been here for a month.

In it too late for no to nex if I may code and

No. it isn't too late, but just now she is no sick
she can't see anybody. She had

In the words again?

She had another attack about two weeks ago.

oh, I didn't know. I'm nwfully sorry.

Dut her sister is there with her now. But this
week has been n good week and nothing has happened.
Anyway, I got it off my cheet and that is that.

Well, I'm very glad you have, and it isn't lack
of appreciation, I assure you...

MICROFILM

Mr. Bartelt

Mr. Luxford
Mr. Fussell
Mr. Gamble
Mrs. Klotz

H.M.JR: I just thought I would tell you people
what I'm doing. I'm leaving this morning after calling
on General Eisenhower. The principal thing I'm doing
is delivering him the Morgenthau Plan, with the permission
of the President. I wish that you three fellows would
take a little time time the next couple of days in looking
at the thing. because I'm definitely going to give it out.
I told the President that he could do it. For the first
time he said,"I am in accord.

MH. GASTON: Mr. Secretary you asked me to get in
touch with Dave Loth, and I did. He has some changes
to make, and he wants an appointment to see you about

H.M.JR: Well, you people have ust got to be a
little charitable with me.

MR. WHITE: What we are doing, Mr. Secretary, is
taking care to see that any additional technical
information or other information that David ought to
know is made available, and then be will refer to it.

H.M.JR: Well, I spent a lot of time on it but
after all since then the European coal situation looms
so big and 1 think we have to take that into the

MR. WHITE: And the cartel thing, and there are

ROLL NO
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9:50 a.m.

GROUP

it.

I'd tell him.

see her?

Well, 0. E.

All right.

Bye.

Present: Mr. Gaston
Mr. White

Mr. Coe
Mr. Haas

reckoning.

C
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H.M.JR: Well, I imagine Canfield will give me
a ring Monday or Tuesday and, if he doesn't, I will
call him. But I would like the help now of all of
you who are interested in seeing such & book see
daylight. I think that particularly next week would
be good as far as you gentlemen are concerned. You
are not ao busy on Bretton Woods?

MR. LUXFORD: The debate may start Wednesday.

H.M.J Now 1 told Wagner that he would have a
copy of the "Dear Alben' letter.

MRS. KLOTZ: That is the one you signed.

H.M.JR: Just to show you, I wrote a letter to
Bob Wagner and signed it "Daddy." (Laughter) So
Mrs. McHugh said, "How he has aged over night.
I called up Fred Vinson yesterday afternoon, and
told him I was very happy about his appointment.I told him that, of all the that

here and sit here, I happiest people it was might he. comein was I
told him I stood ready to give him all the time be
had during the next five weeks. Mr. Truman said it
would be five weeks or longer, which makes no think
It will be six weeks. As far as I an concerned, I
need every day possible to do this thing.

Now the other thing that I have in mind that I
would like you people to think over is this: I am
sorry Bell Isn't here, but I will delegate you (Mr.
Caston) to tell him. I would very, very much like
to get out another Morgenthau Plan. which is the
one I sent to President Roosevelt and then I sent
It to President Truman. It is with regard to putting
the Treasury as top dog in the fiscal monetary picture
at hone and abroad. I would very much like to have
you people think about it and, if any of you have
not seen it, please ask for it. Mrs. Klotz will see
that you get a copy of it. Bell has hung on to it
and has been very loathe to let It out of his hands.
You are very familiar with It, Mr. Fussell.

MR. FUSSELL: Yes, sir.
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& lot of things which are not clear about the democratic

MR. GASTON: Well, he was all prepared to check

with corrections, but he did want to talk to you about
Harry and Lux and others on those facts and

H.M.JR: Well, I am ready to talk, and 1 thought

couldn't that just take half day with the help of
when I came back, I don't see why next week 1you

MR. GASTON: There wasn't any new commitment so
far as Cass Canfield was concerned, was there?

H.M.JR: No. it is the only commitment. If they
to handle it, it is theirs. The only thing so

want Loth is concerned was that when we got almost
far to as publication, Loth said he wanted the literary
up agent to see somebody about his compensation. Morris Well,
17 he raises that, his literary agent can see

Morris Ernst and Cass Canfield. Now said,
Ernst, my lawyer, and they can fix it I'm up between not sure

Canfield is going to take it, because Canfield
"Eight months ago it was news. But if he doesn't back

he will sent it back. Somebody came I
want with it, Mrs. Herbert Lehman, a Lieutenant Colonel.
forget his name. He spent three hours with it. He

with AMG. He told Mrs. Barnes that everything
we is know in the Treasury--that everything is going

MR. GASTON: There will be no difficulty, Mr.
about getting a publisher if Case Canfield

Secretary, doesn't want it. There are plenty of others we can be

get considerably as sweetened up and also advanced. The

publishers. Also, I think the thing can

are interested in can be advanced if some the one

cause two you popular magazine articles will use part stimulate of
or material In the book, and 1 think they will

C

C

forces which are in there.

publication plans.

and I thought that Schmidt might help too.

wrong.

the sale of the book.

C
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MR. BARTELT: Yes, sir.

H.M.JR: It will be good for the Treasury. It
will be good for me. If anybody else has got any plans
which they think that the Treasury should be doing,
here is a chance to use me while I have still got a
springboard to call & conference together to give It
out. So I'm open to propositions.

MR. WHITE: Well, you night broaden that. I don't
remember specifically what is in it, but you might
broaden it to think of the potentialities of issuing
a report with recommeniations on all possible aspects.
It is sort of a farewell address with recommendations.
taking up a lot of things. It might be quite a document.

H.M.JR: Well, we have got one thing which we
felt was recommended. That is a report on what we have
done, which is the works. That is past. we might take
white's suggestion and say, "Here is what we have

MR. WHITE: I an not much in favor of your indicating,
before you leave, what is done. I don't think this is
the appropriate time for it, but rather what, in the
light of your experience and thinking here, are your
recommendations personally as to what can be done most
effectively along the lines of what you have just said.
Now, that might be expanded. There might be a lot of
areas about financing and black markets and taxes.

H.M.JR: Will you put your mind on it, Harry?

MR. WHITE: Yes, sir.

MR. BARTELT: This plan would have set up five
financing committees, including a committee on agriculture
financing, of which the Secretary of the Treasury would
have been chairman.

MR. WHITE: Well that is one suggestion and one
recommendation, but there may be other areas and other
fields-what he might recommend for example, for
Internal Revenue out in the field. In other words,

180
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have worked together that represents the best thought
of the Treasury. I think it would be helpful to those
of you who stay here, and I would like to do it.

H.M.JR: What do you think, Eddie.

MR. BARTELT: I think it is very good, Mr. Secretary.
Of course, some parts of it are quite controversial. Of

appointment of the Secretary to the Federal Reserve
Board. I don't know whether you took that out or not.

H.M.JR: I think we took that out.

MR. BARTELT: I have a copy of it, and I will be

H.M.JR: Well, it is a plan for the Treasury, and
I would like to say it is the combined opinion and give
It out. I don't know how to do it--whether I should
go up on the Hill and deliver it to a committee, or

"Here is what 1 think the Treasury should do to really
be effective domestically and internationally.

The other thought I had was to have a program

looking forward to taxes. I would like to give that

H.M.JR: Yes--one to Roosevelt and one to Truman.

0

H.M.JR: And I think that for those of us who

Are any of you familiar with what it is?

MR. HAAS: Yes, sir.

MR. GASTON: I haven't seen it.

course, I checked back on the record involving the

That was rather controversial.

glad to make It available.

whether I should have a press conference and say,

out.

MR. GASTON: Has this plan been sent to the
President?

Is that right?

accomplished.

C
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no would distill the experience which he has and the
thinking which the staff has done and say. "These
are the things toward which you are to direct attention."

MR. BARTELT: This would also give him control of
the budget.

H.M.JR: Would you people think very hard on it?
Mr. Truman said five weeks. and then he said two weeks
with the Big Three and there is a week going and a week
coming.

MR. WHITE: Is he going by plane?

MR. GASTON: No. He has other calls which would
take a week I should think.

(Discussion off the record.)

H.M.JR: I think that during the next couple of
weeks we might do some very hard thinking, all of you,
on possibly getting together in the future.

MR. BARTELT: Mr Secretary, you have probably
given consideration to this, but was wondering whether
you would want to give ua any ideas with respect to the
Secretary's report for this year.

H.M.JR: You mean for the calendar year?

MR. BARTELT: The fiscal year ending June 30, 1945.

MR. GASTON: You see, the year is ended. The
report goes to Congress on January first or sometime
in January of next year.

H.M.JR: What is in your mind, Eddie?

MR. BARTELT: I don't have anything special in
my own mind, but 1 thought you might want to give some
consideration to it and give U.S. some thoughts.

H.M.JR: Would that be over my name?

MICROFILM

MR. it to Congress, but you might want to give
BARTELT: No. I suppose your successor night us

submit some thoughts as to what might be covered.

H.M.JR: My horseback opinion right now would be

that of weeks I while 1 have control of the situation.
would rather do my reporting in the next couple I

will be back Tuesday.

ROLL NO
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Herbert Gaston

Secretary Morgenthau

I wish you would think it over and talk It over
with a few in the office, the idea of my giving

out next people my plan for reorganizing to the TreasuryThere were two, the first one I gave Rocaevelt right
after his last election, and then there WILD one I gave
to Truman. It seems to me that I can now cone out publically
on how I thought the Treasury really should have been run -
and how it would have been run If I had had a face Please.
Think it over and talk to me when 1 get back!

MICROFILM
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Dan Bell

Secretary Morgenthau

I wonder If you can find out from Waley-Eaton and
Mr. Folger the investment banker, where they got the tip
from that there WILD going to be a change in the Treasury.
I think it would be very interesting if you could take a
little time to run that down. Thank you.

ROLL NO.
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Charles Bell

Secretary Morgenthau

when I move all of if files, I take it we are going
to have to take a lot of the filing cases and It will be
awful ness. I wonder chether we couldn't ask Fred Vinson
whether we couldn't move the files in the actual filing
cases they are in and borrow them and keep them in the cases
until I can get other filing cases to take their place.
The understanding might be that I can keep them for six months
or a year. Think that over and talk to me about it.

MICROFILM

185
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canno You sell traveler's checks in the same manner that

asked no a few days age why the Post office

on

renew 1st Me except why to in the so. Treasury not traveler's could authorised Lawwed

the Post office shouldn't sell
checks that, of course, you are

do It is possible that you change

the would get the same effect as traveler's
by procedure under which monny orders are and

asched cheeks. so You that you traveler's night checks. also
be changed to unbody fnatures of the

If you want the Treasury to help you out on the
matter, suggest that you center with Dem Bell and
Joe O'Connell.

Henorable Robert E. Mannegan
Postmenter General

Post Office Department
Washington, D. C.

ROLL NO

do not see any particular

also sell postal notes and these

Migned H. Jo.

:

JUL 7.1945

Sincerely yours,

Dest Bebt

banks do.

DWB:ew
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SPECIAL
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTER OFFICE COMMUNICATION

Dan Bell

Robert Bannegan wants to know why the Post Office

cannot sell traveler's checks the way banks do. Would

you look into it and let no know's

MICROFILM
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There is briefly outlined below information relative to Postal
Money Orders and Postal Notes:

1. The parisus account for which a single money order my be
issued is, by law, $100.00 but there is so restriction as to the
member of domestic money orders which may be issued in one day to

2. The fees for Leauing donestic money orders are as follows:

From $0.01 to $2.50
From $2.51 to $5.00
From $5.01 to $10.00
From $10.01 to $20.00
From $20.01 to $40.00
From $40.01 to $60.00
Fros $60.01 to $80.00
From $80.01 to $100.00

3. An original domestic money order shall be paid at its full
face value If presented at the office on which drewn or at the office
of issue at any time wt this the period of its validity, which is one
year from the Last day of the month in which issued.

4. For the first thirty days after issue, any domestic money
order termed in the continental United States (except Alanka) and
dream on an office located therein, may be paid for its face value,
less the fee prescribed by law (same Amount as that charged for the
Lessance of the order) at an office other than that of issue or that
on which drewn, provided the office at which presented is located with-
in the continental United States.

5. More than one informement on a money order is prohibited by
lears but there is no objection to signatures affixed thereto for the
purpose of identification or to guarantee the signature of pegree or
indorsee; and postmasters are encouraged to secure written assurance

ROLL

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

6 cents.
8 cents.

11 cents.
13 cents.
15 cents.
18 cents.
20 cents.
22 cents.

0

FISCAL SERVICE
WASHINGTON

June 28. 1945

C

DATE June 27, 1945

TO

Secretary MorgenthauFROM

TO MR. BELL:

POSTAL MONDYY ORDERS

the same remitter.

C
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#

MICROFILM

of this kind when in doubt as to the identity of the applicant for
payment. Even if an order bears two or more indoreements it may yet
be paid to the first indorence on due presentation thereof properly
receipted by him. provided 11 is regular in all other respects. The
indorments inconsistent with each payment say be stricken out.
The stamp impressions which banks ordinarily place upon orders left
with or sent to their for collection are not regarded as inderements
transferring ownership of the orders, or within the meaning of the
statute which forbids more than one indorsement.

1. Amount of note cannot exceed $10.00.

2. There is no limitation as to the number of notes that may be
sold to . purchaser at one time.

3. Fee for issuing note is 5. regardless of the amount of the

4. Notes are valid for two calender months from the date of

5. Notes may be cashed at any post office at full face value.

6. After two calendar months, the notes may be paid by the
Postmaster General or refund may be obtained is case of less.

as his own make and address on the back of the note.

payment shall be made only upon proper identification of the payees.

ROLL NO
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7. Notes are not negotiable or transferrable through inform

5. No application is required in the purchase of notes. The your
cheese writes in the name and address of the payee on the face. BE well

9. Payees shall sign the postal notes before they are paid and

POSTAL NOTES

note.

their isque.

sent.

lost
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It was very good of you to take the
time, at my request, to talk to Commissioner
Numan and Mr. O*Connell on Monday last.
Your willingness to give us the benefit
of your sage counsel is, as It has been
in the past, a source of great satisfaction
to 116. The privilege will not be abused.

Sincerely yours,

(Signature in. it

Honorable Learned Hand
Judge, United States Circuit Court

New York, New York

7-8-45

U.S.U.S.PAT.OR ROLL NO

JUL 1945

MICROFILM

Denz Mr. #landford

The Chairman of the Interdenartmental Var Seriage
Sand Consittee has informed the that the National Housing
Agency has recently been presented the Treasury age Fing
in recognition of its having achieved the standard of
excellence in the purchase of War Sande through per-roll

I understand that 93 percent of your 13,809 employees
is the office of the Ministrator, Federal Housing
Administration Federal Home Loan Bank Administration, and
the Federal Public Housing Authority are Investing 10.2
percent of their (ress THIS regularly is Var Hands through
the Fay-roll Bevings System. understand also that
these employees have purchased many additional extra bonds
for eash in the various Var Lean Drives,

First, I want so thank you for the personal interest
which you have taken is promoting the Peg-roll Savings
System is the various constituent agencies of the National
Housing Agency: secondly, I wat to congratulate you and
the official ear employees for their fine achievement; and
thirdly, I was to velsone the National Housing Agency to
a place on the fall of Memor.

with best vishes, I an

John 3. Mandford, Jr.
Administrator
National Housing Agency
1600 Street
Washington 25. D. a.

25

JUL 1945

Sincerely yours,

Secretary of the Treasury

Dear Judge Hand:

U. S. Court House

savings.

License is Morgenthau, in

6/30/45



NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY

Employees Kaployeen
on parties-

roll pating

625 572

2,913 4,732

2,255 2,062

8,026 7.472

13,809 12,838

Percent

partio-
Spating

91.5

93.8

91.8

93.0

92.9

Gross

pay

roll

167,683

761,331

511,744

1,876,268

3,317,046

Amount

Allet-
ted

0 17,322

76,141

52,103

196,503

342,068

Percent

of pay

allotted

10.3

10.0

10.2

10.4

10.2"

Agency

Office of
Administrator

Federal Home

Loan Bank Ms.

Televal Public
Line

Authority

Total

Head of Agency

ce B. Blandford
Administrator

Federal Housing A. H. Terguson

John H. Tobay
Commissioner

P. M. Klutenick
Commissioner

Mainistration Commissioner

As of June 26, 1945

health and
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July 7, 1945

Thanks very much for your note of
July 6. I will always look back with
real pleasure on my association with
you from the very first day you came

I hope from now on 1 will be able
to see more of you than I have in the
last couple of years.

Sincerely,

Deputy Administrator,
Foreign Economic Administration,

ROLL NO

Dear Oscar:

to the Treasury.

Mr. Oscar Cox.

Washington, D. C.

(Signed) Board Borgosthaw, Jr.
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0
pink

read with great interest.

New Milford, Connecticut.

194

My dear Felix:

letter of July 2, and 1 appreciate

your sending ne an extract of the

6-2224

July 7, 1045

It was very nice to receive your

speech by Lord Balfour which I have

Sincerely,

TO-

Dear Security Mongerthan

June certaily sony

to hear about your respective
It will be a real loss

to the country

Oscar Cox

July6. 1945

ose

(

(Signat) Tenzy

Honorable Felix Frankfurter,



hew repairten

July 2/40 -

The Eu cloced remarks are

Euse -

Supreme Court of the United #dates

Washington D.C.

FRANKFURTER

from a peech made by Lard

Balfour a quar ac century
age Seedow has twice so
indicated an if Heracace -
and made is Even wore

applicable after term to frie
year tan at the time

of its deliveryit waka pleasure to

complotulation ourseler 7
see you the o derday learn

success our beautiful

D

Dear Heavy
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Extract Cross . speech delivered by Lord Balfour at Albert Hall
on July 12th, 1920

*Bo for as the Arabs are concerned - . great, an interesting and in attractive FROE -

I hope they will remember that while this assembly and all Jews that it represents

through the world desire under the angin of Great britain to establish this CODE for

the Jewish people, the Great Powers, and among all the Great Powers most especially

Great britain, has freed them, the Arab race, from the tyranny of their trutal con-

queror, who had kept them under his heel for these many centuries. I hope they will

regularber is is - who have established the independent Arab sovereignty of the Bojas.

1 hope they will nember that it is ** who desire is Hesopotamic to prepare the way

for the future of a self-governing. automonous Arab State, and 1 hope that, remembering

all that, they will not grudge that small notch - for is is so sort geographically,

whatever it my be historically - that small notch in what are now arab territories

ing gives to the people who for all these hundreds of years have been separated from

is - but surely have . title to develop on their ORD lines is the land of their fore-

fathers, which ought to appeal to the sympathy of the krub people 40 it, 1 - convinced,

appeals to the great assa of my OND Christian fellow-countrymen.

0

(
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NAME:

ADDRESS:

AGE:

MARITAL

STATUS:

MILITARY PREFERENCE: Veteran of First World War. but no preference

DRAFT GLASSI:
FICATION:

(

EDUCATION:

EMPLOYMENT: November 1943 to July 1944 - Resigned.

C

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

SUMMARY OF FORM 57 ON BRUNO V. BITKER

Bruno V. Bitker

3340 North Windemere Court

46 years

Married

established

4-D

Cornell University 1916 to 1919
Wisconsin University. 1915 to 1916
LL.B. 1921

District Director OPA - CAF-14 - $6500

June 1942 to November 1943
Principal Attorney, P-6 - $5600

December 1941 to June 1942
Assistant Rationing Officer in State Rationing
Office, OPA, Milwaukee

September 1941 to December 1941
Special Assistant to Director of OPM in Washington

NG. U.S.PAT.ORR ROLL NO

D

MICROFILM
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July?
1445

May 1938 to December 1941

Member Milwaukee of Advisory Board, Farm Security Adm.,

July 1938 to December 1938
Special Advisor to State Banking Commission
of Wisconsin

January 1938 to December 1942
Private Law Practice

December 1937 to August 1938
Special Couneelor to Governor of Wisconsin,
$35.00 to $50.00 a day

1931 to Present

Kenber of Severage Commission of Kilwaukee.
No compensation

1921 to 1937
Private General Law Practice.

199
- 2 -

EMPLOYMENT:

Milwaukee. Wisconsin

$1.00 Year

O
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My dear Mr. Secretary:

I understand that the Office of Surplus Property and
Procurement Division activities in the Atlanta, Chicago,
Denver and Kansas City regions are being supervised by
regional directors of Procurement in the first three areas
named and that the Regional Director at Kansas City is now
on your rolls but has requested & transfer to the Frocurement
Division. No doubt you have under consideration individuals

Surplus for appointment Property in these regional and I would like to

as regional directors for the Office of

our men relieved of the responsibility for supervising the
Surplus Property activities by July 31.

Please let me have the name of your representative
who will be prepared to discuss the completion of the
segregation of Surplus activities from the Procurement
Division in order that the final determinations may be
made before the and of this month. 1 have designs ted
my Administrative Assistant, Mr. Charles S. Ball, to re-
present me in this regard.

Sincerely yours,
Je

Honorable Henry A. Wallace
Secretary of Commerce
Washington, D. C.

CEMack:hth
7-5-45

ROLL NO

H.
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Mergenthant

have
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REG.U.S.PAR.OFF ROLL NO.

July 7. 1945

TO THE SECRETARY:

In response to your oral request, I an sending you
herewith the weekly report relating to payments to veterans.

Number

893,241

Self-employed. b/

subsistence

943,922

$20 a week: four weeks' allowance for each month of

Difference between monthly earnings and $100.
$50 a month without dependents; $75 with dependents.
Limited to $500 per annum. Barwer

MICROFILM

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

FISCAL SERVICE

Washington

VETERANS PAYMENTS
UNDER

G. I. BILL OF RIGHTS

Week ended June 29. 1945
Number of
recipients Amount

39,256 $700,357

2,493 231,213

318 37,656

1,100 113,929

43,167 $1,083,155

active service, not to exceed 52 weeks

of

201

Amount

$17,883,979

3,282,596

800,717

686,817

$22,654,109

Cumulative

31,854

12,771

6.056

Unemployment
benefits

Students'

allowances

Tuition and
fees for
students

Total

a

b

c.
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202
THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

MEMBERANDED FOR THE MEMBERS OF THK CARINGT AND

HEADS OF INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

During my absence from Washington, urgent messages

for the may be sent to N. c. Latta, Executive Clerk in my office,

who will promptly forward them to me. It is suggested that

only the most important of these tessages be sent by radio.

nature should be sent to Mr. Latta to be forwarded by White House

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

SECURITY OF THE TREASURY

I an enclosing for your information a
copy of the President's memorandum regarding the
sending of radio massages and papers for his ap-
proval and signature during his absence from

It will be appreciated if you will be
good enough to indicate on any messages to be sent
by radio, whether they should be sent plain, TO-
stricted or Secret and Confidential.

Mc hatta
M. c. Latta

EXECUTIVE CLERK

July 9, 1945

July 6. 1945

HARRY S. THUMAN

MINORANDOM FOR THE

Washington.

3

Enclosure

It is also suggested that any messages to be sent by

radio be as brief as possible.

All other communications requiring my approval or sig-

Pouch.
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Teltype to Mr. Haughman, Agent in Charge,
U.S. Secret Service - New York
For delivery to Lieutenant Kineaid,
Fla.d Bennett Field - Coast Guard Air
Station -

For the Secretary QUOTE

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT MICROFILM

D

ONE OF THE PLRASANTEST TASKS I HAVE

EVEN HAD TO AS 35CREFARY of THE TREASURY

IS TO REPORT TO YOU TONIGHT THE FINAL RESULTS

02 THE SEVENTE WAR LOAN. WE GST OURSELVES. AS

YOU KNOW, All OVERALL GOAT OF 14 BILLION DOLLARS

THE PEOPLE OF AUERICA HAVE SUBSCRIBED TO THE

WS ASKED FOR SEVER BILLION DOLLARS IN
0

INDIVIDUAT subscriptions. WE HAVE RECEIVED A

FINALLY, AND HOST DEPORTANT OF ALL, AN

SET FOR THE RACE EARNERS OF THE COUNTRY THE

DIFFICULT GOAL OF POUR BILLION DOLLARS IS

E BONDS. THE FINAL FIGURES slow THAT It BOND

THE RAR BOND PROGRAM HAS BEEN, I THINK,

A MAGNIFICENT demonstration OF TER VOLUNTARY

ROLL NO

205

TOTAL or

19/45
7/2/204

MIGHTY SEVERT A TOTAL OF

BILLIONS.

SALES HAVE AMOUNTED TO

BILLION DOLLARS.

BILLIONS.
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TRANTORK OF A PRES PEOPLE. THROUGH THIS

PROGRAM MORE THAN 85 WILLION INDIVIDUAL

AMERICANS HAVE ENLISTED IS THE NATIONAL

CAUSE -- HAVE RECAIDED II AT ACT OF FAITH.

IT HAS SEEKED TO KT FROM THE BEGINNING

THAT THE ESSENCE OF THIS PROGHAM LAY ID IT3

VOLUNTARY CHARACTER. week I ASEED THE CONDRESS

OF THE UNITED STATES IN JANUARY, 1941, POH

AUTHORIZATION TO BORROW FROU THE GENERAL PUBLIC

THROUGH A DEFENSE SAVINGS BOND CAMPAIGN, : SAID:

"I CALL THINK OF NO OTHER SINGLE WAY IF WHICH so

MANY PEOPLE CAN BECOME PARTNERS OF THEIR

GOVERNMENT III FACIDO THIS ENERGENCY. IS IS

THE PURPOSE OF THE TREASURY TO RAISE KOKEY FOR

NATIONAL DEPENSE BY ENTRODS WHICH

TO ACHIEVE 123 AIMS, TEE TREASURY SOUGHT

NO. U.S.PAT.OFF
ROLL NOMICROFILM

206

TO MAKE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE UNDERSTAND THE

MEANING AND THE MACHITUDE OF THE CHISIS THAT

THEY FACED. IT KNDRAVORED TO POROS, THROUGH

UNITED ACTION THE NATIONAL URITY HERDED TO

OVERCOUR OUR DOLLOR PROBLEMS.

now WELL THIS HAS BEEN DOES THE RECORD

WILL ATTEST. I TAKE PARTICULAR PRIDE IN THE

ENCOWLEDGE THAT IT WAS DONE THROUGHOUT BX WHOLLY

DEMOCRATIC MEANS. THEME HAS BEER NO RESORT AT

ANY TIME TO COERCICS OR INTIRIDATION OR SOCIAL

PRESSURE. INSTEAD, THE RETROD PURSUED WAS TO

ORGANIZE STATE III STATE, COMMUNITY BY COMMUNITY,

MILLIONS OF VOLUNTEER WAR BOND WORKERS - DRAWN

FROM THE RANES OF BUSINESS, OF LABOR UNIONS, OF

THE PROFESSIONS INDEED FROM ALL THE SEGMENTS

OF OUR SOCIETY -- And TO LET THE CARRY THE

207
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NATIONAL KORALE."
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JUDGE LEARNED HAND'S CHAMBERS

confidence which it implied.

212

July 9. 1945

Sincerely yours,

My dear Mr. Secretary:

Thank you for your extremely

kind letter of the seventh. It WISD

. pleasure to meet Commissioner Nunan

and Mr. o*Connell, and T had felt in

this instance, as well as before, much

complimented that you should care for

my opinion. I value greatly the
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Th:

Times

#111 you itality sent the following abble from Secretary
rergentive to the Finance Division, U.S. - cc. for
Exercise

by MY of as resignation ** Secretary of
the Treasury will have reached yrs. I shall results at 4
cost settl the President returns from his forthersing one-
forests in Tames, : still expect you. ** 3.4k U.S. ?measury

to motion to fuseting without any inter-
Puptins and in Mischarge fully ** commissionsly all

Insidest to year assignent.

I would like to tries this appertunity to excess my
appreciation for the services you how realare tide lower
not is year present position.

Charge to 1%-381

History

7/9/45

MICROFILM

Mr. Callada

Freat Hr. Cee

to Iver Please C. 01 Financial Attache, Apertean Tabaser. the Hague,
the Katherine

by nov. will have reached yes, : shall renais at ay past until
the Treasury ?pesident returns fres his fortheoming conference is Turpos. to

: continue to function without any intermetion, and to discharge
shall expect yes, as the #. 1. Treasury Depresentative,

fully and consuitationaly all responsibilities incident to your
statement.

would like to take this opportunity to express my

appreciation : for the services yes have required this Government
is your present position.

Appropriations TX-387

ROLL NO.

send the following cable from learntary Hargenthem

annauncement of any resignation as Segretary of the

July 9, 1945
Tel

General

Mr. Cos

KF:hgb

1/7/25
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Rr. Cellade

Please seal the following table free Secretary Targettes
to Henry J. Taxes, Treasury Representative, American Tobassy.

By MYV. assausement of at resignation 48 Sepretary of the
Treasury will have reached you. I shall reanis as ay past until
the President returns free his fortherming conference is Purape.
I shell expect you, as the To 1. Treasury to
continue to function without any Internuties, and to discharge
fully and conseSentiously all revioesthilittee inclient to year

1 would like to take this opportunity to ******* ag
appreciation for the services you have realered this Government
is yesr present jositten.

hypropristions 71-387

MARK

Tel

NO. U.S.PAT.OFF ROLL NOMICROFILM

Front Mr. Gee

will you kindly send the following eable free Secretary
Hargenthan to All in Namiles

by BRV, resouncement of ay resignation AS Secretary of
the Transity will have reached you. : shall renals st ny post
until the President returns free his forthermin conference is

Terms. tive, to continue function and tact. to
discharge fully and conselectiously all responsibilities
sent to year assignment.

appreciation for the services you have realered this Govern-
sent in your present position.

7/7/95

216

Tel General Hilldrine

Froat Mr. See

Name, Italy:

assignment.

MNshgb

7/7/45

: shall exject yes, as the V. 9. Treasury Represents
to without any Internation,

1 would 11km to take this supertunity to express by

D
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Please sent the following cable free Secretary largenthes
to James ". Wood, Timestal Attsche, Averiest Tubanay, Median,

By saw. of ag resignation ** Secretary of the
Treasury will have reached you. shall Pennia at of post until
the /resident returns free his fortheowing eneference is Turepe.
: shall expect yes, as the F. 5. Treasury Representative, to
cistimu to function without any interruption and to discharge
fully and ossecientiously all reepensibilities incident to your

1 would 11 ce to take this apportunity to express my
approxistics for the services you have restered this Government
is your present position.

Appropriations 17-307

1

July

Yes

Please sent the following eable from Secretary Margentham
to William 3. Taylor, Treasury Representative American Fabasay,

by nov. - of BY resignation .. legretary of the
Treasury will have marbed you. shall Pennia at my past until
the President returns free his fortherning conference is Parage.
1 shall expect you, as the 1. 1. Treasury Representative to
enalism to functies without any Interretion and to discharge
fully and conseinationsly all respensibility tentient to your

: would like to take this opportunity to express -
appreciation for the services you have rentered this Government
is your present position.

Mr. Collecto

Tysal Hr. Gee

londan, Englands

Appropriations TI=387

Tel RT. Callada

Frest Mr. Get

Portugals

assignment.

7/7/14

assignment.

7/7/45

(
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Tas

?lease send the following cable free Secretary Hergenthes
to Then fore If Hall, Treasury Representative, latries Tebasay.

by NOW, announcement of ar resignation AS Secretary of the
Treasury will have reached yes. shall remain st as past until
the President returns fres his fortherning conference is Turepe.
I shall essect yes, .. the 1. 1, TRANSITY Representative, to
aretimue to fraction without any Internation, and to discharge
fully and consetentiously all reaponsibflitten incident to your

I would like to take this opportunity to express my
appreciation for the services yes have rescription this Government
in your present josition.

Appropriations 25-367

MICROFILM

Hr. Callada

Front Mr. One

?lesses send the follovine aable free Secretary Hargenthea
to Chories 11. Treasury inpresentative, larriest
logation Gairs, Tayott

by NOW. assouncement of my resignation ne Secretary of the
Treasury will have reached you. stall reasts at my post until
the Trestient returns free his forthesaing uniference in Harage,
I shall expect you, se the T. 5. Treasury ingressetative, to
eintimes to function without ART internation, and to discharge
fully and conscientiously all responsibilitten insidest to year
assigment.

: would like to take this apportunity to ******* az
ascredition for the cervices yes have realowed this Government
is your present position.

Appreprintinat 17.307

ROLL NO

200

1

Yes

Mr. Collado

Front Mr. Gas

Teris,

assimment.

Kitheb

7/7/45

7/7/45
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Tax

From Mr. Gee

to James 8. Name, Treasury Representative, Imprison Legation,
Jers, Witserland

Treasury will have peached you. 1 shall remain at up past until
the ?pesident returns from his fartheostar conference is Turnse,
: shall exect yes, as the U. 1. Treasury inpresentative to
continue to function without any Internation, and to discharge
fully and conscientiously all reaponsibilities Instient to your
assignment.

supposition for the services you have realered this Government
is year present position.

Apprepristions TI-307

7/7/45

REG.U.S.PAT.OR ROLL NOMICROFILM

22/

Please sent the following aable from Secretary Horgesthes
to Hetther Marks, Creaming Representative, American

by BOY, assassment of BE prefenation as secretary of the
will here reached yes. I shall reents at my past until

Treasury the President returns free Mc fortheasted esaferesce is Turnse,

: shall expect function yes, without any Internation, and to discharge

as the U. 2. Treasiry Regressentative, to

fully and consuientiately all responsibilities teetient to your

: would 11km to take this apportunity to express MY

appreciation for the services yes have remisted this Government
in your present jesition.

Approprictions 72-347

Mr. Gollado

Please send the following cable free legretary Hargenthes

By aav. assurancement of my resignation as licentary of the

I would 10km to take this opportunity to ng

See Kr. Collado

Treat SF. Cae

>reseale, Selefast

to

estimate

7/7/45
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323

july 2,1945

Tax

Please send the following cable free Secretary Vergeathes
to Gardner Patterson, Treasury Representative, Tabasay,

by new. of ag restonation AS Secretary of the
Treasury will have reached yes, shall renain of ag last until
the ?pseldent returns free his fortheasing conference in Terape.
I shall expect yes, as the = : Treasury Representative, to
continue to functies without any Interrantias, and to discharge
fully and consectentiously all resistabilities Insident to your

I wold like to take this opportunity to RELEASE my
appreciation for the services you RATE reasered this Government

Mr. Collado

From: RP. Cos

Belgrain. Tugeslaving

in your present josilles.

Appropriations 75-387

assignment.

Kitchen

7/7/45
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DRAFT OF TELEGRAM FROM THE SECRETARY TO ALL SENIOR TREASURY

REPRESENTATIVES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES:

any interruption, and to discharge fully and conscientiously

all responsibilities incident to your assignment.

Government in your present position.

By now, announcement of my resignation as Secretary

of the Treasury will have reached you. I shall remain at

my post until the President returns from his forthcoming

conference in Europe. L shall-expect you, as the U. S.

Treasury Representative, to continue to function without

I would like to take this opportunity to express my

appreciation for the services you have rendered this

OK

Me



UNITED KINGDOM TREASURY DELEGATION

BOX AND

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN STATION

With reference to my letter of 1st June I AM now able to
send you our figures of gold and dollar holdings as at 31st May 1945

Less gold liabilities

Net gold

Less dollar liabilities

Net dollars

Net gold and dollars

Yours sincerely,

RM Pm
R.H.Brand.

Director of Monetary Research,

9th July 1945.

$ millions

1,483

314

1,797

Dear Coe,

Mr.Frank Coe

Room 3430,
J.S.Treasury

which were as follows:-

Gold

Dollars

Washington, D.C.

1,830
347

476

162
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTER OFFICE COMMUNICATION

Secretary Morgenthau

The Business Situation
Week ending July 7. 1945.

Summary

National income: Income payments in May declined less than
seasonally and the annual rate of payments rose moderately
to $163.1 billions, thus reversing the decline of the pre-
vious 2 months. This annual rate compares with $162.8 bil-
lions in April and with the war-time high of $164.7 billions
in February. All major income components continued above
year-earlier levels except salary and wage payments in the
commodity-producing industries (chiefly manufacturing which

Employment: Labor is becoming more plentiful. The number of
acute labor shortage areas dropped from 74 on V-E Day to 53
on July 1. Last month 11 areas were dropped from the acute
labor shortage classification, including such important war
industry centers as San Diego, Buffalo and Newark, New Jersey.
The increase in labor unrest which has occurred since V-E Day
shows little sign of abating. Among others, the second largest
steel mill in the country located at South Chicago, was
temporarily tied up by labor troubles near the end of last
week.

Retail trade: Department store sales rose contra-seasonally in
June and the FRB adjusted index of sales rose to 204 from 187
in May. The sales pace alackened somewhat in the last week of
the month, but sales were still 16 percent above year-earlier
levels.

Stock market: The increase in margin requirements to 75 percent
was followed by a decline on Thursday of more than 2 percent
average railroad stock prices and smaller declines in indus-
trial and utility stocks. However, a moderate rally on Friday
reduced the decline
less than 1 percent for the week. In the face of election
uncertainties, industrial stock prices in London rose steadily
last week.

Prices: Featured by a break in rye futures caused by fears of
further curbs on speculation grain futures prices tended lower
last week. Prices received by farmers in June averaged 3 per-
cent above the previous month and reached the highest level
since 1920. On the other hand, prices paid by farmers were
unchanged for the third consecutive month.

ROLL NO

Income payments decline less than seasonally

After declining in the previous 2 months, the annual
rate of income payments in May rose to 161.1 billions from
162. billions in April. Due largely to customary drop
in interest and dividend disbursements total income pay-
menth in May fell off moderately, but the decline in
aggregate payment was less than seasonal thus causing
a renewed advance in the annual rate. (See Chart 1.)

Salary and wage payments in the commodity-producin
industries (chiefly manufacturing showed n further enal
decline during the month, but salary and wage payments by
the distributive industries and the Government increased
alightly. All sajor income components continued to show
reins over year-carlier levels except salaries and wages
in the omodity-producing industries. The letter were
about 2 percent lower, chiefly due to curtailments in the

Although critical labor shortazes continue in many
areas and industries the number of acute labor shortage
areas by July 1 had dropped to 53 from 74 on V-E Day.
During June, 11 areas were dropped from the acute labor
shortage clessification including such important war
industry centers no Ban Diego, Buffalo, and Newark,
New Jersey. Among other significant developments, the
Detroit area PAB dropped during the month to the Groun IV
classification, indicating substantial labor surplue
in that district as 0 result of outbooks in war production.

The marked incresse in labor restiveness that has
been in evidence since Y-E Day continued during the cast
week. Among other plants effected by work stoopages during
the period were timugus strin mill of the Republic
Steel Corporation at Cleveland, and the South Chicago
Works of the Carnegic Illinois Steel Corporation, the

Primarily due to the Independence Day holiday, steel
operations at the beginning of last week were scheduled
to droo 3.4 points to 88.1 percent of capacity, However,
actual output undoubtedly fell below schedule due to wor)
stoppages. During the current week steel operation are
scheduled at 89.0 percent of espacity. (See Chart 2.

- 2 -

Critical Inbor areas decrease

steel output cut by strikes

CONFIDENTIAL

DATE July 9. 1945

aunitions industries.

in

second largest steel mill in the country.
average to

)

)

TO

Mr. Has

Sub ject:

were a percent lower.

FROM

net compositein the Dow-Jones
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fortunate at the present time since the existing tight
steel supply situation, particularly in sheets and atrin,
has been an outstanding obstacle to reconversion activities.
In an effort to soread the available supply of sheets and
stric and facilitate reconversion, the WPE last week ordered
all users of these itean except small consumers to cancel.
reduce, or defer any orders which would result in on
inventory in excess of as days sunnly. In addition,
UPB froze third cuarter rolling will order books for
certain types of sheet and strin, in order to obtain
precine information on the amount of open BORCE on mill
schedules for these products. An soon 0.0 this is deter-
mined the books of about and strin producers will be re-
opened for accepting orders.

over the outlook for civilian goods production, numerous
)

observers have been expressing disanointsent recently
over the alonnes with which actual regonverion 18
progressing In addition to the continuing heavy war

have been pricing problems, labor incobility and Juria-

,

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

Tight steel supply situation
hampering reconversion

Interructions in steel output are particularly un-

Resumption of civilian goods output
relntivelylow

In contrast to node earlier ontimistic predictions

demanda and materials shortages, other troublesose factors

dictional disputes between labor unions.

While name Vaouum cleaners and electric irons are
now beginning to annear in stores and washing anchines
and sechnical refrigerators are expected to appear
between August and October a recent press survey of
information from trade and Government sources disclosed
that najor household appliances will be diamppointingly
soarce for at least another 12 months. The Ford Motor
Company recently resumed passenger our production and
at the middle of last week WILD reported to be turning
out 8 care per day. However, at the end of last month
Henry Ford II stated that unleas the Ford production quota
for the last half of 1945 our be increased sharely the
company would have to lay off from 50,000 to 60,000

NO. OFF ROLL NOMICROFILM

Department store anles rose contra-sensonallz

Lazging tendencies which developed in department

trade rose contra Misonally, and the FRE adjusted index
pales in April and May disappeared last month BE

of sales advanced to 204 from 187 in May. The sales
plice slockened sosawhat in the last week in June but
gain over year-earlier levels min still 16 percent.
(See Chart 3.1 Thin compres with cumulative sales
rain of 12 percent for the first help of 1945.

the
Sales gains in June were fairly uniform throughtout

the country with no Federal Reserve district showing an
increase of less than 13 percent or more than 21 percent.
The retail salem once annears to have been well meintained
that week. with Dun and Bradstreet reporting nation-wide
sales znins of from 15 percent to 20 percent above the
corresponding period last year.

Stock prices decline as sarvin requirements

Following the unsettlement of the previous week,
stock prices steadied in the early part of last meet and
the sold off again on Thursday following the announce
dent that sarair requirements had been raised to per-
cent. Although the probability of boost in margin
requirements had been widely discussed for some time,
additional selling in reported to have come into the
market on the fear that further soven to euro specu-
lation were in prospect.

Sailroad stocks declined over 2 percent on Thursday
while industrial and utility stocks showed smaller loanes.
Trading, however, was relatively light. (See Chart 4.1
At the close or the week the Dom-Jones average of 05
stocks WILL but fractionally below week-earlier levels.
Bone commentators attributed part of the selling on
Thursday to uncertainty over the outcome of the British
elections. Mowever, it should be noted that industrial
stock prices in London rose stendily last week and showed
a net gain of about 2 percent for the period.

Connodity futures lower

The insediate trent of prices, ns reflected in the
Don-Jones futures index, has shown mode further weakness,

)

in June

store

the

pre ingressed

:

employees.
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largely because of recent indications that the Administration
is taking an active interest in controlling speculative
activity. (See Chart 5.)

all rye futures broke 5 cents . bushel, the legal limit,

)

TRADE MARK MICROSTAT

-5-

Aye again declined sharply last week, and on Friday

on runors of further notion to bring rye speculation under
control. Other grains, except corn, also showed noticeable
weakness. Legislation chiling for is Congressional investi-
gation of rye market operations FOR introduced in the House
last Friday by Reprementative Keefe of Wisconsin. It was
revealed during the week that more drastic curts on
speculation in eve had been proposed by the Commodity
Exchange Authority, including an initial margin require-
ment of 33-1/3 percent, eath ishment of daily trading
limit and an open interest limit for any individual treder
and discontinuence of trading in the arrent-month future
except for actual hedging and for closing out previous

Cotton held firm during the week, in advance of the
Government acresse report today. Private figures have
indicated that the soreace estimate any be bullish. in
view of unfavorable net reather which has interfered with
plantine and cultivation of the crop in the Mismissippi
Valley states. A recent BAE review of the bottor situation
mentions that a heavy boll mentil survival this spring
has created the threat of severe damage to the crop this
season if the summer should be cool and drump.

Civilian Roods prices 50 percent above pre-min

The BLS all-commodity index reanined unchanged in the
week ended June 30 at 105.5 percent of the 1928 base level.
It is 1.7 percent higher than in the some week last year.

The all-commodity index does not adequately measure
price movements as they effect the civilian economy, partly
because anny of its pt 'Ice quotation are held st nominal
levels since the goods are no longer being produced. while
other quotations represent commodition that are used almost
entirely in war production. A new BLS index of prices of
civilian goods, now available on a confidential basis,
provides is better measure of the wartine price rise at
mholesale markets, in terms of its impact on civilians.
(See Chart 6.1

MICROFILM

The net index includes 125 commodities (in contrast
to the 859 used in the all-commodity index and is made
up of those which continue to be produced in fairly large
cuantities. and which are used only by that part of the
population not in the arned services A number of con-
sumer goods not in the general index have been added
including such items 0.0 beer and whickey, certain fresh
vegetables, and rayon fabrics.

It will be noted that the wholesale price index of
civilian goods as of May this year showed n rise of 50 per-
cent above the August 1939 pre-with level, as compared
with n rise of 41 percent in the published general price
index. The spread between the two widened substantially
after the early part of 1942, when general price ceilings
were first iscased. One reason for this is that farm
products and foods, which are weighted more heavily in
the new index, went un more rapidly than other consodities

Farm origen at new nortine high

Prices received by forsers in June averaged 3 per-
cent higher than A month earlier and reached new MBR-
time high 131 percent above the August 1939 pre-war level.
(See Chart The farm price index 10 the highest since
1920. The indez of prices paid by farmers for goods pur-
chaned (nlue interest and taxes) remained unchanged in
June for the third consecutive month. hence farm prices
reached 119 percent of parity, which had not been equalled

A marked advance in prices of truck orona, following
share decl ine in May. WILD chiefly responsible for the

rine in the index (See lover section of Chart 7.) The
poultry and BER index - sensonally higher and fruit
orices rose noticeably, Prices for both oranges and
Lesona showed advances, and apples were 6 percent higher.
In controat to the substantial advance in crop prices.
the Index for livestock and livestock products rose only
1 percent from May to June,

ROLL NO.

)

-6-

trades.

in 1942.
in

since June 1943.
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NATIONAL INCOME PAYMENTS AND COMPONENTS
1941 1942

Annual Rate by months

194 942

Dollar Totals for Selected Components May 1944 and May 1945

May 1944

ROLL NO

My /945

939

1939

940

1940

1943

1943

944

1944

1945

1945

DOLLARS

170

100

150

140

130

120

110

100

10

80

70

DOLLARS
Billions

45

40

35

30

2.5

20

is

10

DOLLARSBlue

170

160

ISO

140

30

20

10

100

90

NO

TO

DOLLARS

4.5

40

3.5

10

2.5

2.0

is

10
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Percent of Capacity

1945

1940

MAR APR MAY

ROLL NO

STEEL INGOT PRODUCTION

JUNE

Source American irea and Steel Institute

PERCENT

100

90

80

70

60

PERCENT

100

90

80

70

60

C-532-A

1943

1944

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury

- I Invoice
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PERCENT
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275

250

225

200

1945

175

150

125

100
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lecture- -

TRADE MAI MICROSTAT

DEPARTMENT STORE SALES
1935-39-100 Unadjusted

Weekly

1943

MICROFILM

STOCK PRICES DOW-JONES AVERAGES

PERCENT
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350
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300
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100
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C-300-D
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